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CHAPTER I 
I NTRODUCTIO N 
In the past decade or two , some basic changes have 
o ccurred in many of t he nation's rural areas .  One of  the most 
important areas of change has been that of transportation . 
Transportation facilities and systems are the lifeblood of 
rural America . The vast agricultural producin g Mid-West , of which 
South Dakota is a· part ,  produces much of the food that feeds the 
United States as well as foreign consumers. The movement  of mate­
rials and commodities to and from this area is accomplished , pri­
marily ,  by rail or truck . · 
The transportation of people is also of importance to this 
area and South Dakota . Due to isolation from major manufacturing , 
business , and trade areas , it is essential that prompt , efficient ,  
economic ,  and comfortable modes o f  personal transportation are 
available . South Dakotans require access to outside areas and 
likewise , outside centers require ready access to So uth Dakota . 
Movement within the State and re gion is  improved when efficient and 
safe modes of transportation are available . 
The Problem 
With the exception of Amtrak ( the Government sponsored rail 
system) , which provides very l imited service to the upper Nid-West 
and none to So uth Dakota , passenger train service has become history . 
A vast system whi ch used to pro vid e  pas senger servi c e  to nearly 
every town o n  its routes is no w nonexistent . 
2 
Bus service lacks the speed of other mod e s  (automobile and 
airplan e),  espe cially when rout es requi re sto ps at e very small town, 
service station , and major highway int ersection between larger 
cities.  Ne verthel e ss,  bus service does meet a c ertain transportat ion 
n eed and in certai n  instances and on selected rout e s  (non-sto p) bus 
travel could pro vid e a compet itive alternat ive t o  o ther mod es o f  
transportation . 
A ir transportation appears to be id eally suit ed to serving 
the upper Mid -We st. It is a relatively fast,  conveni e nt ,  reliabl e, 
and safe mode of trave l . ·1ovement to and from and w ithi n the 
region and South Dako ta is hastened in most cases, by air travel. 
However , the reduction and/or ce ssation of air s ervice is possibl e  
for some east ern South Dakota cities i n  the near future . If air 
service i s  reduced or curtailed, these communiti es will become more 
iso lated and less read ily accessible to outs id e  areas . This would 
undoubted ly affect the economic stability and growth of these 
communiti es and their surrounding trad e ar eas . 
Ini tiation o f  schedul ed air taxi or commuter servi ce i s  
perhaps the o nly way that airline service t o  man y low d ensity 
points in South Dako ta can be cont inued. Thi s  paper contain s an 
evaluation of the feasibility of a commuter airline system in lieu 
of or in addition to present air carrier service in South Dakota.1 
Factors Affecting the Problem 
The problem of declining air service to smaller, remotely 
located cities has been precipitated and affected by a variety of 
interrelated phenomena. These phenomena are contributing factors 
in the decline of air service to this area and South Dakota. 
J 
During the 1960's, the Federal highway construction program 
vastly expanded our nation's highway system, thus encouraging 
greater use of the automobile as the primary mode of personal 
2 transportation in short-haul situations. Competition from the 
automobile and the highway system have been mentioned as big factors 
in reducing the use of air trans}:X)rtation in short-haul markets.3 
Local airlines contend that it is very difficult for them to provide 
a good selection of flight frequencies at smaller communities. This 
makes driving with its great flexibility a more convenient form of 
travel over short distances. 
1 Refer to the Glossary of Terms and List of Abbreviations 
for an explanation of terms and abbreviations used in the text. 
2 Short-haul refers to trips of 200 miles or less. 
Jin late 1971, Mr. David Moran, vice president for traffic 
and sales, North Central Airlines, said that, "Previously the 50-60-
mile market was.conside�ed short haul; now it is 150 miles and 
under. We get c�earned by freeways." James P. Woolsey, "Locals 
Predict Rising Subsidy Needs." Aviation Week & Space Technology,· 
November 15, 1971, p .  26. 
Other factors also contribute to passengers ' decisions to 
drive to major terminals rather than to use the smaller , less 
frequently served airports . The Athens , Georgia--Atlanta market 
(67 miles apart) , is an excellent example . When better parking 
facilities were built at Atlanta , airline passenger traffic  from 
Athens to Atlanta showed a decline . Further drops were noticed 
4 
1 when the limousine service between Athens and Atlanta was improved . 
Population shifts in the plains states have brought about a 
redistribution of population . Despite the movement of  population 
into major urban areas , many small communities continue to express 
a desire for scheduled air service . This demand will most likely 
increase if recent trends of movement back into the less populated 
Mid-West continues . 
Also , the composition and market structure of local airline s 
has changed as the result of mergers and route expansion . The 
lo cals have shifted their emphasis to longer and denser routes that 
serve larger hub terminals rather than emphasizing service to small 
towns and cities . 2 
There are various examples of this change in the route 
structure . In 1969 Mohawk extended from its traditional upstate 
New York points to Chicago and the Twin Cities ; North Central was 
1 U . S . Department of Transportation , Civil Aeronautics 
Board , Remarks Before the Joint Luncheon of the Kiwanis Club and 
Chamber of  Commerce of Wichita Kansas b Secor D .  Browne , 
Washington , D . C . : U .S. Government Print1ng Office, 1972) , p . 9 .  
2 I bid . , p. 10. 
certified to fly the Denver--Twin Cities route; Ozark went from 
Iowa and Illinois to New York and Washington; Piedmont was awarded 
a route to Chicago; Chicago, Miami, and St. Louis were added to 
Southern's system; and Texas International was awarded Los Angeles 
and Denver routes. Only one year earlier, Allegheny extended its 
routes to Albany and Memphis while even earlier Piedmont was 
certified to fly Washington and New York routes. The rationale 
behind these awards was that through these highly profitable routes 
the airlines could partially make up the losses entailed in flying 
1 short-haul routes and serving small communities. 
The regional carriers have invested and continue to invest 
in larger and faster equipment. For example, their investment in 
flight equipment rose from $1JJ  million in 1965 to $.541 million by 
the end of 1969 . In a similar vein, their debt rose from $110 
million in 1965 to $550 million in 1969, an increase of over 400 
percent. Interest expense during the same time period increased 
from $5 million in 1965 to $41 million in 1969 . These figures are 
largely the result of an extensive expansion of the jet powered 
aircraft inventory of the industry.
2 
As the size and speed of the aircraft purchased has grown, 
the scheduled service to many communities has decreased to mere 
1 U.S. Department of Transportation, Civil Aeronautics 
Board, Remarks Before the A ssociation of Local Trans rt Airlines 
by John G. Adams,· Washington, D. C. : U. S. Government Printing 
Office, 1970 ), p. J .  
2
Ibid., p. 2. 
5 
tokenism. In some localities, the aircraft cannot use the airports 
due to insufficient runway length, and therefore, these communities 
1 no longer receive service. 
fhe use of faster equipment on short-haul routes has a 
limited effect in reducing travel time because of the fixed amount 
of time required to take-off, climb to cruising altitude, descend, 
land and taxi regardless of the aircraft used. Considering that 
most travel is for business reasons, the best way a local service 
carrier can make its service more attractive in short-haul markets 
with good travel alternatives, i.e. automobiles, is either to have 
better timing in the schedule or to increase the frequency of 
service.2 
Finally, since the mid-1960's, scheduled air taxis and 
commuter carriers offering scheduled services have expanded on a 
nationwide basis. In 1972, these carriers provided service to 150 
points that weren't certified by the Civil Aeronautics Board ( CAB) . 
In addition, they served numerous certified markets and locations 
6 
and provided replacement service at about 60 locations for certified 
carriers .. In general, they have been able to give better schedule 
timing, greater frequencies of service, and overall improved 
performance for the consumer.3 
1 Browne, Remarks Before the Joint Luncheon, p. 10. 
2 
Geor ge C. Eads, The Local Service Airline Ex eriment, 
(Washington2 The Brookings Institution, 1972 , p. 29. 
3Browne, Remarks Before the Joint Luncheon, p. 10. 
The lo cal carrie rs are facing a d ilemma in re sponding to 
the n e ed s  of small communitie s on their systems . Especially in 
recent years, rapid ly rising co sts have resulted in the n e ed for 
substantially increas ed subsidies if their smallest system point s 
are to contin ue to re ceive service . Thro ugh d eletions , conso li­
datio ns, and suspens ions ,  the lo cal carriers have be en s eeking to 
reduce thei r  service obligation to small co mmunitie s .  Temporary 
s uspensio n s  have been so ught and grant ed to local carriers at some 
localities. Thus , service by lo cals has become less responsive to 
the n e ed s  o f  smaller cities;  lo cal sys t ems have expanded , but 
schedule s  have been mad e to sui t  the need s  of the higher d en s ity 
1 points on the systems . 
Ead s ,  who conducted research evaluating the local airline 
system , has conclud ed that the performance of t he local service 
ai rline s  has fallen far short of the goal established by the CAB . 2 
7 
He cont end s  that the re sult o f  twenty-five years o f  faulty go vernment 
regulation and subsidization has led to the creation of "junio r 
trun klines" out o f  the lo cal s . He argue s  that the quality and 
quantity of airline s ervice provided to the smaller co mmunities that 
d epend solely o n  lo cal carrie rs has d eterio rat ed o ver the past ten 
years . At the same t ime , he claims that the per-passenger co st to 
1 I bid . , p. 11 . 
2Eads , I'he Lo cal S e rvice Airline Experiment , p. viii. 
t he federal government of providing this service has n ot fallen 
and may have in creased. 
In many instan ces , due to  the relati ve remot eness of their  
location , the economi c well  being of rural communities depends upon 
t ransportati on.  These communi t ies d on ' t  have acc es s  t o  good rail 
or rapid transit syst ems and therefore  require good, d ependable air 
transportation.  I ndustry is  reluctant to  locat e faciliti es in  a 
8 
city or area that isn't easily accessible. A good air t ransportati on 
system aids that accessibi lity . 
S outh Dakota Cond iti ons 
Withi n the next five years , the replacement of present air­
craft (Convair 580 ) or of airline servi ce i tself may be faced by 
some communi ti es in South Dakota . North Cent ral Airlines, which 
is  the only airline that ser ves al l nine air carri er cit ies in 
S outh Dakota ,  has publicly stated that it inten ds t o  go t o  an all 
jet fleet on all rou tes in Sout h Dakota by t he 1980' s. 
At  the present time, 77 percent of Sout h Dakota .• s citiz ens 
are within approximately sixty mi nutes dri ving time of a community 
served by scheduled airline t ransportation. If  North Cent ral 
Airli nes r eplaces their prop-jets wi th jet air craft ,  as they have 
stated they will , servi ce would have t o  be terminated at Brookings 
and Yankton unle�s substantial i mprovements are mad e to the present 
faci liti es--pri marily , lengthening runways . In  addition ,  runway 
strengthening would be  required to  accomodate hea vier jet aircraft 
at �u tchell and Huron. Considering the low number of boardings 
at Brooki ngs , Mitchell, Huron and Yankton ( see table 1), scheduled 
air transportation might be deleted at these localities . If  this 
were to occur, the proportion of the state's population within 
six ty miles driving time of a terminal with scheduled airline 
1 service would fall to approximate ly 61 percent. 
'�he extensive work done on the Interstate highway system 
in South Dakota increased the use of the automobile as a means of 
personal travel . Interstate Highways 90 and 29 put many towns and 
ci ties  "closer" to their neighbors and reduced the driving time to 
a large r hub terminal with a more i nvi ting array of flights . As 
an ex ample, Brookings is now approximately one hour away from Joe 
Foss Field in Sioux Falls as the result of Interstate Highway 29. 
Mitchell, although slightly farther away , is  now also within 
comfo�table driving distance of Sioux Falls because of its direct 
access to Interstate Highway 90. This ready availability of  good 
highways would effect the selection of air transportation as a mode 
of travel. 
South Dakota has ex perienced a shift in its population. 
Along with many other midwestern states, the state's population 
increased up through the 1960 census. A drop of  14,000 or 
1Monte Schneider, Director of Aeronautics, South Dakota 
Department of Transportation, to Tom Hruby, Brookings, 27 February 
1975, South Dakota Air Transportation. 
9 
TABLE 1 
SOUTH DAKOTA AVERAGE AIRLINE PASSENGER BOARDINGS 
SCHEDULED AND NON-SCHEDULED 
Passengers Per Day 
A irports 1970 1971 1972 1973 
Aberdeen 65 . 0  75 . 7  7J .4  70 . 9  
Broo kings 6 . 1 3.2 5 . 3  6 . o 
Huron 24 . 8  19 . 3  16 . 4 11 . 3  
Mitchell 9 . 1  6 . 8  7 . 0 9 .3 
Pierre 63 . 1  69 . 1 72 . 5  86 . 9  
Rapid Ci ty 237 . 6  258 . 9  282 . 3  322 . 3  
Sioux Fall s  465 . 5 511 . 9  521 . 2  585 . 1  
Watertown 28 .4  J2 . 2 27 . 2  J7 . 8  
Yankton 8 . 9  9 . 3 10 .4  11 . 3  
'Totals 908 . 5  968 .4  1015 . 7  1140 . 9  
10 
1974 
79 . 2 
6 . 6 
11 . 1  
10 .4  
95 . 7  
327 . 4  
621 . 2  
41 . 2  
12 . 7  
1205 . 5  
SOURCE: U.S. Department of Transportation, Civil Aeronau­
tics Board , Air rt Activit Statistics of Certified Route Air 
Carriers--12 Months Ended June 0 1 70 , Washington , D. C.: U. S. 
Government Printing Office , 1970 , pp. 14J-44; U.S. Department of 
Transportation , Civil Aeronautics Board , Airport Activity Statistics 
of Certified Route Air Carriers--12 '1onths Ended June 0 1 71 , 
Washington, D.C.: U.S. Governm ent Printing Office, 1971 , p. 106; 
U.S. Department of Transportation , Civil Aeronautics Board, Airport 
Activit Statistics of Certified Route Air Carriers--12 Months 
Ended June 10, 1972 , Washington , D . C . : U.S. Government Printing 
Office , 1972 ) , p. 106; U.S. Department of Transportation , Civil 
Aeronautics Board, Air rt Activit Statistics  of  C ertified Route 
Air Carriers--12 Months Ended June JO, 1973 , Washington, D . C . z 
U.S. Government Printing Office, 197J), p. lOJ; and U.S. Department 
of Transportation , Civil Aeronautics Board , Airport Activity 
Stat isti cs of Certified Route Air Carriers--12 Months Ended June O, 
1974 , Washington ,  D . C . :  · U.S. Government Printing Office , 1974 , �8 .  
NOTE: Average passengers per day was computed by dividing 
the total number of  passengers boarded at each lo cation by J65 . 
Boardings--R efers to passengers boarding the aircraft at 
that service point . 
11 
2 . 1  percent, was recorded between 1960 and 1970 . 1 Nevertheless, 
seventeen of the State's counties experienced population increases 
( see figure 1 ) . Of the counties experiencing increases in 
population, all except two, Todd and Shannon, eithe r had air 
carrier cities in them or were adjacent to counties with air 
carrier cities ( see Figure 2) . 
Possible Impacts in South Dakota 
South Dakota has experienced not only a net out-migration 
of some of its population since 1960 but also a concentration of 
population in counties near air carrier cities. If past population 
movement trends continue, the state will experience a greater loss 
to out-of-state communities and/or a greater concentration in 
existing population centers of the state. If North Central Airlines 
goes to an all jet fleet of aircraft, some Eastern South Dakota 
communities may lose their present service or have it reduced. If 
gasoline prices continue to escalate and the speed limit remains 
at fifty-five miles-per-hour, automobile travel might become less 
desirable as a means of short-haul transportation. If these 
phenomena occur, then South Dakota will require a supplemental 
form of transportation. 
1 U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census. Census 
of Po ulation· 1 60 Volume I Characteristics of the Po ulation, 
Part A, Number of Inhabitants Washington, D. C. t U .s. Government 
Printing Office, ·1961), pp. 1-60 ; and U.S. Department of Commerce, 
Bureau of Census. Census of Po ulation· 1 0 Volum e I Charac­
teristics of the Po ul ation Part 4 South Dakota Washington, D. C. : 
U.S. Government Printing Off ice, 1973 , pp. 14-15 •. 
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Goal and Objectives 
The goal of this reasearch was to evaluate the fea�ibility 
of establishing a commuter airline system in South Dakota . Specific 
research objectives were: 
1. To describe in detail the growth and characteristics 
of  the commuter industry in the United States and 
relate the national experience to the feasibility of 
a commuter system in 0outh Dakota . 
2. To evaluate the technical, economic , and airport 
facility issues that would affect commuter feasibility 
in South Dakota . 
3. To evaluate the attitudes and opinions of  interested 
groups in potential commuter service  points in South 
Dako ta as they relate to commuter feasibility . 
4. To conclude on the research issue of  commuter 
feasibility and/or suggest areas that require further 
research and analysis . 
Methods 
Each of  the four major objectives of the research was 
achieved by varying methods . The methods are linked by their common 
purpose of evaluating commuter feasibility . 
The descriptive analysis required to complete the first 
obj ective was fulfilled through the use of a literature review . 
The review allowed  for a comprehensive look at the origin , gro�th 
pattern s , regulation , and future potential of the commuter airline 
industry . Technical articles from periodicals as well as laws 
and regulations.were the primary sources used in the review . The 
i ssues discussed were related to commuter feasibility in South 
Dakota by describing how the commuter industry has evolved and 
adapted to meet air transportation requirements in o ther areas of 
the United State s . This adaptive quality may be essential t o  the 
succes s  of the system in South Dako ta. 
15 
Supplemental i ssues relating to co mmuter feasibility also 
were d i s cussed by use of a literature revi ew . Literature and 
regulations dealing with subsidy, j o int fare s , air mail and air 
cargo wer e  exami ned fo r their impact on commuter feasibili ty . 
Various pro po sals for implementing the subsidization o f  the commuter 
i ndustry were prese nted . The importance of the s e  iosues to co mmuter 
feasibili ty in South Dakota was subsequently discussed. 
ro identify po tential users of short -haul transpo rtation ,  
pa.s t studi e s  were r e vi ewed . Facto rs affecting consumer d emand for 
sho rt haul tran sportation were ident ified through a personal 
i nt ervi e w  with North C entral Airlines o ffi cials and a revi ew of 
pe rtinent lit erature on the subj ect. Thi s info rmation was related 
to the South Dako ta market by presenting statistics on South Dako ta 
air travel provided by the Civil Aeronauti cs Board ( CAB ) . 
The co sts o f  airlin e o peration were d efined and dis cussed by 
us e  o f  a bri ef lit erature review. The e valuation of d ifferent . 
aircraft as commuter vehicles was performed by comparing co st data 
whi ch were suppli ed by the various aircraft manufact urers. Data on 
purchasing costs,  o perating co sts and performance characteristics 
were presented �d compared. In order to obtain a comparative 
analysis o f  co mmuter aircraft and ai rcraft currently used by air 
carriers on routes in South Dakota, operating costs of  the latter 
were presented . 
16 
Further analysis was performed by estimating the enroute 
time , operating costs , and fuel used by various aircraft on a 
hypothetical route in South Dako ta--Aberdeen to Sioux Falls  with 
stops in Watertown and Brookings . Potential demand for the route 
was derived from 1974 North Central Airlines data concerning south­
bound traffic from the cities of Aberdeen, Watertown , and Brookings . 
Performance data computed from charts ,  graphs , and tables supplied 
by aircraft manufacturers and North Central Airlines were used to 
estimate time enroute and fuel consumption for the various legs of 
the route . Using the time enroute figures, operating costs for the 
aircraft were computed using co st data supplied by North C entral 
Airlines and Allegheny Airlines. Operating costs on a per-passenger 
basis were obtained by dividine total costs by the projected 
passenger demand . Costs relevant to increased demand were obtained 
by projecting incremental increases in demand--from 10 to 100 
percent . With the increased demand , the number of  flights required 
to transport the passengers was determined and multiplied by the 
operating costs to get total operating costs . The total operating 
costs  were subsequently divided by the number of passengers to 
arrive at per-passenger costs. Per-passenger costs , time enroute, 
and fuel consumed were used to evaluate the trade-offs involved in 
operating the various aircraft on the hypothetical rout e. 
17 
A description of the present South Dak ota air transportation 
.... 
system and facilities was accomplished by an inventory of current 
service patterns , airports ,  and air navigation equipment . Data 
provided by the South Dakota Division of Aeronauti cs and the Federal 
Aviation Administration were used to outline current airline and 
non-scheduled air taxi service . Minimum commuter airport criteria 
were developed considering requirements for the safe , comfortable , 
and continuous operation of a commuter system . Using these criteria , 
South Dako ta airports were evaluated in terms of their acceptability 
as commuter service points . Data generated by the Montana Study 
which estimated construction costs for airport improvements were 
used as the basis for estimating the costs of facility improvements. 
The third objective was achieved through the use of data 
obtained by mail questionnaires . Questionnaires were sent to fixed 
1 base operators , chambers of commerce and airport boards . These 
groups' responses to questions concerning their interest in becoming 
involved in the o peration and support of a commuter system were 
used as indicators of commuter feasibility. This approach was 
used because it was judged that commuter feasibility depends upon 
the direct involvement and support of aviation businesses and 
communities in the state . 
�ixed base operators refers to businesses providing flying 
services at airports. They would provide such services as flight 
training , aerial spraying , and air charter . 
The final objective was completed after reviewing the 
findings of  the study . The findings were also used in identifying 
areas that would require further research if an interest in and 
desire for a commuter airline system were expressed. 
Scope and Limitations 
18 
The study is defined and limited by various geographical , 
resource and data parameters . The study limits itself to South 
Dakota . However , all of the data concerning commuter operations 
come from out-of-state sources. The airline systems dealt with are 
commuter , lo cal , and trunk carriers with emphasis on commuter 
operators . 
fhe s tudy evaluates initiation of  a commuter service as an 
addition to or  replacement of present air carrier service to the 
nine air carrier cities in the state. The research concentrates on 
these cities because they currently have the required airport 
facilities for commuter operations . Other airports in the state-­
non air carrier airports--are evaluated in terms of the improvements 
that would be required for them to become useable for a commuter 
system. 
Aircraft used in the commuter industry and the costs involved 
with operating these aircraft are presented . As a means of com­
parative analysis , the costs associated with aircraft operated by 
North Central Airlines in South Dakota are also considered . All 
costs are estimates or data supplied by aircraft manufacturers and 
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operators. The research is limited to costs and economic conditions 
existing in calendar year 1975. 
Data used i n  the study were obtained through the resources 
of Lincoln Library, South Dakota State University, inter-library 
loan system, Federal Aviation Administration, Civil Aeronautics 
Board, Commuter Airline Association, Allegheny Airlines and their 
commuter operators, North Central Airlines, Ozark Airlines, and 
Frontier Airlines. In addition, questionnaires were used to gather 
data from fixed base operators, chambers of commerce, and airport 
boards in the air carrier cities in South Dakota. 
Chapter Review 
In Chapter II, an examination of the commuter industry is 
used to illustrate the position of commuters in the air transporta­
tion industry with particular emphasis on their growth and 
adaptation. This information as well as that presented in Chapter 
III , which discusses supplemental issues affecting commuter 
feasibility, is related to conditions in South Dakota. 
Chapter IV delves into the identification of users of short­
haul air transportation, factors affecting the level of usage, and 
the costs involved in operating an airline. Costs for selected 
commuter aircraft are estimated and compared to those for aircraft 
operated by North Central Airlines in South Dakota. 
Chapter V contains a discussion of the costs involved in 
operating an airline. Estimates of operating costs for various 
aircraft are used in a comparative analysis on a hypothetical route 
in order to evaluate the trade-offs involved with o perating these 
aircraft . The po ssible impact of a commuter system on the state 
and region are also presented . 
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In Chapter VI , an examination of airport facilities and air 
navigation aids is undertaken to identify those airports that are 
suitable for commuter o perations . Criteria were selected and used 
to pick airports that have adequate runway length ,  lighting ,  
navigational aids , and terminal facilities .  
In order to more fully evaluate the impact of  a commuter 
system on the economic well being of a community , questionnaires 
were used to gain inputs from affected parties . Evaluation and 
analysis of  the responses of fixed base operators, chambers of 
commerce , and city governments in the current air carrier cities 
are presented in Chapter VII . 
The summary of the research as well as the findings , 
conclusion , and recommendations are presented in Chapter VIII . 
,'.,.. . ; requiring further research are suggested. 
CHAPrER II 
COMMUTER AIRLINE POSITION, GROWTH, AND FUTURE IN 
THE SCHEDULED AIR TRANSPORTATION INDUSTRY 
The scheduled air carrier industry of the United States is 
composed of three segments which operate within its states and 
territories. They are the trunkline, local, and commuter air 
carriers. The three components, although serving different markets, 
serve a particular transportation need--scheduled air transportation. 
This chapter is designed to describe these segments with 
particular emphasis on the commuter air carriers.
1 
Emphasis is 
given to describing growth in the third level industry in recent 
years and its potential for use in South Dakota. A comprehensive 
description of the scheduled air carrier industry, especially 
commuter, is necessary to an understanding of how and why the 
concept should be considered for South Dakota. 
Trunkline Carriers 
The nation's major airlines, known as trunkline carriers, 
were permanently certified as scheduled air carriers under the 
"grandfather" provisions of the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938. Under 
these provisions, they were given certificates of "public 
1 
. 
Commuter air carriers may also be ref erred to as the 
third level industry--trunklines are the first level and locals 
the second level. 
convenience and necessity" to provide scheduled air transportation 
1 over a particular route or system of routes. 
Since their original certification, none of the original 
sixteen carriers has gone out of business. However, by 1970, 
mergers had reduced the number of separate carrier companies to 
eleven. These eleven domestic carriers continue to comprise the 
2 
trunkline segment of the industry. 
Local Carriers 
After a period of study, consideration, and political 
22 
pressuring, the Civil Aeronautics Board (CAB) announced on July 11, 
1944 that it was initiating an experiment to expand scheduled air 
service to the more isolated and smaller communities in the United 
States. They did this even though the traffic potential was not 
judged to be encouraging at that time. In order to achieve this 
goal, a group of feeder or local service carriers, which would 
specialize in providing low-density, short-haui . � rvice, was 
established. Feeder routes, designed to terminate at cities 
already receiving scheduled air service, were established. However, 
to prevent competition from arising between the trunkline and the 
local carriers, the locals were required to stop at every certified 
point they served between major hub terminals. By requiring this, 
the CAB kept the local carriers from competing with the trunklines. 
1 
Eads, The Local Service �irline Experiment, pp. J-4. 
2
11Airline Traffic--April 1975," Aviation Week & Space 
Technology, July 21, 1975, p. J4 . 
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This requirement also assured that the communities between the major 
1 
hubs would be pro vided with better service under this system. 
Because of the experimental nature.of this system, these 
carriers were issued temporary certificates. The reasoning was that 
if the experiment didn't work or a carrier was judged not capable 
of pro viding scheduled service, the concept or the carrier could 
2 
be dropped. 
Between 1945 and 1950, the Board certified eighteen carriers 
to pro vide short-haul air transportation under the lo cal experiment. 
Of the original group, three were subsequently denied renewal of 
their certificates when they expired and seven others merged with 
o ther locals or with a trunkline carrier . 3 The eight remaining 
survivors of the original group comprised the lo cal industry until 
July of 1974 when Air New England, formerly a commuter operator, 
was designated a lo cal service carrier. Unlike most lo cals, Air 
New England supplies service with six Douglas DC-J's, six 
DeHavilland of Canada Twin Otters, and four Beech 99's, which are 
4 all smaller than most aircraft used by the local carrier indu$try. 
1
Eads, The Local Service Airline Experiment, p. 87. 
2r bid . ' p. 1 . 
31 bid • ' p . 4 . 
4"Air New England Named Local," Aviation Week & Space 
TechnoloBy, July 22, 1974, p. 18. 
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An initial objec ·ve of the CAB experimental program was to 
make the locals financially solvent and self-sufficient. However, 
a subsidy system was established to partially compensate the carriers 
for providing service at their certified points in the interim 
period. 1 The subsidies continue today. 
Although the local carriers were authorized specifically to 
provide short-haul and low-density air service, by 1950 many of 
them were like the smaller trunklines in terms of routes and service 
points. Furthermore, those local carriers who were closest to 
achieving the CAB's goal of financial selr'-sufficiency had routes 
most like those of the trunklines. 2 
In 1955, Congress directed the CAB to grant permanent 
certificates to the local carriers. Currently, with the exception 
of Air New England which is operating on a three year temporary 
certificate, all the local carriers are permanently certified. 
However, they continue to have some routes with temporary certifi­
cation policies. 3 
Commuter Industry 
Commuter air carrier, third level carrier, and scheduled 
air taxi are all terms used to designate carriers operating 
1Eads, The Local Service Airline Experimen t ,  P· 5. 
21 bid • ,. p .  10 5 . 
3relepho�e interview with David Moran, North Central Air­
lines, Inc. , Brookings, South Dakota, 28 October 1975· 
sched uled service under Part 298 of the Civi l Aeronautics B oards '  
Economic Regulat ions . These t erms�are used interchangeably in the 
paper.  
Under the provision known as the  air taxi exemption,  air-
25 
craft that have a passenger carrying capacit y of thirt y or less or a 
useful load of 7500 po unds or less could operate under this 
r egulatio.n . The dist inctive characteristi c of this operating s ystem 
i s  that commuter carriers are not treated the same as the certified 
carriers because they  do not rece ive certificates of public  
i d •t 1 conven ence an necessi y. 
C ommuter Ind ustry Regulation 
rhe commut er i ndustry, although a very  uncontrolled entity 
when compared to the rest of the schedul ed airline ind ust ry, i s  
required t o  meet certai n regulatory  re qui rements . These regulations 
provid e  for the safe c onduct of flight while providing a mi nimum of 
contr ol over day-to-day operations . 
FAA Regulation 
Aircraft operated by commuter carriers are all s ubject t o  
maintenance and inspections performed at periodic intervals · as 
prescribed by  FAA proced ures for comme rcial operations . The aircraft 
1 Eads ,  The Local Service  Ai rli ne Experiment , p. 5 .  
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are all types that are tested and certified by the F'AA as airworthy 
prior to their introduction into service.
1 
Commuter airline pilots, like the commuter aircraft, are 
licensed and supervised by the FAA for air carrier operations. In 
addition to meeting FAA physical standards, the pilots are required 
to receive recurrent training and a flying proficiency check ride 
2 every six months. 
CAB Regulation 
In terms of CAB regulation, the basic differences between 
commuters and other scheduled carriers are that commuters can 
begin and end service at will; subject to state regulations; and 
they can fly the routes they want and charge whatever they want for 
their services. 3 ·rhese features are in marked contrast to the close 
control and regulation maintained over the certified airline 
industry. The unstructured growth and advancement of commuter 
service is much different from that of the local carriers who were, 
4 from their inception, kept under strict regulation. Thus, the 
commuter industry is regulated by the Civil Aeronautics Board under 
a l aissez faire policy. 
1
Re rt Number Commuter Airlines (Washington, D.C.: 
Commuter Airlines Association, July, 1975 , P · 1. 
2Ibid. 
3Eads, The Local Service Airline Experiment, p. 5. 
4 
Ibid. , p. 6 .  
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Part 298 
Part 298 of the C AB ' s  ec onomic r egul ations is the document 
which guides t he commut er indust ry. This controll ing document 
classifies commuter air carriers according t o  t he f oll ow ing criter ia: 
1 .  They engage in the di rect air tran sportation of 
passengers and/or property,  and/or in transportation 
w ithin the 48 contiguous States, Alaska or Hawai i 
of m ail by aircraft ;  
2 .  They do not directly or indirectl y us e larg e air cr aft 
in ai r transpo rtati on; 
J .  They do not hold a c ert ificate of public convenience 
an d  necessity or other economic authorit y issued 
by the Boar d; 
4 .  They have and maintain in effect liability insurance 
coverage i n  complianc e  w it h  the r eq uirements of 
Pa rt 298 and hav e and maintain a curr ent certificate 
of insurance evidenc ing such coverage on f il e  a t  
the Board; 
5 .  f hey ha ve regist ered w ith t h e  B oard an d  cont inue to 
f il e  operat ions repo rts deta iling the vol ume of 
1 business c onduct ed by the c ar rier in all it s fl ights. 
The Board, i n  an att empt t o  cont rol a nd l imit competit ion 
betw een third l evel and lo cal or t runkline carriers has limited 
the capacit y of commut er aircraft. 2 C ommuter opera t or s  cannot use 
aircraft that can carry more than thir ty passenger s  or have a 
useful loa d  of . more than 7500 po unds.  
1 U .S .  Depar tment of r ranspo rtat ion, C ivil Aeronautic s Board, 
E c onomic Re ulat ions• Part 298: Classificat ion and Exem tion of 
A ir Taxi Operat ors Washingt on, D. C.:  U . S .  Govern ment Print ing 
Off ic e, J uly 1 ,  1969 ) , p .  298-304. 
211 CAB Cla rif ies Payl oad Rul e. " Aviat ion Week & Space 
Techn ology, J uly 24, 1972 , p. 18. 
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The se criteria are designed to improve the service provided 
by third level carriers and aid in the ir develo pm ent . In add ition, 
i t i s  hoped that these crit eria will aid in crea t ing incentives for 
the d evelo pment and product ion of n ew aircraft suitabl e  for 
operation by carr i ers in the third level industry . 1 
S iz e  and Growth of Commuter Industry 
The third level industry has grown and expand ed in r e cent 
years . Thousands o f  air taxi firms have operated sinc e  t he air 
taxi exemption was established in 1952 . The numb er of s cheduled 
air taxis ( commut er air carri ers ) was small until the 1960 ' s .  In 
1964, for example, there were twelve o perators with seven ty-two 
aircraft serving s cheduled routes . In 1968, thi s  number had grown 
2 to o ver two hundred s cheduled operators . 
E ven tho ugh schedul ed air taxi service began in the 1950 ' s, 
i t  wasn ' t  unt i l  1969 that the CAB created the specifi c commuter 
industry that we know today . The CAB , in that year, issued an 
o rd er defining a commuter air carri er as " an  air taxi o perator 
which ( 1 )  performs at l east five round trips per week between two 
or more points and publishes flight s chedule s which spe cify the 
times,  days of che week and places between which such flights are 
1 " Rules on Size,  W eight Eased for Air Taxi s . "  Aviation 
Week & Space Techno logy, July 24 , 1972 , p. 18 . 
2 
Eads,  The Lo cal Service Airline Experiment,  p .  5 .  
performed , or ( 2 )  transports mail by air pursuant to a current 
contract with the U. S. Postal Service . 0 1 
Commuter Industry Growth 
A clo ser inspection of the third level industry reveals 
some interesting growth comparisons . In 1970 , for example , there 
were 176 carriers who transported 4 . J  million passengers , 44 . 2  
million pounds o f  cargo , and 75 . 1  million pounds o f  mail . These 
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figures can be compared to 1974 when 222 carriers moved 6 . J million 
passengers , 111 . 6 million pounds of cargo , and 150 . 9  million pounds 
f · 1 2 o mai . 
A comparison of the two years reveals that the number of 
carriers filing reports with the CAB increased by 26 . 1  percent ; 
the number of passengers carried increased by 46 . 5  percent ; the 
weight of cargo transix>rted increased by 152 . 2 percent ; and the 
amount of air mail hauled increased by 100 . 8  percen t . These are 
sizable and no teworthy gains that display the rather rapid growth 
in the scheduled air taxi industry . 
1 
2 
Report Number J ,  p . 1 .  
U . S .  Department  of Transportation , Civil Aeronautics Board , 
Commuter Air Carrier Activit · Year Ended December 1 70 (Washington , 
D . C . : U. S .  Government Printing Office , 1971 , p .  5 ;  and U . S .  
Department of Transportation ,  Civil Aeronautics Board , Commuter 
Air Carrier Traffic Statistics ; Year Ended June 0 1 74 
Washington , D . C . :  U. S .  Government Printing Office , July 1975) , 
p . 1 .  
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A more d etai l ed, year-by -year comparison o f  the third level 
industry can be o btained by referring to table 2. I t  is interesting 
to note that whil e  the number of commuter o perato rs d eclined in 
1970 and 1971- - the number of o perators was in exce ss of two hundred 
in 1968--the number of passengers, amount of cargo , and weight of 
the air mail carried continued to increase. 
Composition of t he Commuter Industry 
Characteri stics of the various o perat ional enti ties that 
mad e up the commut er industry in Fiscal Year 1974 are d isplayed 
in table J . This table i llustrates the different types o f  
o perations o r  combinations of o perat ions, the number o f  airport s  
served by each type o f  o peration, and the city-pairs
1 
served by 
the d ifferent combinations of o perations . 
Passenger and cargo , passenger only , and pass enger , cargo, 
and mail comprised the majority of the various types o f  servi ce . 
Taken together, these types of s ervi ce were offered by 72 percent 
of the carriers who served 76 percent of the airports and 66 . 7  
perc en t o f  the city -pairs i n  1974 . The industry i s  one that requires 
and s eeks diversificat ion in the type of servic e  o ffered to con -
sumer s .  This diversification, as will be seen later when d i s cussing 
supplementary i ssues, . may be essential for most commuter airline s. 
1
c ity -pairs refers to two cities who are co nn e ct ed by an 
airl ine through its ' route structure. 
TABLE 2 
COEMUTER OPERATIONS--1970 -1974 
Percent 
Percent Percen t  Percent Percent Change 
1970 1971 Change 1972 Change 197J Change 1974 Change 1970 -74 
Carriers 176 160 - 9 . 0  182 +15 . 0  216 +17 . 0  222 + J . O  + 26 . 1  
Passengers a 4 . J  4 . 7 + 9 . 4 5 . 1  +12 . 0  5 . 7  + 8 . 1  6 . J +10 . 7  + 46 . 5  
Cargo (Tons ) 22 , 12J 25 , 606 +15 . 7  37 , 286 +45 . 6  26 , 481 +24 . 7  55 , 798 +20 . 0  +152 . 2  
Mail (Tons ) J7 , 568 50 , 068 +J4 . 0  63 , 088 +25 . 3  73 , 897 +17 . 1  7 5 , 440 + 2 . 1 +100 . 8  
SOURCES : U . S .  Department of Transportation , Civil Aeronautics  Board , Commuter Air 
Carrier Activi t • Year End ed De cember 19 0 (Washington , D . C . : U . S .  Government Printing Offi ce , 
1971 , p .  5 ;  U . S . Department of Transportation , Civil Aeronautics Board , Commuter Air Carr ier 
Activity; Year Ended December 1971 (Washington ,  D . C . : U . S .  Gov ernment Print ing Offi ce , 1972) , 
p .  5 ;  U . S . Department o f  Transportation , Civil Aeronauti cs Board , Commuter Air Carri er A ct ivity ;  
Y ear End ed December 1972 (Washington , D . C . : U . S .  Government Printing O ffi ce , 1973) , p .  5 ;  
U . S .  Department o f  Transportation , C ivil Aeronauti cs Board , Commuter Air Carrier A ctivity; 
Year End ed December 1973 (Washington , D . C . : U . S .  Government Print ing Offi ce , 1974) , p . 6; 
and U . S .  Department o f  Transportation , Civil Aeronauti cs Board , Commuter Air Carr i er Traffic 
Statistics · Year Ended June O 1974 (Washington , D . C . s  U . S .  Governmen t Printing Office , July 
1975 ' p . 7 .  
a 
Stated in millions . 
w ....... 
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TABLE J 
SUMMARY OF COMMUTER AIR CARRIER SER VICE - -YEAR ENDED JUNE JO , 1974 
Carriers Airports City-Pairs 
Type of  
Service Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
Passenger Only 28 12 . 6  85 11 . 7  405 21 . 9  
Cargo Only 27 12 . 1  45 6 . 2 JOl 16 . 2  
Mail Only 2J 10 . 4  77 10 . 6  236 12 . 7  
Passenger & Cargo BJ J7 . 4 268 J7 . 0 665 J6 . o  
Passenger & Mail 2 1 . 0  16 2 . 2 25 1 .4 
Cargo & Mail 10 4 . 5  J6 5 . 0  55 J . O 
Passenger ,  Cargo , 
& f'iail 49 22 . 0  198 27 . 3  162 8 . 8  
TOTAL 222 100 . 0  725 100 . 0  1 , 849 100 . 0  
SO URCE : U . S . Department of Transportation , Civil  Aeronau­
t ics Board , Commuter Ai r  Carrier Traffic Statistics • Year Ended 
June 30, 1974 Washington , D . C . :  U . S. Government Printing Office , 
July 1975) , p .  J4 . 
Communities Served 
The communities served by commuter airlines vary widely in 
size . Table 4 illustrates the range in population of cities served 
by commuter airlines and it also displays the percent each category 
represents  for .1974 . 
Cities under 50 , 000 population comprised 58 . 7  percent of  
the communities served by commuter airlines in  1974 . It  is this 
JJ 
market that the commuter airlines are particularly adept at serving . 
The service at the larger cities is the result of feeding passengers 
into hub terminals for connecting flights and also receiving 
passengers for flights to the smaller cities . 
TABLE 4 
COMMUTER SERVED CITIES BY POPULATION--1974 
Population Number Percent 
Less than 10 , 000 81 19 . 8  
10 , 000 - 24 , 999 92 22 . 5 
25 , 000 - 49 , 999 67 16 .4  
50 , 000 - 99 . 999 23 5 . 6  
100 , 000 - 499 . 999 94 2) . 0  
500 , 000 or  more 52 12 . 7  
TOTAL 409 100 . 0  
SOURCE : Report Number Ja Commuter Air­
lines (Washington , D . C . :  Commuter Airlines Asso­
ciation ,  July 1975 ) , p .  2 . 
In general , commuter airlines serve communities where the 
business activi ty ,  population or level of air transportation demand 
is not sufficient to support trunk or local service airlines with 
their large aircraft . Commuter airlines fill the gap , allowing 
J4 
more frequent flights and improved economy for the air traveler in 
these communities . 1 
Commuter Jarkets  
. .  
Third le vel carriers have developed some markets themselves . 
They have also adopted markets for which the CAB approved 
suspension/replacement arrangements between commuters and certified 
carriers . Under such an arrangement ,  the certified carrier dis-
continues service in loss markets .  This results in a reduction of 
their federal subsidy which lowers the overall level of subsidy on 
a national basis . Lowered subsidy results in a direct savings for 
the federal government and an indirect savings for the taxpayer . 
Suspension/replacement arrangements have been used 
extensively by local carriers especially Allegheny Airlines . J 
Allegheny ' s  system of commuter "agents" is discussed in more detail 
in Appendix 1 .  
Commuter Aircraft 
A more complete understanding of the size and scope of the 
third level industry can be obtained by noting the types of aircraft 
used in commuter operations .  Table 5 displays the number and dollar 
1 Report Number J,  p .  2 .  
2Ibid . 
JA thorough listing of suspension/replacement arrangements 
can be found in : Re rt Number Commuter Airlines (Washington , 
D . C . : Commuter Airline Association , July 1975 , pp . 11-12 
TABLE 5 
AIRCRAFT USED IN THE COMMUTER I NDUSTRY AND AIRCRAFT VALUES - -1972 -1974 
1972 1973 1974 
f ype 
Number of V alue Number of V alue N umbe r of Value 
Aircr aft (M i lli on $ )  Aircraft (Million $ )  Ai rcraft (Mi lli on $ ) 
F ixed W ing 728 116 . 9  844 156 . 7  1 , 042 256 . 6  
Pist on 550 42 . 7  640 53 , 3  775 73 . 8  
Turboprop 17 1 64. 1 175 65 . 2  227 125 . 6  
Turbojet 7 10 . 1  29 38 . 2 40 57 . 2  
He licopter 23 8 . 0  1 1  3 . 0  0 
TOTAL 75 1 124. 9 855 159. 7 1 . 042 256 . 6  
SOURCE: Re r t  Numbe r : Commute r Airlines (W as hi ngt on, D . C . : C ommuter Ai rli ne 
Ass ociation, J uly 1975 , p. 49 . 
\..v \Jl 
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value of various types of aircraft used in the commuter industry as 
of September 1974 , September 1973 , and September 1972 . This listing 
provides further amplification of the growth pattern in the scheduled 
air taxi industry . For example , the number of aircraft used by the 
third level carriers increased by 13 . 8 percent from 1972 to 1973 ; 
and by 21 . 8  percent from 1973 to 1974 . The dollar value of the 
aircraft used similarly increased 27 . 8  percent from 1972 to 1973 ; 
and 60 . 7  percent from 1973 to 1974 . Turboprop aircraft increased · 
at a greater rate than piston aircraft from 1973 to 1974--29 . 7  
percent versus 21 . 1  percent . Perhaps this indicates a preference 
for the turboprop aircraft which generally offer a larger seating 
capacity , greater speed , and better consumer acceptance than the 
piston engine aircraft . 
Table 6 lists aircraft , according to manufacturers , that 
were used in the third level industry as of September 1973 and 
1974 .  The top four manufacturers : Beechcraft , Cessna , Piper , and 
DeHavilland , supplied 75 . 6  percent of all aircraft used in the 
commuter industry in 1974 and 77 . 7  percent of all aircraft in 1973 . 
Geographic Distribution 
Geographically , the commuter industry is  concentrated in 
areas near urbanized population centers . These areas lead in terms 
of passengers carrie.d and passenger miles flown as is shown by 
table 7 .  Figure J displays the various FAA regions with the 
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TABLE 6 
AIRCRAFT USED IN THE COMMUTER INDUSTRY BY i1ANUFACTURER--197J-1974 
September 1973 September 1974 
Number of  Percent Number of Percen t  Percent 
Manufacturer Aircraft o f  Total A ircraft of Total Change 
Bee chcraft 294 J4 .4 Jl5 J0 . 2  + 7 , 1  
Cessna 122 14 . J 181 17 .4  +48 . J  
Piper 144 16 . 8  171 16 . 4  +18 . 7  
DeHavilland 104 12 . 2  121 11 . 6  +16 . J  
Douglas 28 J . J 53 5 . 1  +89 .2  
Britten -
Norman 31 J . 6 J9 J . 7  +25 . 8  
Dassault 18 2 . 1 32 J . l  +77 . ?  
Grumman 29  J .4  31 J . O + 6 . 8  
Others 
Combined 85 9 . 9  99 9 . 5  +16 .4  
TOTALS 855 100 . 0  1 , 042 100 . 0  +21 . 8  
SOURCE : R e  r t  Numb er . Commuter Airlines (Washington , . 
D . u . :  Co mmut er Airline Asso ciation , J uly 1975 , p .  48 . 
TABLE 7 
CO!vIMUTER AIR CARRIER DOMESTI C PASSENGER TRAFFI C  BY FAA REGION - -YEAR ENDED JUNE JO , 1974 
Pas sengers (Million ) Mi l e s  F lo wn ( M i llion ) 
FAA R egion In trastate Int erstate To tal Per c ent Intrastat e Intersta t e  To tal Per cent 
New England . 3 . 6  . 8  17 . 02 10 . 6  86 . 1  96 . 7  18 . 71 
Eastern . 5  1 . 6 2 . 1 44 . 68 4J . 4  182 . 8  226 . 7  4J . 86 
Southern . 4  . 1  . 5  10 . 63 53 . 5  12 . 5  66 . 0  12 . 77 
Great Lakes . 2  . 7 . 9  19 . 15 22 . J  116 . 4  1J8 . 7  26 . 83 
C entral . 1  . 2  . J 6 . 38 7 . 9  27 . 5  35 . 4  6 . 85 
So uthwest . 4  . 1  . 5  10 . 63 44 . 6  7 . 4 52 . 0  10 . 06 
Ro cky Mountain . 1  . o  . 1  2 . 13 12 . 9  8 . 5 21 . 4  4 . 14 
W e stern . 7  . 1  . 8  17 . 02 50 . 6  22 . 0  72 . 6  14 . 05 
No rthwest . 2  . o  . 2  4 . 26 18 . 7  5 . 8  24 . 5  4 . 74 
A laska . 1  . o  . 1  2 . 13 7 . 5 7 . 5 1 . 45 
Hawai i . 1  . o  . 1  2 . 13 10 . 4  10 . 4  2 . 01 
TOTAL : 9 
Contiguous 
regions & D . C . 2 . 8 1 . 7 4 . 5  95 . 57 264 . 5  234 . 5  499 . 0 96 . 54 
TOTAL : 11 
r egions & D . C .  3 . 0 1 . 7 4 . 7  100 . 00 282 . 4  234 . 5  516 . 9  100 . 00 
SOUR CE : U . S .  Department o f  Tran sportation , Civil Aeronaut i c s  Board , Commuter Ai r  Carrier 
Traffi c Stati sti cs & Year Ended Jun e  0 1 74 (Washington , D . C . :  U . S .  Government Pr inting w 
O ffi ce , July 1974 , p .  10 . OJ 
Fig . · 3 . FAA Regions--Continental United. States 
w '-D 
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1 exception of  Hawaii and Alaska . In addition to domestic operations , 
the U . S. commuter air carrier industry operates on international and 
terri torial routes . 
All mileage in table 7 is non-stop mileage . The data are 
presented by region and because interstate data are shown under two 
or more regions or  for interstate travel in a region they are double-
counted � The percentages presented are the percent of  the respective 
2 unduplicated total . The percentages add to more than 100 percent 
because of double coun ted interstate totals . The totals are un-
duplicated and therefore will not equal the added totals  for inter-
state and combined intra and inter state totals . 
There is  a correlation between high population and high 
levels of commuter airline activity . The same i s  true for o ther 
airline systems , i . e .  local and trunkline carriers . The sparsely 
populated states including South Dakota would perhaps be hard 
pressed to supp::>rt a commuter sys tem . However , this doesn ' t pre-
elude the success of a system that is properly designed and well 
supported by the traveling consumer . 
1A more complete li sting containing data on a state by .
state 
basis is available in : U . S .  Department of Transportation , Civil 
Aeronautics Board Commuter Air Carrier Traffic Statistics Year 
Ended June o 1 ' 4 Washington , D . C . :  U . S .  Government Printing 
Office , July 1975 , p .  16. 
2unduplicated total refers to the totals at the bottom of 
table 7 which do not reflect double counting as do the figures in 
the main body of the table . 
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The commuter airline industry consists of a multitude of 
diverse operational entities . Each conunuter operator , if he is 
successful , tailors his system to meet the requirements of the 
cities he serves . Append ix 1 outlines var ious commuter o perations . 
I t  displays the d iverse ways in whi ch different operators meet the 
demand for short-haul air transportation . I t  also shows that 
diversity is one of the keys to success in thi s  very challengi ng 
business . 
Commuter F easibil ity 
The above reveiw of  the commuter industry , its ' growth and 
expansion , areas o f  operation , and po sition in the scheduled air 
transportation industry provides the background necessary to 
evaluate commuter feasibil ity in South Dakota . O ther issues , how-
ever , are also important . Because of the po tentially low passenger 
vo lume in many South Dako ta citi es , commuter success may depend on 
other sources o f  revenue .
1 
Agreements with certified carriers for 
the relay of passengers to and from commuter carriers may also 
provide the edge necessary for fiscal survival . Subsequent chapters 
discuss these and o ther issues that would directly affect any 
potential commuter system in South Dakota .  
1 The most recent attempt to establish commuter operations in 
South Dakota , Dakota West Airlines ,  operating between Brookings , SD 
and M inneapo li s ,  MN , r elied solely on passenger and cargo revenues . 
Apparently because o f  financial difficulties , they terminated service 
in the summer of 1974 after operating for approximately six months . 
CHAP rER III 
ISSUES OTHER THAN PASSENGER TRAFFIC 
AFFECTI NG COMMlYrER FEASIBILITY . 
Several issues affect commuter feasibility . The number of 
passengers. carried is crucial to success in the commuter airline 
business . However , other factors can allow an airline to survive 
while establishing a sufficient passenger market .  Fair and equal 
treatment in transferring passengers to and from the certified car-
riers and supplemental income derived from cargo and air mail business 
may affect the survivial of a commuter carrier . These issues would 
affect the feasibility of a South Dakota commuter system . 
Subsidy 
Whether or  not third level carriers should be subsidized is  
of importance to  the growth and stabilization of this  segment of  
1 the airline industry . It may be of such importance that the 
survival of many of  the more than two hundred air taxi companies 
2 depend on the subsidy issue . 
1 The issue of subsidy is not dealt with in terms of  its ' 
social equity , fairness , or impacts . I t  is a reality in the present 
scheduled air transportation industry because Congress has deemed it 
necessary for certain segments of the industry , i . e .  locals providing 
service on low-density routes . Commuters may need the same assist­
ance in establishing service on these low-density routes . 
2Robert Burkhard t ,  "Why Not Subsidy for Third Levels? , " 
Airline Management , June 1972 ,  p .  37 . 
4J 
Histori��l Perspective 
Historically , there is a precedent for public  payments of 
direct subsidies in support of air transportation . The segments of 
the airline industry receiving subsidies have varied in the last 
twenty years . Up to 1958 , the international carriers received 
subsidies . Domestic trunklines received subsidies until 1959 . The 
lo cal airlines are the only segment of the industry that currently 
1 receives s�bsidy payments . 
The Kelly Act of 1925 initiated the system of bidding for 
mail contracts .  However ,  due to problems with the Act ,  it was 
amended in 1926 to decrease postal rates and increase the amount of 
compensation received by carriers . By 1929 ,  the estimated payments 
for air mail service exceeded the cost of providing that service 
by seven million dollars . Thus , the subsidization of airlines was 
initiated . 2 
Subsequent legislation refined and perpetuated the air mail 
subsidy system . As a result of the McNary-Waters Act of 1929 ,  the 
payments to carriers increased . For example , seventeen million 
dollars were paid out in 19Jl , and over twenty million dollars 
were paid out in 19J2 . 3 
2Martin T .  Farris and Ronald Dean Scott , "Airline Subsidies 
in the United States , " Transportation Journal , Summer 1974 ,  p .  27 . 
J Ibid . ,  p .  28 . 
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The Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 set forth a formal 
declaration of the national policy concerning the advancement and 
maturation of the airline industry . The act reaffirmed authorization 
for the payment of subsidies--ref erred to as air mail subsidies 
which are payments in excess of the operating costs of carrying 
the mail and the expenses incurred in the maintenance of a larger 
and faster fleet of aircraft which is not warranted by the existing 
passenger and freight traffic . The rationale used in advancing this 
policy was that it would assist the airlines and thus promote 
national defense . In the 1938 act , six policy goals were stated 
that were and are held to be in the public interest . They are :  
1 .  The encouragement and development of an air transport 
system adapted to " present and future needs • • .  " ; 
2 . The fo stering of " sound economic conditions" in the 
industry ; 
J .  The promoting of " adequate , economical , and efficient" 
air services without " unjust discrimination" or " unfair 
competitive practices" ; 
4 .  Competition to the extent necessary to assure the 
" sound development" of the air transportation system ; 
5 .  The promotion o f  safety ; and 
6 . The " promotion , entouragement , and development" of 
Civil Aeronautics . 
A review of  these goals suggests that the commuter industry 
could very easily fit into the scope of this act . However , the 
CAB has not seen the need to subsidize the third level industry . 
This subsidy system continued until 1951 when a new system 
of paymen ts for the transportation of mail ; known as service mail 
pay , was initiated by the CAB . Under this system , demonstration of 
�arris and Scott , Airline Subsidies , P·  27 . 
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the � for subsidy depended on the volume of service rendered and 
the deficit between operating revenues and properly incurred costs . 
The term " public service revenue" has applied to the last factor . 1 
The direct beneficiaries of subsidy mail pay are the smaller 
communities . According to the CAB , the subsidy program is designed 
to insure that air mail service is provided to small communities , 
not to insure the financial success of a particular airline . If a 
carrier is  unable to convince the CAB of a need for the subsidy , 
its subsidy can be curtailed . 2 
Subsidies are pa.id to air carriers in the following manner i 
Each is  subsidized an amount equal to its �irect operating costs 
plus 30 to 100 percent of its indirect operating costs for a 
particular trip ( See Chapter V for a discussion of  direct and 
indirect co sts . ) . Costs per mile and indirect cost coverage rates 
are determined by the CAB . In addition , a revenue growth sharing 
plan brings about a reduction in subsidy--this can be as much as 
3 . 5  percent per year on subsidy eligible routes .
3 In other words ,  
if a subsidized route exhibits a revenue growth, the subsidy for 
that route may be decreased by as much as 3 . 5 percent per year . 
1 29 .  Ibid . , p . 
2 JO . Ibid . , p . 
3rbid . 
Subsidy and the Third Level Carrier 
The importan ce of subsidy to the commut er industry is a 
hotly contested i s sue . That contro versy and the impli cat ions o f  
subsidization are discussed i n  this  section . In add ition , the 
conclusions of two studies completed in adjo ining states which 
include discuss ions of commuter subsidy are outlined . 
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One usually thinks of subsidy in terms of monetary payment s  
t o  a parti cular air line . However , there are a variety o f  more 
subtle forms of subsidy that many t hird level carri ers could 
receive . For example , a community might no t charge the commuter 
for snow removal , terminal space , or landing fees . O ther forms of  
preferential treatment such as  guaranteed loans , could also be 
offered . While no t direct cash payment s ,  these s ervices  affe ct the 
1 
cost and profit s ituation for a particular carrier . 
One no table experiment wher e subsidy was us ed in the commuter 
industry was the flow-through experiment arranged b etween Air 
Midwest and Frontier Airlines . 2 A subsidy was awarded for Air 
Midwe st service to the communiti es of Dodge City , Great Bend , and 
Hutchinson , Kansas in August of 1973 ,  as a two -year experiment .
3 
1
Robert Burkhardt , " Why Not Subs idy for Third Level s? , "  
Airline Management , J une 1972 , p .  J7 . 
2
Flow through subsidy refers to the payment o f  subsidy to a 
third level carrier for flying routes certified for servi ce by a 
lo cal carrier by the CAB . The subsidy " flo ws-through" the lo cal 
carrier to the third level operators . 
J
James A .  Pi ckett , "Flow Through Subsidy After First Year , " 
in Lo cal Air frans o rtation Yearbook--1 7 ( San Francisco , Cal . :  
Miller Freeman Publ i cations , 1975 , P • 63 . 
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From Air Midwest ' s  standpoint , the experiment was success-
ful . Coupled with the energy crisis which increased the use o f  air 
transportation , subsidy allowed the airline to enjoy a profitable 
year . Comparing year end statistics for 1973 and 1974 reveals 
some notable gains : passenger boardings were up 22 . 5  percent ; 
passenger revenue miles increased 18 . 8  percent ; and the annual load 
fac tor increased by 2 . 7 percent . Passenger revenues and gross 
income increased by 39 . 5  percent and 44. 6 percent , respectively , 
1 while expenses rose 23 . 7  percent . 
The experiment allowed for the saving of $300 , 000 in 
subsidy--this  was the difference in the amount paid Air Midwest and 
the amount that would have been paid to Frontier for this route . 
The cities being served received a greater quality and quantity of  
scheduled air service . These achievements can be interpreted as 
meeting the objectives of  the Civil Aeronautics Act of 1938 which 
2 
guide the use and implementation of  the subsidy system . 
The Air Midwest flow-through experiment was contested by 
the Airline Pilots  Association (APA ) and the National Association 
of Bus Owners who filed for a review of  the CAB decision to award 
the subsidy in the U . S .  Court of Appeals in the District of  
Columbia . The APA felt the experiment violated contracts they had 
with Frontier Airlines . The Bus Owners thought the subsidy gave 
2Browne , Remarks Before the Jo int Luncheon of the Kiwanis 
Club and the Chamber of Commerrce , P ·  8 .  
Air Midwest an unfair and illegal competitive advantage . The 
appelate court approved the appeal in favor of the APA and Bus 
Owners in July of  1975 and the experiment was halted . 1 
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Thus , the subsidization of non-certified commuter carriers 
remains a controversial issue . The need for an equitable , feasible , 
and workable policy of subsidization could be considered one of 
the priority items facing the national air transportation system . 
Subsidy Propo sals 
Secor D .  Browne , Chairman of the CAB in 1972 , outlined six 
alternatives that could be used in meeting the need to provide 
service to small communities .  
1 .  Change or completely abandon the subsidy class rate . 
2 . Seek a subsidy increase . 
J .  Implement a non -Federal subsidy program . 
4 .  Directly subsidize air taxi/commuter air carriers .  
5 . Institute a contract bid system . 
6 . Maintain the status quo . 2 
From this list , Mr . Browne advocated the use of  o ption five 
as the most feasible and potentially successful . Specifically , to 
determine whether or not the system is workable ,  the Board would 
authorize the taking of bids and the granting of contracts without 
1"Flow Through Subsidy , " Aviation W eek & Space Technology, 
July 21 , 1975 , p .  28 . 
2Browne ,  Remarks B efore the Joint Luncheon of the Kiwanis 
Club and the Chamber of Corrunerce , P • 8 .  
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certification , on  an experimental basis . Contract bidding proce­
dures would be designed to eliminate unrealistic bids and renego­
tiation of contracts  would be expressly forbidden . Also , each 
participant would be required to provide performance bonds or 
comparable financial guarantees that would assure contract completion 
or provide immediate funds for the services of a substitute 
1 operator . 
The FAA would insure that all partici pants maintained 
their equipment in accordance with established regulations and that 
air crews were qualified . The CAB staff and the communities involved 
would meet and develop service systems satisfying community needs . 
Browne cont ended that with the proposed system , subsidy expenditures 
would be more clo sely tied with the provision of services rather 
than to an entire route system as is now the case with the lo cal 
carriers . 2 
Wyoming Study 
A study done for the Wyoming Department of E conomic Planning 
and Development concerning the economic feasibility of providing 
commuter service in that state pro posed a similar plan . The 
authors stated that legislative authorization could be  given the 
State Aeronautics Commission to develop requirements for a third 
level route system and then advertise for and receive sealed bids . 
1
I bid . , p .  lJ . 
2
Ibid .  
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contract . The plan would include precise specifications .concerning 
route patterns and connections with intrastate ,  regional , and 
trunkline routes . After discussion , the interested Federal agencies 
( CAB and The Department of Transportation ) declined to participate . 
However , the State .of North Dakota decided to continue study on 
1 the project using state funds . 
As to the current status of the plan , the 1975 North Dakota 
Legislature authorized approximately $50 thousand for a "Needs 
Assessment Study . "2 The University of North Dakota School  of 
Business Administration and Aeronautics Department are combining 
their efforts to distribute forty thousand questionnaires to 
ascertain who would use the proposed system . 
Adams ' Proposals 
Mr . John G .  Adams , a member of the Civil Aeronautics Board 
in 1970 , propo sed two alternative solutions to the problem of  
providing adequate service t o  small communites . Both o ptions would 
use financial incentives , i . e . subsidies , as an operational 
necessity . 3 
1w illiam H .  Gregory . "Small Community Service Plans 
Proposed . " Aviation W eek & Space Te chnology, November 19 , 1973 . 
2
Telephone interview with Mr . Harold V .  Vavra , Director , 
North Dakota Aeronautics Commission , Brookings , South Dakota , 
18 July 1975 . 
3Adams ,
· · 
Remarks Before the Association of Lo cal Transport 
Airlines ,  pp . 5-7 .  
The first o pt-ion advo c�ted the large scale use of· small 
aircraft by local carriers in serving the smaller communities on 
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. i ts route system . Evidently he didn ' t  feel this o ption would be 
desirable because he fai led to argue for it . The second propo sal 
involved large scale substitution of commuter type airlines on 
routes being o perated at a loss by the local carriers . Under this 
option ,  Adams envisioned a system in which the local carriers would 
provide admini strative services , retain certification for their 
routes , and have responsibility for resuming service if the sub­
stitutes failed to provide the required service . The local carrier 
would be paid by the CAB for the administrative duties and 
sufficient subsidy would be paid the third level carrier to allow 
reasonable profits . Through community participation ,  the plan 
might also include subsidy in the form of favored treatment for the 
commuter at  municipal airport facilities .
1 
What �!r . Adams proposed in the second option  is , in essence , 
the flow-through subsidy concept . The reader will recall that 
such a system ,  tried on an experimental basis by Air Midwest , was 
declared illegal by the U . S .  Court  of Appeals , District o f  Columbia 
in July of  197.5 ( see page 4 7) . 
· Minnesota Study 
The State of  M innesota has also conducted a study concerning 
the provision of scheduled air transportation to areas outside the 
Minneapolis-St . Paul metro po litan area . Fro m the results o f  this 
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study , it was suggested that consideration be given to implementing 
a plan advo cating state and community involvement in the subsidiza-
tion of  commuter o perators . The plan suggests a grant system to 
individual communiti es rather than direct payment s to air carriers . 
Thi s grant would cover up to two -thirds the amount of  direct 
financial aid expend ed by communites for the benefit of  commuter 
carriers . Subsidy funds would be generated from airline flight 
property taxes , aviation fuel taxes , and aircraft registration 
fees .
1 
The po s sibili ty of private ent erprise involvement in 
commuter air carrier servi ce subsidization was also mentioned in 
the Minneso ta study . Examples of breakeven guarantees negotiated 
between commuter o perators and large companies in New Ulm, Minnesota , 
and Georgia were cited . The Georgia agreement was only for a period 
of six months . Generally speaking , that would be an insuffi cient 
amount of time to establish a system capable o f  o perating without 
subsidy .
2 
Importance to South Dakota 
Subsid i za t ion sho uld be co nsidered in evaluating commuter 
feasibility in South Dakota . The adoption of one plan or a 
1
Gregory , " Small Community Servi ce
'
Plan s  Propo sed , "  p . 28 . 
2
R .  Dixon Speas Asso ciat es , Minn eso ta State Avia�ion S stem 
Plan--S cheduled Air Transportation for Ou t state Areas Minneapo lis ­
St . Paul :  R .  Dixon Speas Asso ciat es , Hay 1974) , P · 36 . 
combination o f  several , to fi t the specific needs o f  a Sou th Dakota 
system , should be included in the evaluat ion pro cess . Be cause o f  
the low d ensi ty market s a commuter would serve , it appears that a 
South Dakota system wo uld require subsidy . 
Subsidi zation o f  commu ter airl ines should hel p lower the 
overall subsidy bill of the government . In many cases ,  commuters 
take over routes  that have been flown by the lo cal carrier s who 
were re ceiving subsidy . The co st of subsidiz ing these lo cal 
carriers would mo st likely decrease because they wouldn ' t cont inue 
to fly these short , unprofitable , subsidized routes . 
Commuter airline subsidization would provide an environ­
ment of reasonabl e security and stabilization for a commuter 
operator whi ch would enable him to establish a market , gain credit , 
and solidify his po sition . Subsidy might subsequent ly be removed 
as the commuter reached a position of financial independence . 
Jo int Fares 
rhe issue of jo int fares , like the ques tion of third l eve l  
subsidy , is o f  importance t o  the perpetuation o f  t he third level 
industry and its full incorporation into the national air tran s ­
Portation syst em . The prin ciple of joint fares , the pro s an d  cons 
of third level participa t ion in joint fare agreement s ,  and the CAB 
policy con cerning jo int fare agreem ents between two carriers --the 
fare charged when a passenger tran�f ers from one carrier to ano ther 
in the pro c ess of traveling to his des tination--are outlin
.
ed in this 
section . 
.5.5 
. In general terms , when a passenger travels on the exclusive 
routes of a s ingle carrier he pays the fare at or near the level 
charged for non-stop service regardless o f  the number of  enroute 
stops or how many "on-line" connections are made . On the o ther 
hand , when a traveler undertakes a journey which involves changes 
between two or more carriers ( joint fares ) , the fare paid may vary 
1 considerably . The effect of  joint fares on the e conomic well-
being of  the air traveler can prove to be an economic liability to 
the competitive position of  the third level carrier when its  
passengers connect with flights flown by certified carriers . 
The entire joint fare issue was dealt with during the course 
of a domestic passenger fares investigation conducted in 1972 by 
the CAB . At the completion of the investigation , the CAB published 
its policy concerning joint fares . Eight articles of policy were 
put forth defining the Board ' s  regulation of joint fares . The 
2 decision was directed only toward the certified industry . 
In its decision the Board stated that join t  fares would no 
longer be left to the discretion of various carriers .  Effect ive 
June 11 , 1972 , the Board required the publication of join t  fares 
for all markets in the 48 contiguous states and the District of 
1
Randall P .  Bennett, Chief , Domestic Passenger Fares Se ction , 
Civil Aeronautics Board , to Tom Hruby , Brookings, 9 August  1975 ,  
Explanation o f  Joint Fares . 
2 . ·  
U . S . D epar tment o f  Transportation, Civil Aeronautics Board , 
Do cket 21866-4 , Domestic Passen�er Fare Investi ation Phase 4-­
Joint Fares  Washington , D . C . :  U . S . Government Printing Office ,  
March 18 , 1974) ,  p .  i .  
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Columbia for all pa.sseneers travel ing on dome sti c  conn ecting flight s 
being flown by cer tified carriers . The third level industry was 
no t includ ed in the decision .
1 
NATC Peti tion 
In July of 1972 , the National Air rransportation Conference 
(NATC ) petition ed the Board to allow the third level industry to  
be in clud ed in the jo int fares system . The basic drive o f  the 
pet ition concerned two po int s . First , it was contended that the 
principle whi ch required joint fares betw een certified carriers , 
applied also to services between commuter and certified carriers . 
Se cond , the pet i t ions contended that unl e ss they were allowed to 
parti cipate in the join t fares system , i t  would place them in a 
potential finan cial crisis .
2 
The NATC argued that the d e cision placed a great segment 
of the traveling pub l i c  in an unjust position . Spe cifically , they 
stated that ,  
• • • the failure o f  the Board to require the appli cation 
of it s  princi ples governing joint fares to commut er con­
n ecting passengers no t only d i scriminates against that 
area of publi c travel and prejudices the hundred s of com­
munities  served by commuters ,  but in addit ion resul t s  in 
s evere economi c d i sadvantages to commuter air carriers , 
individually and as a class , whi ch casts a heavy cloud on 
the cont inuing viabili ty of their services and operations 
1
Joan Ifi . Feldman , "Joint Fares for the Third Level , "  Airline 
Managemen t , August 1972 , p .  J7 .  
2
u . s . Department o f  Transportation , Civil Aeronauti cs 
Board ,  Order 73-9-44 (Washington ,  D . C . s U . S .  Government Prin ting 
Office , September 11 , 197J ) , P · 2 . 
designed to bring transportation to the smaller communites 
o f  the nation . I 
The commuters further stated that if they are to remain 
fiscally strong and capable of replacing lo cal service routes --thus 
reducing the subsidy expenditure --they must no t be forced to operate 
without the benefits of the Phase 4 directives . They also argued 
that in order to serve in the greater .public interest , jo int fares 
must be extended to all air travelers , including those who use 
third level carriers .
2 
C ertifi ed Carriers Opposition 
'rhe certified carri ers counter-argued that be cause the 
commuters never came forth to parti cipate in the Phase 4 pro ceedings , 
thus indi cating a lack of interest or professional so phistication , 
they were not covered under the ruling . They also contended that 
the then current practice or system o f  voluntary joint fares between 
commuters and certified carriers was adequate and should not be 
expanded . Finally , they contended that jo int fares with the com-
muters cannot be come mandatory unless the Board change s its ' 
poli cies and drasti cally increases its ' regulations o f  the third 
level industry .
J 
2
Fe ldman , "Joint Fares for the Thi.
rd Level , "  P • 37 · 
3u . s .  Civil A eronautics Board , Order 73-9-44 , PP · 4-5 .  
CAB, Decision 
The Board , in reviewing the petition from the NATC and 
remarks from the certified carriers , decided the following: 
1 .  The Phase 4 decision has no direct application to 
the NATC petit ion concerning the joint fares . That 
particular decision determined that i t  was unjust 
for the certified carriers to charge a combination 
of lo cal fares for interline travel .  I f  the issue 
were to be directed towards the third l evel indus­
try , completely new hearings would be required . 
2 . The predictions of financial crisis mentioned in 
the petition did not correspond to statistical 
verification . For example , passenger boardings 
had shown a steady increase for the commuter indus­
try . In addition , to require reduced joint  fares ,  
at that time , may have further reduced o verall 
airline revenues and eventually lead to increased 
rates . 
J .  Joint fares should continue to be  negotiated on 
an individual basis between commuter and certified 
carriers . I f  legal issues of discrimination 
( unreasonableness , prejudicial treatment ) are 
uncovered in reference to the unavailability of 
j o int fares on a par ticular market ,  the issue can 
best be handled on an individual basis . 1 · 
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The joint fares policy of  the CAB continues to follow these 
guidelines. Therefore , the issue remains a point of  d ebate and the 
impact of  the lack o f  joint fares for all commuters remains a matter 
of opinion . However , as was mentioned in the section discussing 
various types of  commuter operations , those commuters who agressively 
seek joint fares agreements with certified carriers are able to 
obtain them . 
1 
Ibid . , pp . 5-6 . 
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Importance to South Dako ta System 
This issue is important to the potential success of a South 
Dakota commuter system . It is essential that consumers using a 
commuter system be able to transfer to other carriers without being 
penalized for flying the commuter--ticket costs would be higher if 
joint fares agreements were not in effect between carriers . 
Although not absolutely essential , joint  fares agreements would 
allow a South Dakota commuter to offer more economic ,  convenient , 
and generally better air transportation , and assimulate more fully 
into the regional air transportation system . 
Air Mail 
The transport of mail by a commuter carrier can have very 
positive impacts upon the financial solvency and stability of the 
operator .  One only has to review the figures listed in table 2 , 
page Jl , to realize that the commuter industry is hauling more mail 
each year . Some commuter operators ,  like Air Wisconsin , have 
diversified and achieved better aircraft utlization by having night 
air mail routes . In this section , the issues concerning the impact 
of air mail business on commuter operations are discussed . 
The air taxi mail program , which is operated by the U . S . 
Postal Service , has had a stabilizing effect on the commuter airline 
industry . The program , which was initiated in 1964 , is meeting the 
needs of the Postal Service to move mail among smaller towns not 
served by certified carriers . I t  also is used to transport mail 
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between larger cities where ce;tified carrier schedules do not meet 
the need of moving mail late at night . 1 
In 1972 , more than 95 , 000 miles and nine hundred stops were 
flown on air taxis ' mail routes on a daily basis . The number of 
routes had increased from eigh �y in 1967 to 168 in 1972 , a 110 
2 percent increase . 
rhe program was originally conceived as the replacement for 
passenger trains whose schedules had decreased to the point of  
cessation of service in  the 1960 ' s--South Dakota , for example , no 
longer has any passenger train service . Implementation of the 
program also helped to offset the reduction of scheduled air service 
to small communities brought about by the acquisition of jet 
transports by the lo cal carriers . Almost all air taxi mail flights 
operate between the hours of 10 p . m .  and 4 a . m .  The lack o f  airline 
flights during these hours necessitated the extensive use of air 
taxi .and commuter operators . 3 
All contracts under $JOO , OOO are negotiated through regional 
Postal Service offices . Contracts are issued for two or four year 
intervals but e ither the Postal Service or the operator can terminate 
the agreement with JO days notice . This most likely would o ccur 
only if a certified carrier scheduled a route which competed with 
1craig Covault , "Air Taxi Mail Growth Stabilizes Carriers , "  
Aviation Week & Space Technology, December 11 , 1972 , P •  29 . 
2Ibid . 
3Ibid . 
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the commuter route . However , failure of the operator to perform in 
accordance with the terms of the contract would also be grounds for 
termination . 1 
One can see how air mail contracts would stabilize a 
commu� er ' s financial pi cture . They allow for a better utilization 
of aircraft and provide a steady flow .of dependable income into a 
business . This would be a very important consideration for any 
operational commuter system in South Dakota . 
Air Cargo 
The shipment of freight or expre ss by air has become an 
important element in the air transportation industry • . For many air 
commuter operators , i t  comprises an ever increasing share o f  their 
business . The amount o f  cargo carried by the commuter indus try has 
increased dramatically as the industry develo ped --see table 2 ,  
page Jl . Cargo carried by commuter carrie rs increased 152 . 2  per cent 
from 1970 to 1974 . In South Dakota , the amount o f  freight and 
express transported by the carriers serving the state increased 
165� tons or · .544 . 8  percen t  from 1962 to 1974 ( se e  table 19 , page 
102) . The po int o f  this is that cargo bus iness can supplement and 
enhan ce the financial stability of an operator . 
Trends are develo ping in the make-up of the air cargo 
business and in the expansion and redis tribution of industrial 
production to small towns and cities whi ch po int toward an increase 
1 
Ibid . , p .  Jl . 
l in ai r cargo business for comm�ter carrier s .  The growth o f  light 
industry in the Aberd een and Brookings areas are prime examples of 
thi s phenomenon . 
The developments are o ccuring be cause of the followings 
1 .  The trend of reducing or eliminating passenger 
flights into small communities by lo cal and trunk­
l in e  carriers virtually eliminates the o pt ion of 
transporting air cargo on a timely basis .  
2
·
. W ith the in creasing cost structure brought about 
by rising fuel pri ces and general inflat ion , all­
cargo servi ce ( flights carrying only cargo ) i s  
be ing reduced or dis continued . 
J .  The rigid fl ight schedules o f  trunk and local 
carriers restrict the flow of overnight freight 
servi ce to important sites . Almost total ground­
ing of the air cargo lift capacity o ccurs during 
the n ight hours . I t  is estimated that 65 percent 
of the entire U . S .  airline fleet is no t used 
during the night . 
4 .  There is in creasing concern over the ca2rying o f  
hazardous cargo es o n  passenger flights . 
Vario us approaches have and will be used by aviation 
entrepreneurs to captur e a portion of this neglected and under-
served market . Air Wisconsin , for example ,  displayed an in crease 
in its cargo business of 101 . 7  percent from 1970 to 1973 ( see 
table 2) ,  page 13 6 ) . Other commuters have don e as well . Republi c  
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Airlines , o perating out of  St . Louis , spe cializes in the transport 
of anything from dangerous chemicals to radio-active materials . 
Specially trained personnel handle the cargo both on the ground and 
1
charles E .  Schneider , " Carrier Seeks Small Air Package 
Control , " Aviation Week & Space l'e chnology, July 21 , : 1975 ,  P ·  J6 . 
2
I bid .  
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1 in-flight . Federal Express Corporation specializes  in the o vernight 
delivery of small packages--weighing seventy pounds or less . The 
company not only transports the cargo by air , but it also picks up 
2 and delivers the packages .  
The opportunity for continued increases in the transportation 
of mail and cargo by commuter airlines appears good . These sources 
of revenue would help in the growth and stabilization of  commuter 
carrier operations thus improving the opportunities for successful 
commuter passenger services . 
In South Dakota , there is only one air taxi operator flying 
air mail routes in the state .3 There are no all-cargo operators . 
If  service were curtailed to certain cities by the certified carriers 
in the state , the need for substitute service would be great . An 
adequate commuter system could easily step in and fill this gap . 
�rwin J . Bulban , "New Airline to Carry Hazardous Cargo , "  
Aviation Week & Space TechnologY, August 18 ,  1975 , P· 31 . 
2schneider ,  " Carrier Seeks Small Air Package Control , "  p .  40 .  
3Telephone interview with the Federal Aviation Administra- · 
tion ' s General Aviation District Office of Rapid City , South Dakota , 
Brookings , South Dakota , 14 January 1975 · 
CHAPTER I V  
USERS AND FACTORS AFFECTING THE USE OF 
SHORT-HAUL AIR TRAN SPORTATION 
A dis cussion of potential users of a short -haul or commuter 
airline system is  presented in this chapter . The information pre -
sen ted describes the factors that will affect usage patterns an d  con -
sequently the po ssible success of any commuter system in South Dakota . 
U sers o f  Short -Haul Transportat ion 
The poten t ial traveler in the short-haul market i s  often -
times on a business tri p . I t  has been estimated that a large per � 
cent of airline passengers travel on business and ar frequent users 
1 of this mod e of transportat ion . In 1961 , a survey by Nor Lh C entral 
Airlines fo und that 56 per cent of its passengers were on business 
or military ord er s . An O zark Airlines study , conducted in 1960-
1972 , found that 80 percent of its passengers were traveling on 
business . In  add ition , t he study found a strong correlation between 
the number of trips made per passenger , and whether or not the 
r Recent information gained from North C entral Airlines 
indi cates that approximately 75 percent of their passengers are 
traveling on business . However , it was no ted that in the past 8-10 
Y ears ,  as personal dispo sable in come has increased throughout the 
country , more consumers are using airlines for personal trav·el . 
Thi s trend is  much more pronounced on routes that serve traditional 
vacation areas ,  i . e .  Florida , Arizona , Southern California , Hawaii ,  
etc . Telephone interview wi th Jon Harty , North C entral Airlines 
Inc . ,  Brookings , South Dakota , 23 August 1976 .  
passenger was traveling on  bus�ness . For example , greater than 
25 percent o f  the business passengers included in the s tudy made 
from six to seventeen trips a year . Ano ther 25 percent of the 
sample group made between eighteen and sixty-five trips yearly while 
11 percent made more than sixty-five trips . 1 
Factors Affecting Short-Haul Demand 
Three primary factors affect the demand for short-haul air 
transportation in comparison to alternative modes of transportation s 
price , speed , and .frequen cy of service . 
Pri ce 
Eads contended that the demand for air transportation 
varies with the length of trip and is inelastic for short-haul 
trips . 2 Thi s o pinion was also presen ted by Ro bert E .  Peach, 
president of �ohawk Airlines in testimony before a congressional 
committee in 1966 . He states 
It is our con tent ion , based on 20 years of experience that 
a 5-10 percent reduction in short-haul fares will not 
, stimulate traffic more than a minor amount--if at all-­
that short-haul air passengers are primarily bus iness 
�ads ,  The Lo cal Service Airline Experiment , p .  14 . 
2Eads ' conclusions are based on his review of various studies 
examining the r elat ionship of the demand for short-haul air service  
to price includ inga  A Study of the Domestic Passenger Air Fare 
Structure by Civil Aeronauti cs Board • The Value of Time in Passenger 
Transportat ions s The Demand for Air rravel by Rueben Gronau ; and 
Peak-Load Pri cing and Optimal Capacity under Ind ivisibili ty Con ­
!_traints by O liver W illiamson . For Eads ' full summary and credit s 
see : Ead s ,  The Local Service Airline Experimen t ,  PP · · 16-21 .  
oriented . They respond no t to a dollar or so fare 
reduction but ( to )  the frequency and timing of flight 
schedyles , quality of reservation services ,  and the 
like . 
Mr . David Moran of North Central Airlines states a similar 
2 viewpoint . He states that North Central has found that the South 
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Dakota air transportation passenger travel is very price inelastic . 
In a six month run of special fare price discounts for intrastate ,  
intercity travel ,  no significant change in travel o ccurred during 
the fare reductions . 3 
Although most short-haul air travelers are on business , lo cal 
service airlines have tried to attract more price sensitive con-
sumers . Special rates for group , family , week-end , and standby 
travel have been used with some success . Special care is usually 
taken , however ,  to exclude business travelers from qualifying for 
4 these rate reductions . These and other marketing techniques could 
be used by commuter operators to increase load factors , increase 
week-end aircraft use , and generally diversify the carriers ' con-
sumer groups . 
1I bid . 
2
rnterview with Jon Harty and David E .  Moran , North Central 
Airlines ,  Inc . , Minneapo lis , Minnesota ,  September 5 , 1975 . 
JThe fare reduction was used on round-trip fares and was 
the price of a one-way ticket plus one-dollar .  
4
Eads ,  The Local Service Airline Experiment , P ·  20 . 
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Speed of Air Travel 
The main advantage offered by air travel is its speed . The 
amount of utility placed on the speed of travel and maximum util­
ization of working hours would influence demand for air transporta­
tion . 
rhe amount of time required to fly can be subdivided into 
two categories . They are : 1 )  the time it takes to travel to and 
from the airport or terminal ; and 2 )  the actual flying time between 
the departure and arrival po ints including intermediate stops . This 
time will vary of course , depending on the community , the · distance 
from the users ' homes to an air terminal , and the layover time at 
intermediate stops . 
In South Dakota , with current service patterns , the advan­
tage of speed would be of  little use in such markets  as Brookings-­
Sioux Falls , Brookings--Watertown , Mitchell--Sioux Falls , Mitchell-­
Huron , Watertown--Aberdeen , and perhaps even Huron--Aberdeen . The 
automobile would and does compete extensively with short-haul 
flights among these cities .  The only factor that would perhaps 
change this pat tern is better scheduling and increased frequencies .  
Their importance in the commuter airline scheme i s  discussed below . 
Frequency of  Service 
The frequency of scheduled flight service is probably the 
single most important factor affecting the use of short-haul air 
tr�sportation . Eads found that out of the 124 localities exclu� 
sively served by local carriers where traffic levels dropped between 
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1968 and 1969 , flight frequenc� es had fallen at 101 of them . His 
data demonstrated that reduction of flight frequen cies of 11 percent 
was mirrored by an 11 percent reduction in traffic .  He contended 
that the de crease in flight fr equencies brought about the reduction 
1 of traffic . 
A review o f  the scheduled departure s  and number o f  
passengers carried in South Dakota for specific years do es no t 
suppor t Ead s 0 conclusions . While per-day boardings increased 212 . 7  
per cent from 1962 to 1974 , the scheduled departur es increased less 
than 1 percent ( tables 8 and 9) . Individual service po ints d i s-
played even more dramati c  contrasts . Brookings , for example ,  
experienced a 39 . 1  percent decrease in s cheduled departure s from 
1962 to 1974 . Passenger traffic in creased 24 . 5  percent o ver the 
same time perio d . �lit chell experienced a 39 . 3  percent decrease in 
scheduled departures and a 33 . 3  percent increase in passenger 
boardings over the time period 1962 to 1974 . 
Only Rapid City and Sioux Falls experienced increases in 
scheduled d epartures as well as passenger boardings . The r emaining 
service po in t s , with the exception of Huron , all increased their 
boarded passengers while scheduled departures decreased from 1962 
to 1974 . 
One can see that South Dako ta ,  like the nation as a who le ,  
is using air transportation at increased levels . The demand for 
1 
Ibid . , p .  25 .  
TABLE 8 
SCHEDULED DEPARTURES FOR SOUTH DAKOTA 
Percent Percent Percent Percent 
Service Change Change Change Change 
Points 1962 1965 1962-65 1970 1965-70 1974 1970-74 1962 -74 
Aberdeen 2 , 912 2 , 877 - 1 . 2 2 , 726 - 5 . 0  2 , 451 -10 . 1  -15 . 8  
Brookings 2 , 184 1 , 341 -38 . 6  l , 0.54 -21 . 4  1 , 330 +26 . 2  -39 . 1  
Huron 1 , 913 2 , 815 +47 . 2  2 , 183 -22 . 5  694* -68 . 2  -63 . 7 
Mitchell 2 , 186 1 , 543 -29 .4  1 , 660 + 7 . 6 1 , 327 -20 . 1  -39 . 3  
Pierre 2 , 811 3 , 072 + 9 . 3 3 , 360 + 9 . 4  2 , 792 -16 . 9  - 1 . 0  
Rapid City 3 , 520 4 , 201 +19 . 3  5 , 891 +40 . 2  4 , 655 -20 . 9  +32 . 2  
Sioux Falls 8 , 453 10 , 323 +22 . 1  12 , .547 -21 . 5  12 , 019 - 4 . 2  +42 . 2  
Watertown 2 , 912 2 ,  877 - 1 . 2 2 , 734 - 4 . 9 2 , 709 - L O  - 6 . 8  
Yankton 1 , 456 1 , 460 + 0 . 2 1 , 390 - 4 . 8  1 , 395 + 0 . 4 - 4 . 2 
TOTALS 29 , 347 30 , 509 + 3 . 9 33 , 545 + 9 . 9  29 , 372 -12 . 4  o . o  
SOURCE & U . S .  Department of Transportation , Civil Aeronautics Board , AirJX)rt Activity 
Statistics of Certified Route Air Carriers--12 Months Ended June  0 1 62 (Washington , D . C . a U . S . 
Government Printing Office , 1962 , pp . 172-73 ; U . S .  Department of Transportation , Civil Aeronau­
tics Board , Air rt Activit Statistics of Certified Route  Air Carriers--12 Months Ended Decem­
ber 31 , 1965 Washington , D . C . a  U . S .  Government Printing Office , 196 , p .  144 ; U . S . Department 
of Transportation , Civil A eronautics Board , Airport Activity Statistics of Certified Route Air 
Carriers--12 Months Ended June 0 1 70 (Washington , D . C . a U . S . Government Printing Office , 
1970 , p .  143 ; and U . S .  Department of Transportation , Civil Aeronautics Board , Airport Activity 
Statistics of Certified Route Air Carriers--12 Honths Ended June  0 1974 (Washington , D . C . :  U . S . 
Government Printing Office , 1974 , p .  98 . 
*Huron airport was closed for construction from May 20 to June 17 . °' '° 
� 
TABLE 9 
SOUTH DAKOTA AVERAGE PER DAY AIRLINE PASSENGER BOARDINGS 
Percent Percent · Percent Percent 
Change Change Change Change 
1962 196.5 1962-65 1970 1965-70 1974 1970-74 1962 -74 
Aberdeen 43 . 8  53 , 5  +22 . 1  65 . 0  +21 . 5  79 , 2  +21 . 8  + 80 . 8  
Brookings .5 . 3 6 . 1 +17 . 3  6 . 1 o . o  6 . 6 + 0 . 8  + 24 . 5  
Huron 19 . 6  21 . 9  +11 . 7  24 . 8  +13 . 2  11 . � * -55 . 2  - 43 . 4  
�ii tchell 7 , 8 7 . 3 - 6 . o 9 . 1  +24 . 7  lC . : +14 . 3  + 33 . 3  
Pierre 21 . 6  37 , 6  +74 . 1  63 . 1  +67 . 8  95 . 7  +51 . 7  +343 . 1  
Rapid C ity 111 . 5  124 . 4  +11 . 6  237 . 6  +91 . 0  327 . 4 +37 . 8  +193 , 6  
Sioux Falls 157 . 1  250 , 7  +59 . 6  465 , 5  +85 . 7  621 . 2  +33 . 4  +295 .4  
Watertown 13 . 7  19 . 1  +39 .4  28 . 4  +48 . 7  41 . 2  +45 . 1  +200 . 7  
Yankton 5 . 1 7 , 3  +43 . 1  8 . 9  +21 . 9  12 . 7  +42 . 7  +149 . 0  
TOTALS 385 , 5  527 . 9  +37 . 0  908 . 5  +72 . 1  1205 . 5  +32 . 7  +212 . 7  
SOURCE a U . S .  Department of Transportation , Civil Aeronautics Board , Airport Activity 
Statistics of Certified Route Air Carriers--12 Months Ended June 0 1962 (Washington , D . C . : U . S . 
Government Printing Office , 19 2 , pp . 172-73 ; U . S .  Department of Transportation , Civil Aeronau­
tics Board , Air rt Activit Statistics of Certified Route Air Carriers--12 Months Ended Decem­
ber 31, 1965 Washington , D . C . i  U . S .  Government Printing Office , 19 , p . 144 ; U . S .  Department 
of Transportation , Civil Aeronautics Board , Airport Activity Statistics of Certified Route Air 
Carriers--12 Months Ended June 0 1 70 (Washington , D . C . s U . S .  Government Printing Office ,  
1970 , p �  143 ; and U . S .  Department o f  Transportation , Civil Aeronautics Board , Airport A ctivity 
Statistics of Certified Route Air Carriers--12 Months Ended June 0 1 4 (Washington , D . C . :  U . S . 
Government Printing Office , 1974 , p .  98 . 
*Huron airport was closed for construction from �ay 20 to June 17 . 
NOTE : Average passenger boardings were computed by dividing the total number by 365 for 
each locality . 
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scheduled air transportation in South Dakota appears to be 
relatively unaffected by servi ce frequency . In the case o f  South 
Dako ta , a reasonable hypo thesis would be that factors o ther than 
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frequen cy have obscured the relationship that usually exists between 
frequency of service and passenger boardings . During the 1962-1974 
period , South Dakota ' s  air carrier communities experien ced population 
increases , higher per-capita dispo sable incomes and changing labor 
forces with more business and professional po sition s . These 
factors , along with the general in crease in the acceptance of air 
transportation could explain the increases in passenger boardings 
while frequen cy was declining at many po in t s . However , even in 
South Dako ta it is pro bable that better scheduling and increased 
frequency of servi ce would increase the level of passenger traffic 
at servi ce points in the state , especially the low density po in ts . 
A commuter carrier could provide this increased frequency . 
I f  one looks to o ther areas where commuters have successfully 
provided service , the traffic level has almo st always increased . 
Much of this increase can be tied to increased frequency of  service , 
especially when a commuter takes over routes formerly served by 
lo cal carriers and increases the frequency of service . For example , 
traffic levels increased from 1968 to 1974 ,  in all but three of 
the twenty-seven communities Allegheny Airlines turned over to its • 
l 
commuter operators who offered increased frequencies . Air Midwest 
experienced similar gains over their entire system serving small 
�llingsworth , "Allegheny System A ids Local Operators , "  p .• 71 . 
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formerly served by Frontier Airlines . With increased frequencies 
they were able to board over three hundred passengers in one month 
in 1971 , out of a service point--Dodge City--that had averaged about 
fifty when served by Frontier . 1 
Eads argued that increased frequency of service will 
increase the level of traffic when he stated : 
. • • the experience of  air taxis has reinforced the belief 
that frequency of service is more important than ticket 
price in attracting traffic in short-haul markets where good 
travel alternatives exist . In almost every case the air 
taxis have emphasized frequency as the main selling point 
of their service .2 
This evidence suggests , but does not prove , a correlation 
between frequency of service and pas senger traffic  in the short-haul 
market . Even though South Dako ta has not demonstrated a decrease in 
traffic as frequencies have decreased , perhaps greater traffic could 
be generated wi th increased frequencies . A system would have to 
actually go into service before a definitive evaluation of the South 
Dakota market could be made , i . e .  an experimental system . 
Summary 
Commuter airlines can expe ct travelers on business to be 
their primary source of passenger revenue . A potential South Dakota 
commuter must design its route structure to accomodate this group 
of consumers and concentrate on providing the type of service theyv 
1wayne W .  Parish, "Air Midwest s The Black Ink Commuter , "  
Airline Management ,  September 1971 , P • J2 . 
2Eads ,  The Lo cal Servi ce Airline Experiment , P •  25 . 
desir e ,  i . e .  high frequen cy of flights . I f  they do this , o t her 
po ten t ial con sumers w il l  mo st l ike ly use the system be cause the 
quali ty o f  s ervi c e  will be sufficient to satisfy their demands for 
personal travel . 
Altho ugh the So uth Da ko ta data do not d emonstrate a 
correlat io n  between frequen cy of service and passenger boardings -­
higher frequen cy usually r e sul ts in greater short -haul air trave l . 
Perhaps South Dako ta hasn ' t  truly d evelo ped a d em and for the short ­
haul route , i . e .  trave lers , in clud ing businessmen , ar e travelin g  
longer d i stan c e s  than tho se cons id ered short -haul in natur e . 'rhe 
relat ively lo w level of industrial activity in the state hasn ' t 
produced bus in e s s  traveler s  in numbers sufficien t  to support shor t ­
haul servi ce . How ever , as mor e and more industry s e t t l e s  in the 
state ,  the demand for and use of short -haul sy stems may in crease . 
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CHAPI'ER V 
ESTIMATED OPERATING COSTS AND POTENTIAL IMPACTS 
m· A COMMUTER SYSTEM IN SOUTH DAKO'rA 
Estimated costs associated with the operation of an airline 
are defined and discussed in this chapter . In addition , the estimat-
ed operating costs for various aircraft which are potentially appli-
cable to a South Dakota commuter system are presented . Comparisons 
are made between aircraft used by North Central Airlines in South 
Dakota and aircraft specifically designed for commuter service . A 
hypothetical service route is used as the basis for the comparison . 
Potential impacts of a commuter system are also examined in 
an attempt to identify possible ramifications of commuter airline 
service . The impacts are broadly stated in order to distinguish 
areas and groups affected by this potent ial system . 
Costs of Operating an Airline 
·rhe opera in� expenses for an airline are broken down into 
1 two primary categories;  direct co sts and indirect costs . Direct 
costs are those for the flight crew , fuel and lubricants , direct 
maintenance on the aircraft , and depreciat ion expenses on a per-hour 
1
These cost categories are no t wholly consistent with the 
economic concepts of fixed and variable costs . Fixed costs for an 
airline would includes  interest , property taxes , insurance , and 
depreciation . Variable cost s would include c wages , -fuel and 
lubricants ,  non-scheduled maintenance , and promo tion and sales 
expense .  
bas i s  for any part i cular aircraft . Indirect co sts are co s t s  for 
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passenger s ervice , aircraft and passenger servicing , promo t ion and 
sal e s , and administrat ive and cl erical expens e . A brief d i s cus sion 
of the make -up of the s e  co sts will allow a bett er und erstanding of 
their s co pe and impa ct on the po t ent ial feas ibili ty o f  a commut er 
system in South Dako ta .  
Ac cording t o  equations d erived by M ent z e e  and No urse and 
1 
called the ATA formulas , d irect o perating costs comprise from 
2 
50 to 60 per cent o f  to tal o perat ing expenses . The s e  co st s  vary 
due to several factors . Such things as employee unio n s , fuel grad es 
and taxes , o perating lo cations , and si ze of o pera t ion aff e ct this 
variable . Each po tent ial o perator would have to e s timate the 
effects o f  the s e  factors given a parti cular aircraft and route 
system .  
Indir e ct co s t s --co s t s  whi ch are incurred in servin g  and 
supporting pass enger movement and comfort --plus t he co sts for support 
and administrat ive personnel , plant , and equipment comprise fro m  
40 t o  50 perc ent o f  to tal o perating costs . Such t hings a s  l iability 
insurance , aircraft and traff ic handling personne l , landing fee s , 
r e cord ke eping and cleri cal personnel , adverti s in g , and exe cutive 
personnel fall und er this component . 
1
ATA fo rmula refer s to Air Transport As so c iation S tandard 
I1 et ood o f Est imating Comparat ive Direct Operating Co sts of Tran
spo rt 
Airlin es . 
2
Ead s , The Lo cal Servi ce A irline Exper imen t , P • 50 . 
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B e cause o f  t he relatively small size of a commuter o perat ion , 
many of the s e  fun ct ions and job s whi ch are relat ed to o perat ing 
co s t s  can be performed by a few personnel , each working in mor e  
t han one capacity . This allows fo r a d e crease in o veral l  o perat in g  
expense , e spe cially i n  t erms of support an d  admini strative personn e l . 
The pro spective o perato r would have to g auge the s i z e  o f  his 
o peration to fit the ro ut e syst em and thus achieve the greate st 
e conomi es to scal e  and the lowest co sts when ever po ssible . 
Evalua t ing Commuter Aircraft O perat ing Co st s 
The fol lowing analysis is d esign ed merely t o  identify 
po ten t ial air craft that might be used on route s  o f  various s tage 
length and be tween various city pairs . Bo th of these variables are 
o f  primary impo rtan c e  in choo s ing the right air craft for a commut er 
system . 
The appl i cation of the direct and indirect co st compon ents 
to a part i cular air craft can be used as a test for d e c id ing w hi ch 
one or o n e s  would be acceptable for a South Dakot a  marke t .  For 
this pro cess we will assume that two primary vehicles would be 
realist i c  for serving the low d ensity market at many cities in 
South Dako ta . De pending on the stage length as well as the c ity 
pairs b e ing served , the capacity o f  the aircraft should be from 
8 to 20 passengers or 20 to 30 pas sengers . Larger air craft would 
have excess seat ing capacity which would be wasted on the short 
ro ut es .  
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The aircraft sele ct ed for evaluat ion were pi cked acco rding 
to s eating capacity , performance , co st , and pres en t  use in the 
commuter industry . Be cause of t he varying air craft co st s for n ew 
and used aircraft and when buying or leasing aircraf t , the co st o f  
the plane was not a cri t i cal factor in choosing i t  for t he analy si s .  
How ever , t he acquisit ion co st would b e  importan t  when and i f  an 
air craft were to be selected to serve a parti cular route system . 
•rabl e  10 l is t s  bo t h  direct and ind irect estimat ed co s t s  for t he 
selec t ed aircraft . The cos t  estimat es presen ted ar e genera l  
approximat ion s  o f  actual co s t s  whi ch would vary accord ing to a 
mul titud e  o f  factors affecting a par t i cular o perat io n . 
Table 11 l is t s  var ious performance parameters for the. 
aircraft l i st ed in table 10 .  'lbe speed , load capacity , and range 
data allow a bet t er comparison of the air craft . One sho uld 
remember , however , t hat these are all relative to a parti cular 
rout e  sys t em , city -pairs served , operational environment , and 
n eeds of a commuter airline . As in almo st any decision invo lving 
product evaluation , trade-offs are necessary in t he s ele ct ion of 
any par t icular aircraft . 
In the South Dakota market , depending on the s ervice 
po ints , the t hre e  mo st likely aircraft to use would be the Turbo 
Navajo , B ee ch 99 , or Twin O tter . They o ffer r easonable passenger 
capaci ty ,  speed ,  and operating co st . · The Nord 262 and SDJ-JO are 
primarily for high d ensi ty , short-haul route sy stems . They would 
perhaps be usable on ro utes between Sioux Fall s ,  Pierre , and Rapid 
s 
Aircraft 
Turbo Navajo 
d 
Beech 99 
d l'win Otter 
Nord 262
4 
SD3-30
c 
TABLE 10 
ES rIMATED HOURLY OPERATING cosrs--SELEC i'ED AIRCRAFT 
Manufacturer 
Piper 
Beechcraf t 
DeHavilland 
of Canada 
Aero spatiale 
Shorts 
Approx imate 
Equipped Co st 
$ 183 , 000-­
Non Pressurized 
$ 325 , 000 --c Pressurized 
$ 690 , 000 
$ 655 , 000 
$1 , 100 , 000 
$1 , 250 , 000 
Direct Hourly 
O perat ing Co st 
$108 . 00
b 
$168 . 67 
$164 . 46 
$289 . 62 
$120 . 00 
Indirect Hourly 
Operating Costa 
$ 72 . 00 
$112 . 45 
$109 . 64 
$19J . 08 
80 . 00 
�ndirect Operating Costs were computed by assuming that direct operating co sts 
comprise 60 percent o f  to tal hourly o perating expenses . 
bHNB Consulting Engineers , A Stud of the E conomi c  Feasibilit o f  Provid in� Third 
Level Air Carrier Service in Wyoming Cheyennes  HNB Consulting Engineers , December 1974 , 
p .  VIII-2 . 
0Manufacturers data in 1974 dollars . 
dData supplied by Allegheny Airlines in 1975 dollars . 
� OJ 
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TABLE 11 
SELEC TED AIR CRAFT PERFORfflANCE DATA 
Maximum Maximum Range Maximum Maximum 
Take-o ff W ith !FR Cru i s e  Passenger 
Gro ss Fuel Reservesa S peed -- Seat ing 
A ir craft W eight --lbs . - -Statute M iles Kno t s  C apacity 
'fur bo Navajo 7 , 000 1 , 015 236 8 
B eech 99 10 , 900 932 247 1.5 
Twin O tter 12 , 500 795 182 20 
Nord 262 27 , 700 713 220 29 
SDJ-30 22 , 000 400 198 JO 
NOTE s A ll data was either taken from the var ious manufac­
turer s pub l ication s  or comput ed from charts and graphs assuming 
maximum s eating capac ity . The data are estimate s  o f  average per­
forman ce characteri stics . 
a
IFR fuel res erves ref er to the amoun t  o f  fuel carri ed by 
an aircraft whi ch will allow it to fly to it s ' int ended d es t inat ion ,  
t hence to i t s ' plann ed alt ernate destination , and t hence t o  con ­
t inue to remain airbo rne for ano ther forty-five minut es . 
C i ty . Ho wever , it i s  unl ike ly that these rout e s  wou ld be abando ned 
by t he c ert i f i ed carriers . 
The s e l e ct io n of one of the listed aircraft as the
 best 
for a South Dako ta sys tem wo uld require much greater effo
rt and 
resear ch . The Wyoming Study ( see Chap ter III , page 50 ) fo und t hat 
on routes with low passenger vo lume the Kavajo B wo uld p
rove 
profitable ,  whil e  on higher volume ro utes , the T
win O tt er displayed 
pro fit ibility .  B o t h  intrastate and interstat e  r
oute s  wer e  examin ed . 
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The read er may r e call that M idwest Airlines o perate s  B e e ch 
99 ' s on i t s  rou t e s  in Kansas and Co lorado . Allegheny Commut ers use 
B e e ch 99 ' s and 'l'win O tt ers . 
�1er e ly as a matter of compari son , table 12 l i s t s  the o perat � 
ing co s t s  for air craft currently serving the state . The s e  aircraft 
ar e flown by bo th t he trunkline and lo cal carriers to service po int s 
in So uth Dako ta . 
In order to more clearly evaluate the use of large ( great er 
than thirty passenger capacity ) versus small ( less t han t hirty 
pas senger capacity ) air craft in the short -haul , low -d ensity , Sou th 
Dako ta market , an analysis o f  the aircraft i s  required . As a means 
1 
of comparing d ifferent aircraft for sho rt -haul rout es , they are 
evaluat ed o ver varying stage lengths us ine t he cr i t eria o f  speed , 
co st s  ( o perating and subsidy co sts ) , and fuel usag e . Fue l usage is 
con sid ered to be an important cri t erion b e cau se of the effect i t  
has on co st s and its po tent ial shortage in future ·years . Thi s  
relat ive s car c i ty and/or high co st could become one o f  t h e  prime 
crit eria in
.
evaluat ing what transportat ion vehi cles are used on 
d ifferent route s  in the near fu ture . Speed and frequency o f  s ervice 
are e s sen t ial cri t eria in evaluat ing any expedien t  mod e  of personnel 
transpor tat ion . 
Table lJ i llus tra tes time r equir ed ,  o perating and subsidy 
co sts , and fue l· used fo r sele ct ed aircraft on var io us stage lengths . 
1
sho r t -haul routes for t his example will incl
ud e  trips up 
to two hundr ed miles in length . 
TABLE 12 
SELEC rED AIR CARRIER AIRCRAFT SERVING sou rH DAKOTA HOURLY OPERA�ING cos rs --IN DOLLARS 
b lJorth Central Airline s  
c Ozark Airline s  
Western Airlinesd 
Aircraft Direct Operating Costs 
DC-9 FH-227 CV-580 B-737 
899 . 00 
639 . 00 
458 . 00 
754 . 31 
a Aircraft Indirect Operating Costs 
DC-9 FH-227 CV-580 
599 , 33 
703 . 00 
305 . 33 
B733 
502 . 80 
�ndirect operating co sts with the exception of figures for Ozark Airlines ,  were computed 
by assuming that dire ct operating expenses comprised 60 percent of total operating expenses . 
Ozark suppli ed both dir e ct and indire ct co st s . 
binterview with Jon Harty and David E .  Moran , North Central Airlines , Inc . , Minneapolis , 
Minn e so ta , 5 September 1975 • . System-wide Costs . 
c rom Preris , Ozark Airlines , letter . Figures are combined for bo th aircraft . System -
wide costs . 
d"Jet Operating Data , B-747 , B-737 , "  Air Transport World , September , 1975 , p .  30 . 
System-wide costs . 
co ..... 
PERFORMANCE AND ESTIMATED COST DATA--SELECTED AIRCRAFT 
A ir craft/ 
D istan c e  
(Sta tute Miles ) 
Twin O tterd 
50 
1 00 
1 50 
2 00 
B ee ch 99e 
50 
100 
150 
2 00 
CV-580e 
50 
100 
150 
200 
Dc -9e 
50 
1 00 
150 
200 
Crui se Altitude
a 
Operat ing
b 
Flying Time Costs 
(Ho urs (Dol lars ) 
. 3 
. 6  
. 9  
1 . 1 
. 3  
. 5 
. 7  
. 9  
. 3 
. 5  
. 7  
. 9  
. 4 
. 5  
. 6  
. 7  
82 
164 
247 
302 
84 
141 
197 
253 
229 
382 
534 
687 
599 
749 
899 
1049 
c 
Subsidy 
Co sts 
(Do llars ) 
62 
125 
187 
229 
64 
107 
150 
192 
174 
290 
406 
522 
455 
. 569 
683 
797 
Fuel 
Consumed 
( Pounds ) 
2 00 
390 
550 -
6 80 
170 
290 
390 
510 
770 
1250 
1870 
2400 
2190 
3030 
3850 
4690 
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a
Cru i s e  altitud es were selected as average o ptimum altitudes 
used for various distan ces . 
b
Operating co s t s  in clude bo th dire ct and indirect co sts
. 
c
Subsidy co sts were est imat ed by taking 100 percent 0£ 
dire ct and 40 percen t of indirect operating costs . 
d 
Flying time and fuel consumed were estimated f
rom charts 
and graphs supplied by aircraft manufacturers .  Costs w
ere esti­
mated using data supplied by Allegheny Airlines . 
e
Performan ce data and co sts were estimat ed 
using informa­
tion supplied by North C entral Airlin es . 
In t erms o f  co sts and fuel required , the smaller air craft are more 
economical . The larger air craft aren ' t  able to capitaliz e  on their 
speed advan tage in the fifty and one hundr ed mile stage lengths . 
The DC-9 experienced a more d ecid ed advantage , as wo uld be expe cted , 
at the ove r one hundred-fifty and two hundred mile d istances while 
the CV -580 is only slight ly better than the Twin O tt er and on par 
with the Beech 99 . Of course , the applicabili ty and profi tability 
o f  any o f  the aircraft would depend upon the number of passengers 
carried .  
A more expli cit view o f  th�se aircraf t is available when 
o ne uses them to evaluate a particular , hypothetical rout e in South 
Dako ta . For this analysis , a route connecting Aberd een to Sioux 
Falls with sto ps in Watertown and Brookings is used . A minimum o f  
two flight s p e r  day is  considered to be required for adequate 
service . The ro ute is 168 statute miles in length and is  depicted 
in figure 4 .  
Pro j e ct ed d emand for the servi ce was estimated using data 
generated by No rth Central Airline s .  The data in table 14 display 
southbound traffic from Aberdeen , Watertown , and Brookings for 1974 . 
Table 15 depi ct s the air craft used in thi s analysis . Data 
presented in clude est imates of time enroute , fuel consumed , and 
operating and subsidy co sts for the various legs o f  the rout e . 
Only three o f  the four aircraft being evaluated are capable 
of transporting thirty-seven passengers per day with two flight s 
per day--the DC -9 , CV-580 , and Twin Otter . The Beech 99 , with a 
rfABLE 14 
NOR fH CENTRAL AIRLINES SOU l'H BOUND 
BOARDED PASSENGERS- -1974 
C ity Yearly Per -Day 
Aberdeen 8 , 353 23 
Watertown 4 , 032 11 
Brookings 1 , 145 3 
TOTAL 13 , 530 37 
SOURCE : B .  J .  Campbel l , North 
Central Airlines En laned Passen ers - -
1 974 Minneapo lis:  North Central A ir ­
lines , May 10 , 1976 ) . 
passenger capaci ty o f  fift een would require at least three flight 
per day to serve the demon strated demand for air tran sportation . 
Of the three aircraft that could be us ed on a route  with 
two flights per dczy , the DC-9 is the fastest and mo st expensive 
while the Twin O tter is slower and less expensive . For exampl e  
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the DC -9 requires t hir ty-six minutes to compl e te the rout e , consumes 
6 , 100 pounds of fuel , and co sts $1 , 584 to operate and subsid iz e . 
Contrast this to the Twin Otter which r equires more time , fifty­
eight minutes , bu t consume s  only 710 pound s of fuel and co s t s  $466 
to o perate and subsidize . The CV-580 , res ting in between the 
previously discussed aircraft , requires forty-four minutes to fly 
the route while consuming 2 , 300 pounds o f  fuel and co sting $985 to 
.. .,,°""' e11i.ns 
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TABLE 15 
ESTIMATED PERFORMANCE DATA AND cos rs FOR sourH DAKOTA ROUTE- -BY AIRCRAFT 
Aberdeen to Watertown Watertown to Brookings Brookings to Sioux Falls 
( 72 Statute Miles ) (45 Statute Miles) ( 51 Statute Miles ) 
ti) ti) ti) +> +> � cd 'd ti) ti) cd 'd ti) ti) cd 'd ti) ti) Aircraft Q) Q) 0 � Q) Q) 0 � Q) Q) 0 +> +> � 0 ti) +> § '""' 0 en +> § '""' 0 en ;::1 '"' ::l '"'  0 ;::1 '"' 0 ;::1 '"' 0 0 ti) tll en b.O 0 o rn rn rn b.O 0 o rn en rn b.O 0 H a> s:::: 'd s:::: H a> s:::: 'd � � $  s:::: 'd s:::: s:::: +> 8 § ..-t >, s:::: +> 8 § >, 8 §  ..-t >, r:il ;::1 +> "O r:il ;::1 +> "O r:il ;::1 +> 'O s:::: 0 cd ..-t s:::: 0 cd .,; s:::: 0 "1 ..-t Cl) ..-t rl P-. H rn Cl) .,; rl P-. H rn Q) � r-f P-c H rn e �  (!.) -.- Cl) ,0 s �  Cl) -.- Cl) ,0 s �  Q) -.- Cl) ,0 .n -.- ;::1 � ;::1 ..-t --- ;::1 � ;::1 ..-t --- ;:1 � ;::1 E-; � 0 Cl) E-; � 0 Cl) E-i � 0 Cl) 
DC-9b 16 2300 $400 $J04 10 1900 $250 $190 10 1900 $250 $190 
CV-580b 18 900 229 174 12 700 153 116 14 700 178 135 
Twin Otter c 24 300 110 8J 16 190 73 56 18 220 82 62 . 
Beech 99 c 22 210 102 78 15 180 70 53 17 200 79 61 
a Time enroute does not include taxi time because taxi time will be nearly the same for all 
aircraft . 
b All cost and performance data was computed from data supplied by North Central Airlines 
and is for the year 1975 . 
c Cost data was computed from data supplied by Allegheny Airlines . Performance data was 
computed from manufacturers data . 
co °' 
l 
o perate and subsidi z e . The DC -9 consumes 8 . 6  times more fuel and 
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cos t s  3 . 4 t imes as much to o perate as the Twin O t ter o n  this rout e . 
'The ·rwin Otter could offer the o pt ion of greater than two more 
fligh ts per day on the ro ute and still cost less to o perate and 
consume l e ss fuel than the DC-9 . 
The B e e ch 99 would also be able to o ff er great er frequencies 
while maintaining a better co st and fuel consump tion s chedul e than 
the DC -9 . For example , over three route trips could be complet ed 
by the B e e ch 99 for the same co st of one DC -9 tr ip . In addit ion , 
the Bee ch 99 would consume 1 , 710 pound s of fuel in t hree tri ps while 
the DC -9 consum e s  6 , 100 pound s in one trip . 
On t he basis o f  operating co st s only , assuming two flight s 
per day trans porting thirty -seven passengers ,  the per passenger 
1 
co s t s for the vario us aircraft would be :  $85 . 62 for the DC -9 ; 
$53 . 24 for the CV-580 ; and �25 . 18 for the Twin Otter . If a flight 
frequency of four trips per day were used to transport the same 
2 
number of  passengers , the respe ctive co sts per passenger would be : 
$171 .24 for the DC-9 ; $106 .48 for the CV-580 ; $50 . 36 for the Twin 
Ot ter ;  and $47 . 89 for the Beech 99 . The compar isons po int out that 
be tter service , in terms of frequency of flight s , is available at 
1
Per passenger co sts were o b tained by mul tiplying t he co s t  (o perating and subsidy ) for the rou te b y  two ( the number o f  flight s ) 
and d ivid in� by thir Ly -seven .  
2
Per passenger co sts were obtained by mul t i plyin� t
he co s t  
(operating and subsidy ) for the ro ute by four ( the number o f  flight s ) 
and dividing by thir ty -seven . 
less co st when using the smaller aircraft on the short -haul , low­
dens ity market . This is  the type of market a commuter would serve 
in South Dako ta . 
I f  demand for air transpor tation were to increase , how 
would the various aircraf t be able to ad just to thi s  increased 
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demand and how many flights would be required to serve thi s d emand? 
Assuming in creases in demand from 10 to 100 percen t in in crements 
of 10 per cent , the co sts per passenger and the number o f  flights  
required , with two flights per day the minimum flight frequen cy 
allowable , are presented in table 16 . I t  is interesting to no t e  
that the smaller aircraft (Twin Otter an d  Beech 99)  can ad just to 
the increased demand by increasing servi ce and still o perate more 
economically than the DC-9 . The Twin Otter also o perates at a 
smaller co s t  than the CV-580 , but the Beech 99 , canno t compet e 
after fifty -n ine passengers be cause of the need for five flights 
to accommodate the passenger load . However , if a third flight 
were added to the CV-580 schedule , the Beech 99 would be more 
economical , even if anot her flight ( six flights ) were added to its 
schedule .
2 
The DC-9 would require 121 passengers , wi th a fl ight 
1
wi th a fligh t frequency of three , the per passenger costs 
for the CV-580 , wi th seventy-four passengers would be $49 . 93 while 
t he Beech 99 wit h a flight fr equen cy of six ,  carryini� seventy -four 
passengers ,  would have a per passenger cost  of $J5 . 92 .  
2 .rhe per passenger co s ts for the DC-9 and Tw in Otter . are 
$26 . 18 and �26 . 96 , respe ct ively with 121 passengers . The Twin 
Ott er ,  however , provide a flight frequen cy of seven . 
rid 
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TABLE 16 
ES rIMATES OF INCREASED DEMAND AND 
PROJECTED PER PASSENGER COSTS 
Flights b Dollars Cos t  
Aircraf t Passengers a Required Per Passengerc 
DC-9 41 2 77 . 27 
44 2 72 . 00 
48 2 66 . oo 
52 2 60 . 92 
56 2 56 . 57 
59 2 53 . 69 
63 2 50 . 29 
67 2 47 . 28 
70 2 45 . 25 
74 2 42 . 81 
CV -580 41 2 48 . 04 
44 2 44 . 77 
48 2 41 . 04 
52 2 37 . 88 
56 2 35 . 18 
59 2 33 .40 
63 2 Jl . 27 
67 2 29 .40 
70 2 28 . 14 
74 2 26 . 62 
Twin Otter 41 J 34 . 10 
44 J 31 . 77 
48 3 29 . 13 
52 3 26 . 88 
56 3 24 . 96 
59 4 22 . 62 63 29 . 59 
67 4 27 . 82 
70 4 26 . 63 
74 4 25 . 19 
Beech 99 41 3 32 . 41 
44 3 JQ .20 
A ircraft 
B ee ch 99 
TABLE �6 --Con t inued 
Passengersa 
48 
52 
56 
59 
63 
67 
70 
74 
Flights 
Requiredb 
4 
4 
4 
4 
5 
5 
5 
5 
Do llars Cos t  
Per Passengerc 
36 . 92 
34 . 08 
31 . 64 
30 . 03 
35 . 16 
33 . 06 
31 . 64 
29 . 93 
a 
The number o f  passenger s  represent in-
creases  in d emand in increment s o f  10 percent over 
the or iginal demand displayed in table 14 . 
b
F'lights required were dictated by the 
sea ting capacity of the air craft . Two flights per 
d ay is assumed to be the minimum acceptable fre -
quency level . 
c
Cos t  per passenger was estimat ed by mul ­
t iply ing the co st (o perating and subsidy ) for the 
rou te fo r each aircraft by the number of fl ight s 
and divid ing by the number o f  passengers . 
frequen cy of two , in o rd er to be compe t i t ive , co s t-wise , with the 
Twin Otter and 1051 passengers to become more economical than the 
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Beech 99 . In o rd er for this to o ccur , demand would have to in cr ease 
nearly 200 per cent - -this i s  assuming a constant flight frequency of 
two . It i s  highly unl ikely , given pas t  levels o f  d emonstrat ed d emand 
for the low frequen cy servi ce used on t his route ,  that an increase 
in d emand of this magnitude will be for thcomin� in the near future . 
1
The per passenger costs for the DC-9 and B eech 99 are 
$30 .20 and $J0 . 17 respe ctively with 105 passengers .  The Be e ch 99 
would , however , provid e  a flight frequency of seven . 
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The reader will recall that in the shor t -haul markets ,  
consumers view frequency o f  servi ce as an important factor in choo s­
ing air transportat ion over other mod es . Both of the smaller air­
craft would offer this desired flexibility whil e  di splaying greater 
economy than bo th the CV-580 and the Dc�9 . 
Impacts 
Many groups of people and geographical areas would be 
affected by a commuter airline sys tem . Change s o ccuring as the 
r esult of commuter service wo uld alter the economic well being of 
many individuals and business entities . Figure 5 d i splays poten­
tially affected gro ups and po ssible impacts .  
The gen eral impact of a commuter system would be in the 
po tential it has to stimulate travel and thus open up the area for 
economic activity . Readily accessible , dependable transportat ion 
is one of the necessary ingredients for economic expansion . 
Of all the groups affe cted by a commuter sys t em ,  the FBO ' s  
(Fixed Base Operators ) wo uld probably be hurt ,  at least in the short 
run--one to five years . However , as the area developed , these 
businesses might receive increased levels of business from new 
sources no t previously in the area , i . e .  new business and individuals . 
As the matrix ( figure 5 ) po int s out , a greater acceptance and use 
of non -scheduled air taxi servi ce would most likely spill over into 
the private aviat ion entrepreneurs ' business . 
C itie s and towns as well as the region served by the commuter 
would possibly experience a surge in general economic activity which 
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FIGURE 5 
POSSIBLE IMPACTS BY GROUP--SOUrH DAKOTA COMMUTER AIRLINE SYSTEM 
Impact 
Group 
Commuter 
Systems 
Cities 
FBO • s 
Industry and 
Business 
Private 
Consumers 
Monetary 
Transportation 
and Travel 
Increased use of facili­
ties suppo rting air 
travel would increase 
maint enance co sts but 
also provide new sources 
of revenue . 
Po ssible decrease in air 
taxi revenue as consum­
ers use the commuter 
syst em--short run 
effects . 
Greater flexibility for 
businesses in meeting 
business commitments 
whi ch would allow for 
savi-ngs in time and thus 
traveling expenses . 
The use of air transport­
ation for per sonal travel 
may increase and in creas­
ed personal travel would 
r e sult in increased 
spending for travel re­
lat ed services . 
Economic Development 
Increased bus iness , com­
mercial , and housing 
activity would place 
greater d emand on city 
services but also provid e  
increased tax and busi­
ness revenues . 
New customers for air 
taxi , flight ins truction , 
and other services may 
develop as the e conomic 
act ivity of the city and 
area increases thus im­
proving long run earnings 
Provide better access to 
cities for new or expand ­
ing businesses which 
would in crease the tax 
base , and provid e  more 
jobs . 
More opportunities for 
employment would be avail­
able as economic act ivity 
intensified . Increased 
employment o pportunities 
would increase personal 
disposable income . 
FIGURE 5--Continued 
Nonmonetary 
Transpor tat ion and Travel 
Makes the ci ty more accessible 
and improves the overal transpor­
tat ion system . 
Increase the desirability and use 
of air travel as a primary mode 
of transpor tat ion . 
Increased product ivi ty o f  per­
sonnel wo uld be po ss ible if they 
could travel more freely on an 
air system that provid ed frequent 
arrivals and departures . 
Provide more o pt ions in choo sing 
transportat ion modes . 
Economic Develo pment 
Improves the city ' s e conori1ic 
potential by making the city 
more appealing to expanding 
business and commerical 
entities . 
Improve the pro spect s  for 
expansion and growth of 
individual o perators in the 
long run . 
Give businesses more alterna­
tives in selecting sit es for 
expansion thus enhancing the ir 
ability to choose a sit e  that 
will max imize the ir expansion , 
growth , and earnings . 
Enhance personal mobility thus 
allowing ind ividual en trepre­
neurs access to larger trade 
areas . 
9J 
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Impact 
Group 
Local and 
Trunkline 
Air Carriers 
Commuter 
System 
Region 
F'IGURE 5--Continued 
Monetary 
rransportation 
and Trav e l  
Link passengers to longer 
route systems o perated by 
local trunkline carriers 
thus in creasing the 
poten t ial earnings of 
these carriers .  
Provide the region with 
better air tran s po r tation 
thus enhancing spending 
in travel , tourist , and 
related industries . 
Economic Development 
Increased traffi c . to and 
from the area will pro ­
vide more demand for 
flights connecting to 
commut er systems with 
resultan t  in�reases in 
revenue . 
Promote region-wide eco ­
nomic growth with the 
resultant multiplier 
effec t  as money is injected 
into the regional economy . 
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F'IGURE 5--Continued 
Nonmonetary 
Transportation and Travel 
Increase the acceptan ce and use 
of air transportat ion thus perpet­
uating the air trans:Por tat ion 
indus try . 
Improve overall regional trans­
portation by o ffering more air 
travel in addition to the pre sent 
modes of personal transportation . 
E conomic Development 
Crea te the need for personn el 
in the airline and asso ciated 
businesses t hus promot ing t he 
growth of the airline industry . 
Encourage int eres t in the 
area by outsid e  e conomic groups . 
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would ripple through the entire lo cal and regional economy . 
Admittedly , the cities would be required to provide expanding ser­
vices and facilities to accomodate growth , but the benefits of 
expansion would probably offset the costs--provided they were planned 
for properly . 
Summary 
rhe estimated costs asso ciated with airline operations were 
used to compare the cost characteristi cs of various aircraft . Short­
haul markets  with routes that  serve low-density service  po ints 
require aircraft uniquely fitted for this market . Because of  their 
higher operating costs , large aircraft are neither economically 
suited , nor are they required for these markets . Their excess 
capacity is  often times wasted and because of their low-frequency 
they provide minimal service . 
Individuals in teres ted in developmen t of a South Dakota 
commuter system should thoroughly analyze the prospective d emand 
for the short -haul market . The service should be designed primarily 
to attract and serve the business traveler . In addition , costs 
should be carefully studied to d e termine the optimum aircraft for 
the system . Thorough route analysis ,  with emphasis  on optimum 
aircraft usage would enable cos t  control and increased u tilizat ion . 
In general terms , it  would be expec ted tha t a commu ter 
system would enhance the economic well being of impacted cities ,  
businesses , and individuals . Some negative impacts may o ccur to 
rl 
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F'B • ,: · n the sho rt run . However , as the region developed , they , too , 
would probably gain , indirectly , from a commuter syst em . 
CHAPTER VI 
SOUTH DAKOTA AIR TRANSPORTATION 
SYSTEM AND FACILITIES 
The State of South Dako ta currently has an air transportation 
system consisting of FBO ' s  and certified air carriers . This system , 
along with the airport and radio air navigation system established 
in the state is the topic of this chapter . This discussion outlines 
the current air transportation system and its volume of traffic ,  
airports usable as commuter service points as well as those requiring 
improvements , and the criteria for upgrading a facility for commuter 
use . 
Air Transportation System 
South Dakota is currently served by four air ca.rriersa 
three locals and one trunkline . These carriers provide service to 
nine cities . Tables 8 and 9 in Chapter IV display the number of 
boardings and scheduled departures for various points from 1962 to 
19?4 . Table 17 lists in more detail the nwnber of inbound and 
outbound passengers for various points in the state in 19?J and 
19?4 . 
The tables show that air travel has increased in the state . 
Boardings have increased steadily while departures (frequencies) 
have decreased .  More recent data display a greater usage of 
d 
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TABLE 17 
SOUTH DAKOTA AIRLINE PASSENGER SUMMARY--1973-74 
Percent Percent 
1973 Per- 1973 Per- 1974 Per- 1974 Per- Change Change 
Airport Outbound Cent Inbound Cent Outbound Cent Inbound Cent Outbound Inbound 
Aberdeena 23 , 671 6 .2 22 , 188 5 . 9 29 , 634 7 . 1  28 , 240 6 . 8 +25 . 0  +27 . 3  
Brookings 2 , 188 o . 6 2 , 029 0 . 5 2 , 576 0 . 6 2 , 501 o . 6 +18 . 0  +23 . 3  
Huron a 4 , 081 1 . 0 3 , 949 1 . 0 5 , 937 1 . 4 5 , 664 1 .4 +45 . 0  +43 . 4 
Mitchell 3 , 372 0 . 9 3 , 395 0 . 9 3 , 359 0 . 8 3 , 177 0 . 8  - 0 .4 - 6 .4 
Pierre 31 , 292 8 . 2 31 , 560 8 .4 35 , 948 8 . 6 34 , 385 8 . 3  +15 . 0  + 9 . 0  
Rapid City 115 , 321 30 .4  115 , 463 J0 .6  119 , 539 28 . 7  119 , 648 28 . 9  + 4 . 0  + J . 6  
Sioux Falls 184 , 182 48 . 5  184, 199 48 . 9  202 , 015 48 . 5  204 , 678 49 .4  +10 . 0  +11 . 1  
Watertown 11 , 333 3 . 0 l0 , 567 2 . 8 12 , 417 3 . 0 11 , 513 2 . 8  +10 . 0  + 9 . 0  
Yankton 4 , 078 1 . 1  3 , 629 1 . 0 5 , 133 1 . 2 4 , 489 1 . 0  +26 . o  +23 . 7  
TOTAL 379 , 518 · . .  376 , 979 416 , 588 414 , 295 + 9 . 8 + 9 . 9  
SOURCE : Monte R .  Schneider , Director of Aeronautics , South Dakota Department o f  Trans­
portation , to Tom Hruby , Brookings , 27 February 1975 · South Dakota Air Transportation . 
NOTE & Average Passenger Traffic  Per Months 
Peak . Month - August 
Low Month - February 
Peak Quarter - July , August ,  September 
Low Quarter - January , February , March 
12.U 
Outbound - 31 , 626 
Inbound - 31 , 415 
Percent columns do not add up to 100 due to rounding . 
a Airports closed for construction s 
Aberdeen - Parts of July and August 1973 ; 8 days in July 1974 
Huron - July 23 to September 5 ,  1973 ; May 20 to June 17 , 1974 . 
1974 
Outbound - 34 , 731 
Inbound - 34 , 524 
'° '° 
outbound rather than inbound air transportation . More consumers 
are using fewer flights , in most lo cations , to travel both intra­
state and interstate routes . 
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The amoun t of traffic carried by each carrier is illustrated 
in table 18 . Wes tern ,  with only three service po ints in the state , 
leads all carri ers in the number of passengers carried . 
Ano ther measure of the increased demand for air transix>rta­
tion in South Dakota is the amount of freight , express, and mail 
flown from South Dakota cities . Each of these has increased 
steadily from 1962 through 1974 . In a broad sense , t hese increases 
could be used as a barometer of business activity and expansion .  
These data ar e  presented in table 19 . 
F inally , table 20 displays the number of departures and 
arr ivals at the air carrier cities--a measure of the level of ser­
vice . Brookings , Mi t chell , Huron , and Yankton all have four or 
fewer departures per day . 
The data presented in the preceding tables allow an evalua-
tion of the s cheduled air transportation system in South Dako ta . 
The overall picture displays increases in passenger volume and 
non-passenger business . Among towns served by scheduled carriers , 
Brookings ,  Huron , Mitchell , and Yankton provide only about 4 . 0  per­
cent of all outbound passengers and J . 8 percent of all inbound 
passengers . The�e po ints are also the most  poorly served in terms 
of frequency of service . If , as was suggested in other studies 
( see Chapter IV ) , the correlation between frequency o f  service and 
d 
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TABLE 18 
INDIVIDUAL AIR CARRIER PASSENGER SUMMARY--SOUTH DAKOTA , 1974 
Outbound Inbound 
Thousands · Percent Thousands Percent 
Airport Airlines a Persons Total Per sons Total 
Aberdeenb NOR 29 . 6  7 . 1  2 8 . 2  6 . 8 
Brookings NOR 2 . 6  o .6 2 . 5 o . 6  
Huronb NOR 5 . 9  1 .4 5 . 7  1 . 4 
Mitchell NOR J . 4 0 . 8 J . 2 0 . 8  
Pierre NOR 7 . 7 1 . 9 10 . 0  2 . 4 
WAL 28 . 2  6 . 8 24 . 4  5 . 9  
Rapid City NOR 15 . 4 J . 7  17 . 8  4 . J 
WAL 62 . .8 15 . 0  57 . 3 13 . 8  
FAL 41 .4  9 . 9  44 . 5  10 . 7  
Sioux Falls NOR 55 . 5  lJ . J  51 . 6  12 .4 
WAL 102 . 8  24 . 7  106 . 2  25 . 6  
OZK 43 . 7 10 . 5  46 . 9  11 . 3  
Watertown NOR 12 .4  3 . 0 11 . 5  2 . 8 
Yankton NOR 5 . 1 1 . 3 4 . 5  1 . 2 
TOTALS a NOR 1J7 . 6 J3 . 0  135 . 0  J2 . 6  
WAL 193 . 6  46 . 5  187 . 9  45 . J  
FAL 41 .4  10 . 0  44 . 5  10 . 8  
OZK 4J . 7 10 . 5  46 . 9  11 . J  
416 . 6  100 . 0  414 . 2 100 . 0  
SOURCE a  Monte R .  Schneider , Dire ctor o f  Aeronautics , South 
Dakota Department of Transportation , to Tom , Hruby , Brookings , 27
 
February 1975 . South Dakota Air Transportation . 
�OR - North Central Airlines 
WAL - W estern Airlines 
FAL - Frontier Airlines 
OZ K - Ozark Airlines 
b
Airport clo sed for construction s 
Aberdeen - Closed 8 days in July 
Huron - Closed May 20 to June 17 . 
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TABLE 19 
FREIGIIT , EXPRESS AND MAIL ORIGINATIONS--SOUTH DAKOTA ,  1962-1974 
Scheduled Ser- Total U . S .  & 
Freight vice Express Foreign Mail 
Percent Percent Percent 
Year Tons Change Tons Change Tons Change 
1962 1J4 . 4 121 . 7  235 . 9  
1965 229 . 7  + 71 146 +20 262 . 9  + 11 
1970 677 . 4 +195 277 +90 1248 . 9  +375 
1974a 1645 . 4 +14J . l  261 . 7 - 6 1327 . 8  + 6 
SOURCE : U . S .  Departmen t of Transportation , Civil A eronau­
tics Board , Airport Activity Statistics of Certified Rout e  Air 
Carriers--12 Months Ended June 0 l 62 (Washington ,  D . C . 1 U . S .  
Government Printing Office , 19 2 , pp . 172-73 ; U . S . Department of  
Transportation , Civil Aeronautics Board , Airport Activity Statis­
tics of Certified Route Air Carriers --12 Months End ed December 
316 1965 (Washington ,  D .C . i  U . S . Government Printing Offi ce , 
19 6) , p .  144 ; U . S .  Departmen t  of Transportation , Civil A eronautics 
Board , Air rt Activit Statistics of Certified Route Air Carriers--
12 Months Ended June O 1 0 Washington , D . C . 1 U . S .  Government 
Printing Offi ce , 1970 , p. 143 ;  and U . S .  Department of Transporta­
tion , Civil Aeronautics Board , Airport Activity Statisti cs of 
Certified Rout e Air Carriers--12 Months Ended June 0 1 4 
Washington , D . C . a  U . S . Government Printing Office , 1974 , p .  98 . 
�igures for 1974 are in Enplaned revenue tons--the number 
of revenue tons of freight , express , U . S . and foreign mail loaded 
on an aircraft including originating and transfer tons . 
TABLE 20 
SOUTH DAKOTA SCHEDULED AIR 
TRANSPORTATION , DAILY 
BASIS--OCTOBER , 1975 
Cities Arrivals Departure s  
Aberdeen 8 8 
Brookings 4 4 
Huron J J 
Mitchell 4 4 
Pierre 8 8 
Rapid City 10 10 
Sioux Falls 35 35 
Watertown 8 8 
Yankton 4 4 
demand for short-haul air transportation is po sitive ,  the low 
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passenger volume in these towns may be explained . One can expect . 
these points to continue this performance if current frequency 
levels continue . 1 
In addi tion to the scheduled air carriers , another form of 
air transportation is  available in South Dakota--non-scheduled · 
air taxi .  Fixed base o perators offer air taxi service as an 
1The current passenger volume is low at these points , but 
it has increased over the years ( see table 9 ,  page 70) . As was 
emphasized earlier ,  this is contrary to what one would normally 
expect .  
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alternative and supplement to scheduled air transportation . Table 
21 lists the number and operating bases of Air Taxi o perators in 
the state . 
TABLE 2 1  
AIR TAXI OPERATORS--SOUTH DAKOTA , 197.5 
Air Carrier Citiesa Other Cities 
Airports Number Airports Number 
Aberdeen 2 Britton 1 
Brookings 1 Lemmon 1 
Huron 2 Milbank 1 
Mitchell 1 Mobridge 1 
Pierre 2 Spearfish 1 
Rapid City 5 Sturgis 1 
Sioux Falls J Vermillion 1 
Watertown 1 Winner 1 
Yankton 1 
SOURCE : Federal Aviation Administration , General Aviation 
District Office , Rapid City , South Dakota , to Tom Hruby , Brookings , 
18 August 1975 . South Dakota Air Taxi Operators--197.5 .  
a
Air Carrier Cities refers to those cities receivi
ng 
scheduled certified airline service . 
These o perators fly a variety of equipment ,
 from small 
single-engine aircraft , to larger twin-engine airp
lanes capable of 
carrying over ten passengers . The costs for th
eir services vary 
with the type and size of aircraft and nature
 of the flight . 
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Airport and Radio Navigation Facilities 
In ord er to have an operable commuter system , certain 
facilities are required . Service points must have a minimum level 
of quality in terms of the physical makeup of the airport and its 
supporti ng equipment . Accordingly , criteria have been designed by 
the author to provide a level of measurement for facilities at a 
commuter service point . They are a 
1 .  Runway 
2 .  Approach 
Aids 
- The runway should be paved and of sufficient 
s trength and length to accomodate the take­
off and landing requirements of applicable 
FAR ' s  for commuter operation . 
- Electronic s  An IFR capability is mandatory . 
At least a 90 -9.5 percent completion factor , con­
sidering meteorological conditions ,  is d esired . 
A VOR would be desirable but a non-directional­
beacon would be acceptable . 
Lighting i A rotating beacon , medium intensity 
runway lighting, and obstruction lights are 
required . Runway-end-identification-lights 
are desirable .  
) . Personnel - Trained weather observers providing on-site 
observation of weather phenomena and equipment 
are required . These individuals might be 
commuter airline employees , thus eliminating 
duplicity of personnel . 
4 .  Terminal - Terminal facilities should be designed to meet 
the requirements of the expected demand . Hini­
mum facilities would include a waiting area 
with chairs , ticket coun ter , restrooms , public 
telephone , heat , lights , and a s torage area . 
.5 .  Services 
A paved ramp with paved walkways to the terminal 
area- as well - as - secUJ:ity fenoing , a.re required . 
- Maintenance capabilities which includ e  refueling 
and minor repairs are desirable but not 
mandatory . 
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Airports 
Using the criteria as a guide , we can evaluate South 
Dakota' s  system of airports . There are only nine cities that would 
currently meet all the requirements of the criteria , i . e .  the nine 
air carrier cities . 
A complete listing of airport facilities for the various 
airports in South Dakota is available by ref erring to appendixes 
2 and J .  The appendixes list the facilities at the current air 
carrier cities and selected future possible commuter service points . 
Navigational Aids 
In addition to the system of airports , the State also has 
1 a system of  radio navigation aids which are used as enroute as 
well as terminal2 facilities . Figure 6 depicts these facilities 
and their locations .  
Airport Improvements 
The nine air carrier ci ties are the only lo calities that 
could serve currently as commuter service points under the criteria 
listed in appendix 4 .  Other sites would require upgrading programs 
of varying degrees . The facility requirements ,  available funding , 
and needs assessment would dictate which points could be used . 
�nroute navigation aids provide course and position 
information for cro ss-country flights .  
2Terminal navigation aids a.re used to provi�e course , 
po sition ,  and glide path information for instrument approaches for 
landing .  They could be used for instrument de�rtures . 
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The costs for improvements would vary depending on local 
conditions ,  inflation , and other factors . In order to give esti­
mates of the costs for various items , cost estimates used in the 
Wyoming study1 will be multiplied by an inflation factor of 1 . 2 
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to give average cost estimates in 1975 dollars . 2 Table 22 displays 
these estimates . 
The costs requir ed to upgrade a currently unacceptable 
airport for commuter servi ce could be very high . Runway paving and 
radio and lighting aids would require the largest o utlay of invest-
ment funds . Careful evaluation of a particular airport as a 
commu ter service po int should be conducted prior to the committment 
of funds for improvements . Special consideration should be given 
to the estimation of co sts and potential benefits . 
In addition to a radio navigation facility for !FR (Instru­
ment Flight Rules ) flights , direct voice communications with ATC 
(Air Traffic Control ) would be required . R egular air to ground 
radio transmi ssions to ATC facilities or telephone land line 
communications which would have transmission and receiving capabil-
ities through a local radio navigation aid could be used . Oftentimes 
1
HNB Consulting Engineers , A Study of the Economic Feasi­
bility of Providing Third Level Air Carrier Service in Wyoming ,  
p . IX-10 . 
· 
2
Due to the date of the study used , a factor of 1 . 2 realisti­
cally represents . estimated costs for · construction in 1.975-?6 . Cost 
indexes for the construction of commercial buildings , highways ,  and 
general construction displayed an increase at the average yearly 
rate of 8 . 7  percent , lJ . 2 percent , and 9 . 9  percent , respectively for 
the time period 1970-74 . "Price and Cost Indexes for Construction 
and Selected Components of Construction : 1950-1974 , "  The U . S .  Fact 
Book , (New York : Grosset and Dunlap , 1975 ) , P · 708 . 
T.l\BLE 22 
ESTillATED COSTS FOR AIRPORT IMPROVEMENTS--1975 :OOLLARS 
Item 
VO Ra 
VASI -2b 
Runway ( Paving) 
Runway (Overlay) 
MIRLc 
Runway Markings 
Terminal Building 
Ro tating B eacon 
Apron Paving 
Estimated Costs 
$54 , 000 
$JO , OOO 
$6 .60/sq . yd . 
$J . 60/sq . yd . 
$7 .20/lineal ft . 
$6 , 600/runway 
$46 . 00/sq . ft . 
10" $) , 000 
J6" $8 , 400 
$6 . 00/sq . yd . 
a,,OR refers to Very High Frequency Omnidirec­
tional Range--a radio navigation facility . 
b VASI -2 refers to Visual Approach Slope Indi-
cator . It  is a visual reference consisting of two sets 
of parallel lights which give an indication of the 
proper glide slope for landing . 
c MIRL refers to Medium Intensity Runway Lights .  
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air to ground radio transmissions to existing FAA sites from these 
more remote airports . is impossible at low altitude because  of the 
" line -of-sight" characteristics of UHF and VHF radio transmissions . 
This factor is  the reason for VFR (Visual Flight Rules) only use 
of the VOR ' s (VHF Omnirange Station) at Lemmon and Mobridge . If  
land lines were required , they would add an additional expense to 
the improvement costs . 
Summary 
Over the last decade scheduled air transportation has 
decreased to all but two cities in South Dakota, i . e .  Sioux Falls 
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and Rapid City . At the sa.me time , boardings ha.ve risen at all 
service points in the state , with the exception of Huron . Marginally 
served po ints--less than five departures daily--would provide the 
most logical commuter route stops . I t  is service to these areas 
that dictates consideration of commuter service . 
Adequate airport facilities for commuter operations exist 
at only nine po ints in South Dakota--the nine air carrier cities .  
Other sites could be developed and used if improvements were com­
pleted . However .  in general the necessary improvements would be 
costly . 
CHAPTER VII 
EVALUATION OF I NTEREST IN A SOUTH 
DAKOTA COMMUTER SYSTEM 
The reactions and inputs from various groups potentially 
affec ted by a commuter system are important to this study . These 
groups ' evaluations of commuter desirability and feasibility weigh 
heavily on the potential success of a commuter system . 
Questionnaires were used to gain this information from air 
taxi operators and local civic and governmental units . They were 
used to gain opinions concerning the interest in , desirability and 
feasibility of , and the need for a commuter system in South Dakota . 
The questionnaires were sent only to FBO ' s  and selected 
organizations (Chambers of Commerce and airport boards ) in the nine 
air carrier cities . These groups are considered to be the ones 
most interested in and most likely to be economically affected by 
a commuter system . This selection pro cess is consistent with the 
purpose o f  evaluating a system which would provide service to some 
or all of  the present air carrier cities . The responses and opinions 
of the potentially affected parties allowed for an evaluation of 
the plausibility of this transportation mode concept as it applied 
to South Dakota . 
FBO Questionnaire 
Questionnaires were sent to fifteen FBO ' s  in the nine air 
carrier cities . Twelve of the questionnaires were completed and 
returned . Appendix 4 shows the questionnaire used and a summary 
of the responses given to the various questions is  contained in 
appendix .5 •· 
Generally speaking , there would be no problem in securing 
adequate crew members for a commuter system . The FBO ' s  indicated 
that an ample number of qualified pilots are either employed by 
them or could be  easily obtained . 
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The supply of "desirable" multi-engine aircraft is question­
able . The aircraft listed under question 6 of the questionnaire , 
with the exception of the Beechcraft 18' s and 99 ' s  as well as the 
Cessna 401 and Piper Turbo Navajo , are no t adequate ,  in the opinion 
of the author , for commuter operations . Their passenger carrying 
capacity is low--six passengers or less depending on fuel load . 
The aircraft could be used but their lack of passenger carrying 
capacity makes them marginal . 
Existing maintenance capabilities vary , but in general they 
would be adequate for most aircraft in the Twin Otter class . Major 
airframe and powerplant maintenance capabilities exist at mos
t FBO 
locations .  However ,  engine overhaul for the turboprop 
engines would 
have to be done · elsewhere unless someone established a
 sufficient 
maintenance facility . 
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Some investment in pl�t facilities , training, and tools 
would be required . The majority of responses preferred a central­
ized maintenance facility . This could help reduce duplicity of 
investment , allow for greater specialization in maintenance per­
formed , and provide greater economies in terms of maintenance 
personnel . Phase maintenance--working on particular aircraft system 
components in sequence--would be required for those using the 
service . This would minimize down time and allow for greater air­
craft utilization . Schedules could be devised to get the aircraft 
in and out with a minimum of delay . 
Capitalization of a commuter operation appears feasible · as 
75 percent (nine respondents) of those who responded to question 11 
answered affirmatively when asked about financing . Problems might 
arise if purchases of three to four of the desired aircraft are 
required by a single operator . The lines of credit or funds current­
ly used by the FBO ' s  would probably be adequate for financing an 
operation using two to four aircraft . However , if some form of 
subsidy were not available , the lines of credit must be sufficient 
to finance at least two to three years of operation at a deficit . 
The possibility of leasing is one alternative to buying that 
could also be explored . 
Most operators expressed the opinion that a comm
uter system 
would have little affect on their present level of bu
siness . This 
indicates that these businessmen don ' t  think they are really com­
peting with scheduled air transportation as it now 
exists . Perhaps 
a commuter system would provide more direct competition and thus 
erode the FBO ' s  current business volume of passenger flight s . 
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The questions used to evaluate the FBO ' s  interest in a 
commuter operation as well as their views of its ' prospects for 
success provided contrasting appraisals . Seven of the respondents 
expressed an interest in becoming involved 1n a commuter system . 
They gave a variety of  comments to support their answersa 1 )  
South Dakotans are becoming more aware o f  the advantages of  air 
travel and the prospects look good for a profitable system ; 2 )  
Future development o f  their business has been contemplated along 
these lines--commuter service ; J ) Any activity that would increase 
one ' s  business would be of interest ; and 4) Interested only if very 
careful examination and planning is done prior to becoming involved . 
The negative respondents ( four respondents ) cited a variety 
of reasons for their answers . Basically , they expressed skepticism 
of the need for this type of service . 
However ,  in answering question 17 , which required their 
appraisal of the possible success of a commuter syst em , the 
respondents were less positive . Only two indicated affirmatively 
while five were unable to decide or simply didn ' t  complete the 
question . The five negative responses gave the following reasons 
for their selec tion : 1 )  inadequate population ;  2 )  high operating 
costs which would be prohibitive without subsidy ; J )  no need for 
this type of service ; and 4) general lack of support by cities and 
towns .  
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Affirmative responses alluded to the large amount of inter­
city travel ,  especially to and from the state capitol .  The effects 
of higher automotive traveling expenses and lower speed limits were 
also mentioned as factors that might contribute to commuter use . 
Chambers of Commerce and City 
Government Questi onnaire 
Another questionnaire was sent to the Chambers of Commerce , 
and Airport Boards in the nine air carrier cities . Thirteen of the 
questionnaires were returned . The questionnaire and a summary of 
the responses are contained in appendixes 6 and ? , respectively . 
The questionnaire was designed to determine these groups ' opinions 
concerning present air carrier service to their cities and their 
attitudes towards a commuter system which would replace or supple-
ment the current service . 
All respondents indicated that air transportation is a very 
important factor in their communities ' economic growth and stability . 
Additional comments stated that the economic growth of  the community 
is tied to adequate scheduled air service . Government , industry , 
and professional personnel (medical , legal , and educational ) , as 
well as the general public , were mentioned as primary users of 
this mode of  transportation . 
Respondents in most localities expressed satisfaction with 
the level of service they now receive . However , those who weren
' t 
sat1sfied most often mentioned the problem of poor interconnecting 
schedules at larger terminals , i . e . ,  Sioux Falls , as well as 
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generally poor east-west service as reasons .  Respondents in cities 
which connect with Sioux Falls for further travel were particularly 
opinionated in this  complaint . 
Responses to the prospect of commuter service and its 
relationship to the overall level of scheduled air service expressed 
controlled positivism . The respondents indicated an eagerness for 
the service if it supplemented the existing level of air service . 
They were very insistent in this respect and it leads one to con­
clude that they desire to retain what they now receive in terms of 
scheduled air service . Those wtx> were more positive in their 
affirmations cited better service by aircraft suited to serve low­
density service points as the reasons for their answer . 
On the negative side , the concept of servi ce degradation 
seemed to motivate these respondents . Evidently , they equated 
commuter service with a s tep down or a lowering of their air service 
and consequently they reacted negatively . 
Evaluations of the possible economic effects of commuter 
services upon a community were generally positive . The service 
would , according to those who answered , enlarge trade areas , in­
crease the volume of air travel ,  improve citizen mobility , and 
enhance the accessibility of the community to new business and 
industry . Contrasting these views , those who answered negatively 
stated that commuter service would downgrade their present service 
and thereby have undesirable effects on the local economy . In 
addition , they said that , in some instances , a commuter simply 
wouldn ' t  · be able to handle the volume of traffic .  
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The respondents ' evaluation of the use and acceptance of a 
commuter system by local citizens was divided--six affirmative and 
seven negative responses to questions 6 , appendix 6 .  If  frequency 
of service , good scheduling , and intensive public relations work 
were done to sell commuter service to the consumers ,  the affirmative 
respondents to question 6 indicated that the system would be accepted . 
Negative comments concentrated on an assumed lack of service by a 
commuter--unable to handle passenger demand--as well as intermediate 
stops as po ssible reasons for less than enthusiastic citizen usage . 
The final question which queried the communites willingness 
to subsidize a commuter system , elicited a very negative attitude 
toward any involvement by the cities in a subsidy program . The 
respondents indicated that the Federal Government should continue , 
through the CAB , to administer any airline subsidy . Interestingly , 
none mentioned indirect forms of subsidy , i . e .  free terminal space , 
no landing fees , etc . , as a possiblity . The attitude of "why pay 
for something that we now receive free , "  was evident in the 
attached comments .  
In brief summary , the two questionnaires identify an appar-
ent lack of interest in establishing a commuter system . Although 
respondents in some cities aren ' t  satisfied with their current 
level of airline service , they didn ' t  appear to desire a commuter 
syst em in tensely enough to consider involvement in any form of 
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subsidization . Most expressed the sentiment that a commuter system 
would be acceptable only as a supplement ,  not as a replacement , to 
their present level of service . The attitude or idea that commuter 
service equates to a degradation of service seemed to motivate 
these statements of opinion concerning commuter desirability . 
Although there appears to be sufficient personnel and avail­
able capital to generate FBO involvement in a commuter system , few 
operators indicated that a commuter system will work . Perhaps if 
there were routes available that wouldn ' t  compete with local 
carriers and if there were subsidization , the outlook would be more 
optimistic . 
North Central Airlines Interview 
Feasibility of a commuter system is greatly affected by the 
adequacy of service provided by air carriers serving South Dakota ' s  
cities . If  routes were abandoned and points dropped , perhaps then 
the desirability of commuter service would increase . 
North Central Airlines is the only air carrier providing 
service to all air carrier cities in South Dakota . The other 
carriers serving the state were not judged , . at this time , to have 
direct interest in a commuter system . Ozark and Frontier serve 
Sioux Falls and Rapid City ,  respectively , while Western serves 
Rapid City , Pierre , and Sioux Falls . They aren ' t  involved in 
serving marginal , · low-density points . North Central serves the 
low-density points in the eastern part of the state--Brookings ,  
Huron , Mitchell , and Yankton . If these points were to be dropped 
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from North Central ' s  route system , they would be logical selections 
for commuter service . In order to ascert�in North Central ' s  
atti tude toward continued service in South Dakota , the author con­
ducted an interview with North Central executives . 1 
The interview had the following objectives s  1 )  Ascertain 
North Central ' s  interest in involvement in a commuter system ,  L e . 
a system like the Allegheny commuter system ;  2 )  Discuss their 
attitude towards administering a flow-through subsidy system ; J ) 
Evaluate their intentions toward future service at low-density points 
in South Dakota ; and 4) Discuss the problems that they think would 
affect any short-haul air transportation system , especially commuter , 
in the South Dakota market . 
Involvement in Commuter Operations 
The North Central personnel stated that the company could 
not seriously consider involvement or interest in commuter opera-
tions . They stated that present union contracts forbid flying 
routes and providing service to points certified to North Central 
by o ther than North Central flight crews . Therefore ,  a system like 
the Allegheny commuter system would not be possible . 
The po ssibility of having North Central crews fly the 
smaller ,  commuter aircreaft , i . e .  Beech 99 ' s  or Twin Otters , was 
also discounted . They stated that they would be required to pay 
1Interview with Jon Harty and David E .  Moran , North Central 
Airlines , Inc . ,  Minneapolis , Minnesota, 5 September 1975 · 
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the crews the same wage rat es they received for the Convair 580 ' s  
which wo uld be too high for the operations o f  the small er aircraft . 
They confided that some crew members have private ly stat ed that 
they would step down to smaller aircraft but they felt that the 
pilo t s  union wo uldn ' t  allow this . to o ccur . According to them , it 
is no t ,  at l east at this time , a s tated union po sitio n . 
F low -Through Subsidy 
The exe cutives s tat ed that the company wouldn ' t  want t o  
administer a step-down or fla·w-t hrough subsidy t o  a commut er carrier . 
They asserted that administrative costs as well as the need for 
additional personn el would make t his undesirable for North Central . 
W hen asked if t hi s  funct ion could be incorporated into a pres ent 
adminis trative o ff i ce , they replied that a who le n ew o ffice and 
staff would be required . 
These gentlemen summed up North Central ' s  at titude toward 
thi s con cept by stating t hat their company prefers to have t he 
CAB handl e  all subsidy payments . They s trongly endorsed the d irect 
payment of subsidy to commuter carrier s by the CAB rather than 
lo cal carrier administration of a subsidy program . 
The reader w il l  recall that pro po sed plans that invo lve 
subsidy fo r commu ter carriers providing s ervice on abandoned lo cal 
carri er routes also requir e that the lo cal carrier pro vide service 
on these routes if the commuter fails . It is likely that thi s  type 
o f stipulat ion would remain in any program invo lv ing the subsidy of 
commuter airlin es flying routes formerly served by lo cal 
carriers .  
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Service Deletion at Low Density Points 
The question of continued service at low-density points in 
South Dakota directly affects commuter feasibility . If North 
Central were to request authority to cease service at these points , 
then the opportunity would be present for the initiation of commuter 
service . 
When questioned about this possiblity the North Central 
personnel stated that , at the present time , there are no South 
Dakota cities facing the immediate loss of scheduled air service . 
They said , however , that in the longer run these low-density points 
may be deleted if they don ' t  increase their passenger boardings .  
According to them , there just isn ' t  enough travel generated at 
these points to justify continued service in the long run . 
The retirement of North Central ' s  fleet of fifty-passenger 
Convair 580 ' s  was also discussed . According to these officials ,  
present plans call for the retention o f  five o r  six of these air­
craft through 1985 . They will be used to serve select routes . 
Although not stated , I assumed these routes would have to be those 
serving low-density po in ts . Thus , although they are moving toward 
and "all-jet" fleet  of aircraft , the comiany is hedging a bit in 
terms of their need to continue to supply service to low-density 
points . 
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Serving the South Dakota Market 
When asked to characterize the problems facing them in 
supplying short -haul service in South Dakota, they said the auto­
mobile and the interstate highway system are their chief rivals . 
According to them , consumers are using their personal vehicles for 
inter-city travel and this ha.bit is deeply entrenched and not easily 
combated . 
They said that a commuter carrier would face the same 
problems . In addition , they stated the opinion that most commuter 
carriers are lacking in the experience and expertise required to 
operate an airline system . According to them , commuters
. frequently 
overes timate their abili ty and underes timate the financial and 
management requirements for operating an airline . They stated that 
aircraft manufacturers figures evaluating a potential system often­
times don ' t refle ct true market conditions . Actual costs often 
overrun estimated costs and cause financial difficulties . They 
expressed the view that a commuter should use an aircraft that is 
easy to maintain , has reasonable speed and passenger capacity , and 
has demonstrated its applicability to commuter operations . 
In summary , North Central isn ' t interested in involvement in · 
a commuter airline system . They would prefer to remain aloof of 
any system involving commuter subsidization . This attitude would 
rule out any system similar to the Allegheny commuter operation . 
At the present time it appears highly unlikely that any prospective 
commuter system can hope to receive cooperation , financial guarantees , 
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or aux1111ary commitments from North Central . In defense of  North 
Central , union contracts prevent the consideration of many of these 
options . Nevertheless , i t  appears that if a commuter system 
initiates service in South Dako ta it will do so without assistance 
from North Central Airlines . 
CHAPTER VIII 
SlWtMARY , FINDINGS , CONCLUSION AND 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
�� 
This research was conducted with specific objectives in 
mind . They are a 
1 .  To describe in detail the growth and characteristics , 
of  the commuter industry in the Uni ted States and 
r elate the national experience to the feasibility 
o f  a commuter system in South Dakota • 
. 2 .  To evaluat e the techni cal , economic ,  and airport 
faci lity issues that would affect commuter feasibil­
ity in South Dakota . 
J . To evaluate the attitudes and opinions of interested 
groups in potential commuter servic e  points in South 
Dako ta as they relat e to commuter feasibility . 
4 .  To conclud e  con cerning commuter feasibility and/or 
suggest areas that require further research and analysis . 
A chievement of these obj ectives was accomplished , primarily , 
through the study of the commuter industry as it exists in other 
areas of the United States and extrapolation of thi s  experience to 
the po ssible rol e  of commuters in the South Dakota air transportation 
sys tem . 
Users and factors affecting usage as well as o perating cost 
componen ts for short-haul air transportation were identified . A 
hypo thetical route in South Dako ta was used to evaluate the 
economics of using different aircraft on the short-haul , low­
densi ty South Dakota air transportation market . 
The evaluation of South Dako ta ' s  airport and radio navi­
gation system poin ted out facility deficiencies affecting the 
potential for incorporating many cities into a commuter system . 
A survey of  a:ff ected organizations and persons did not reveal a 
strong base of  support for a commuter system . 
Findings 
Important findings developed include: 
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1 .  The commuter airline industry has demonstrated positive 
expansion and growth in recent years and has established itself as 
a viable segment of our national air transportation system . 
2 .  Commuter airlines , with their diverse operational 
approaches to local transportation requirements and their economic 
aircraft , are well equipped to serve small , low-density airports . 
J . Commuter feasibility in South Dakota , as elsewhere , . 
would be enhanced if commuter carriers were able to establish 
operations which include such financial and operational arrangements 
as subsidy , joint fares agreements ,  air mail contracts ,  and air 
cargo business . 
4 . Travelers on business , who demand greater frequency of 
service , would most likely be the primary consumers in the short­
haul airline market , i . e .  a commuter system . 
5 .  Estimates of costs related to local airline operations 
( subsidy and direct and indirect operating costs) are such that 
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selected commuter aircraft can off er greater flight frequencies than 
can the DC-9 and the CV-580 while offering lower per-passenger 
operating costs and greater fuel economy on a hypo thetical South 
Dako ta rout e . 
6 .  B ecause of inadequate facilities , South Dakota ' s  air-
port and air navigation system would allow only nine cities to be 
involved in a commut er system . Other airports could be brought 
into service only after considerable improvements were completed , 
i . e .  terminal faci litie s , airport and runway lighting,  radio 
navigation and air to ground communication faciliti e s ,  ramp and 
taxi-way paving , airport security , etc . 
7 .  Most groups and individuals contacted via mail question -
naires expressed an interest in a commuter system only as a supple-
ment to  the present airline service . Moreover, most did not express 
an interest in becom ing direc tly invo lved in the establishment and 
operation of a commuter system . 
Conclusion and Re commendations 
It i s  doubtful that a commuter airline system could be 
established successfully in South Dakota at this time . Unless 
changes o ccur in lo cal carrier service to the state , i . e .  cessation 
of servi ce to certain cities , it appears unlikely that a commuter 
system would rece ive adequate support s therefore it  would be 
doomed to failure .  
On the other hand , if a broad base of inter
est and support 
f t t i  can be generated • if subsid ization of the or commu er o pera ons • 
third level industry becomes a reality ; if air cargo , air· mail and 
joint fares agreements can be gained for a South Dakota commuter 
operator ; and if South Dakota actively undertakes a program of 
commuter airline support and advo cacy ; then a system might be 
established which could provide a high level of quality airline 
service to the state . 
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If the state and 1 t.s '  ci ties and towns as well as individual 
enterprises are interested in pursuing the goal of establishing 
a commuter system , further research designed to answer the following 
questions is  recommended: 
1 .  What level of usage is required for various aircraft on 
an entire route system if passenger demand alone is to adequately 
support a commuter operation? 
2 .  What are the requirements , if any , for airmail and air 
cargo revenue as a supplement to passenger revenue? 
J . What is the probability of obtaining joint  fares 
agreements with all local and trunkline carriers serving this 
region? 
4 .  Which airports in the state are likely sit.es for com­
muter service and what costs , if any , are required to bring them 
up to minimum standards of operation--capable of  supporting IFR 
operations on a daily basis .  
5 . Which are the mos t  desirable aircraft to use on a system 
in terms of operating cos ts ,  fuel economy , ease of maintenance , 
versatility , durability , and flexibility? 
APPENDIX 1 
SPECIFIC COMM UTER OPERATIONS 
Commuter Airlines ,  like many other competitive entities , 
o perate under a variety of different geographic and demographic 
conditions . The following brief discussion of different companies 
operating in different areas illustrates the diversity of the third 
level industry . The unusually successful Allegheny Commuter 
System ,  is discussed in somewhat more detail . 
Altair Airlines 
The New York area displays the diversity of size present 
in the commuter industry . The operators range in size , for example , 
from the one-aircraft operation of Downtown Airlines to the 10-
aircraft fleet of Altair Airlines .  Altair is  unusual in the respect 
that it avoids the major New York terminals--Newark , Kennedy , and 
LaGuardia--and serves stops such as Westchester Co . Airport at 
White Plains and MacArthur Airport at I slip . It  is also rather 
unusual because it maintains a single-type aircraft fleet --Beech 
Model 99 ' s . 1 
The Altair aircraft are utilized on a variety of routes . 
The most lucrative one , be tween Philadelphia and Richmond , is also 
the longest stage at 197 miles . Other points served include 
i_ _ c w t 0N Y Area Commuters Seek Acceptance , " -Warren • e more , • · 
Aviation Week & Space Technology, Sept ember 23 , 1974, P • 66 . 
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Hartford , Washington , Baltimor� , W ilmington , Harrisburg , Williamsport , 
Allentown , Wilkes-Barre/Scranton , and Bridgeport and Albany . 2 
Altair is similar to certified carriers in its use of  com-
puter software technology in such areas as payroll , maintenance , 
interline billing , accounting , and other uses . This software 
package has been sold to several small carriers including Air New 
England . I t  taps into the Control Data Corporation system in 
A tlanta for its computerized reservation system . Terminals at 
Philadelphia International Airport used by six o perators accomplish 
this aspect of their operations . Altair performs all aircraft and 
nearly all engine maintenance itself . 2 
The operational costs of the Altair system require a break 
even load factor of  seven to nine passengers (47 to 60 percent ) 
depending on the stage length . 3 The company ' s  average load factor 
is above that and certain runs , such as to R ichmond , are often 
booked full well in advance of the flight . Altair ' s  flight crews , 
while organized into a company union , are not part of the Air Line 
Pilots ' Asso ciation (ALPA ) . This may be benefi cial in controlling 
crew costs and thus operating costs . 
1rbid . 
2Ibid . 
3stage length refers to the distance betwe
en particular 
service points on a route system . 
Pilgrim Airlines 
Pilgrim Airlines of New London , Connecticut , maintains 
four teen crews which are not unionized . They man the airline ' s  
six Twin Otters and one Volpar-converted turbo-prop-powered Beech 
Model 18 .
1 
1.30 
The Pilgrim operation boards an average of 10 , 000 passengers 
per month . The Twin Otters are used about seven hours per day and 
fly approximately 180 , 000 miles monthly on the line ' s  unduplicated 
route structure of  1 , 200 miles . About a 40 percent load factor ,  
o r  seven to e ight seats , is required to break even with the Twin 
2 Otter . 
Cities served , in addition to New London/Groton , the home 
base , and Montreal , include Hartford , Boston , Bridgeport , New Haven , 
Albany , and New York-Kennedy . Interline passengers ( passengers 
connecting to or from certified airlines ) comprise about 80 percent 
of their passenger business . Pilgrim has nine direct flights from 
New London to Kennedy daily ; six are non-stop .  The o ther most 
frequently served route is the Kennedy-New Haven run with seven 
daily flights • .3 
The airline uses Braniff ' s  computer system for all reser-
vations . Operations such as billing , maintenance records , accounting, 
1w etmore , "N . Y . Area Comrnu ters , .. P • 66 • 
2Ibid • 
.3I bid . 
and general record keeping are done by four clerks . A ctual main­
tenance work includes all airframe and everything except complete 
overhaul on the engines . 1 
Pilgrim has agreements with the major domestic carriers 
serving Kennedy for interline ticketing and baggage handling . It 
also has established joint fare agreements with Braniff and 
National--two of  the nation ' s  trunklines . The concept of joint 
fares is discussed in more detail in Chapter III . 
Swift Aire Lines 
Swift Aire , operating out of San Luis Obispo , California, 
had ,  in 1974 , progressed from operating seven-seat light twin-
lJl 
engine aircraft to consideration of an aircraft capable of carrying 
thirty passengers .  All of this occurred in a brief period o f  five 
2 years . 
Swift Aire operates commuter routes in the San Joaquin 
Valley and the California coastal area . In 1974 , they were oper­
ating six fifteen passenger deHavilland Herons which are small , 
four-engine transports .  In May of 1975 , they planned to begin 
taking delivery of at least four twenty-two passenger Saunders 
ST-27 ' s  which is  similar to the Heron but is ten feet longer and 
1 Ibid . , p .  67 . 
2
11 swift Aire Grows With California Market , "
 Aviation Week 
& Space Technology, September 2J ,  1974 , P · 69 .  
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powered by two United Aircraft of Canada, Ltd . , PT6A-J4 turbo-prop 
powerplants . 1 
In  marked contrast to most commuter operations throughout 
the country , Swift Aire  employs stewardesses . These cabin attendants 
serve beverages , cocktails , and snacks on all of the carriers 110 
daily flights which serve ten California communities . 2 
In addition to their scheduled operations , Swift Aire 
maintains a charter service which increases the utlization of their 
aircraft . Clients include the U . S .  Forest Service who uses Swift 
Aire to fly " hot-shot" crews of specialists to battle forest fires ; 
the State of  California who moves mental patients from one hospital 
to another by Swift Aire charter ; and weekenders taking recreational 
trips to resort areas such as Lake Tahoe . 3 
The airline employs thirty-five of its total employee force 
of 115 in its maintenance department . Nearly all maintenance is 
performed by company employees because the airlines headquarters 
is  located two hundred miles from the industry centers that could 
4 
perform the work . 
Swift Aire ' s  connections with other airlines include inter-
line ticketing and baggage agreements with nearly every airline 
serving the West Coast and joint fare agreements with American , 
1Ibid . 
2 I bid • , p .  70 . 
JI.bid . 
4
Ibid . 
13) 
Hughes Air West , and Del ta . Continental and United provide the 
commuter ticketing and baggage services which lends credibility 
to Swift Aire ' s  operations and reduces its personnel requirements . 
The commuter pays a fee that helps defray the cost  for such 
services . 1 
Air Wisconsin 
Air Wisconsin , a �id-West carrier that operates out of 
Appleton , Wisconsin began service in 1965 with a single nine-
passenger DeHavilland Dove . By 1973 , they were operating three 
fifteen-passenger Beech 99 ' s  and four seventeen-passenger DeHavilland 
of Canada Twin Otters . In May of 1973 they began taking delivery 
of three Sweargin Metro nineteen-passenger turbo -prop commuter 
aircraft which were intended to replace the Beech 99 ' s .  I n  1973 , 
the airline operated sixty-seven scheduled flights on a daily basis 
while serving nine communi ties in Minnesota ,  Indiana , Illinois ,  
and Wisconsin .2 
The Twin Otters are used on night mail and freight £ · iQh � s  
after their passenger seats are stripped out at the end of  their 
normal day . The aircraft carry approximately a 77 percent load 
factor in mail/freight cargoes as they are used from approximately 
3 9 a 00 p .m .  through about 5 s 00 a . m .  
2 Pr i d .Metros , " Aviation Week & "Commuter Line Gets essur ze 
Space Technology, May 21 ,  1973 , P • 47 .  
3rbid . 
The airline has a high utilization of its aircraft . The 
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99 ' s  are in use 8 . 5 hours d f .  d per ay , ive ays a week . They are not 
used on Saturdays but fly for about four and one half hours on 
Sunday . The Twin Otters , the real workhorses of the fleet , average 
fourteen to fifteen hours dai ly use . 1 
Out of a total employment of approximately 160 ,  the publicly­
owned company with about 700 sto ckholders maintains eleven fulltime 
mechanics and forty-eight pilo ts . Three management personnel are 
also qualified pilots . 2 
Air Midwest 
Air Midwest is a small commuter that had two B eech 99 A 
jetprop airlineers ; two twin-engine Cessna 402 ' s and one single-
engine Cessna 206 in 1973 · They serve the hubs of Kansas City , 
Wichita, and Denver through their route structure . 3 
Their primary markets are the western Kansas cities of 
Hutchinson , Salina , Hays , Dodge City, Great Bend , and Garden City . 
These po ints produce over 90 percent of the airline ' s  passengers ,  
4 
freight , and mail revenues . 
1:rbid . 
2Ibid . 
3
u . s .  Senate , Committee on Commerce , Local Air Servi
ce to 
Small Communities , Hearing before a subcommittee of the Sen
ate 
Committee on Commerce on S .  796 , 92nd Cong . , 2nd sessi
on , 1972 ,  
p .  139 . 
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The Beech 99 ' s  fly routes providing scheduled service 
through the western Kansas communities to Kansas City ,  Wichita , and 
Denver . In addition , the Cessna 402 ' s  supplement thi s  service with 
early morning and evening flights between Dodge City , Garden City , 
Wichita , and Kansas City . This route system is tied in with an. air­
taxi mail contract that is flown between Dodge Ci ty and Pueblo , 
Colorado . 1 
In 1973 , the airline employed sixty-one personnel and per­
formed all o f  its own maintenance . It has , in addition , complete 
interline communications with other airlines . In 1971 , for example ,  
65 to 7 0  percent o f  the commuters ' passengers interlined to or from 
local or trunk carriers at the three hub terminal points on the 
carrier ' s  route system . 
Table 23 shows the number of passengers and tons of mail 
and cargo flown by the selected airlines from 1970 through 1974 . 
The overall picture is one of growth--typical of the commuter 
industry . For example , Altair displayed a 76 . 9  percent increase in 
its ' passenger traffic from 1970 to 1974 .  Air Midwest , operating 
in an air service environment similar to that of South Dakota--lo.w­
densi ty in some communities--recorded an increase of 22 . 8  percent 
in enplaned passengers from 1970 to 19?4 . 
When one compares the various commuter airlines discussed ,  
the diversity o f  the third level industry becomes apparent . 
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TABLE 23 
SELECTED COMMUTER AIRLINES 1 PASSENGER , CARGO , 
AND MAIL TRAFFIC--1970-1973 
Passengers Cargo Mail 
Percent Percent Percent 
Airline 000 Change Tons Change Tons Change 
1970 
Altair 77 . 9  1J2 . 6  0 
Air Wisconsin 115 . 7  1289 . 2  395 .7  
Swift Aire 11 .4  10 . 8  0 
Air Midwest 29 .4  80 . 8  72 . 2  
Pilgrim 80 . 7  45 . 0  551 . 8  
1971 
Altair 96 . 8  + 24 .2  116 . 3  - 9 . 1  0 
Air Wisconsin 123 .6  + 6 . 8 170J . 5  + .32 . 1  686 .4  + 73 . 5  
Swift Aire 29 . 9  +163 .5  29 . 7  +173 . 8  0 
Air Midwest 32 . 9  + 11 . 8  109 . 1  + 35 . 0  82 . 1  + 13 .7  
Pilgrim 8J . l  + J . O  52 .6  + 16 . 7  1463 . 8 +165 . 3  
1972 
Altair 91 . 5  - 5 . 9  53 . 2  - 54 . 3  0 
Air Wisconsin 147 . 1  + 19 . 0 2106 . 7  + 23 . 7  963 . 8  + 40 .4 
Swift Aire 43 . 9  + 46 . 8  48 . 5  + 63 . 5 0 
Air Midwest .37 . 3  + lJ .5  165 . 3 + 51 .4 85 .4  
+ 4 . 0 
Pilgrim 104 . 0  + 25 . 1 77 . 6  + 47 . 7  1440 . 2  
- 1 . 6 
TABLE 
Passengers 
Percent 
Airline 000 Change 
Altair 1J7 . 8  + 51 . 2  
A ir Wisconsin 16J . 8  + 11 . 4  
Swift Aire 24 .6  43 . 9  
Air Midwest J6 . 1 - J . 3  
Pilgrim 99 . 6  - 4 . 3  
2)--Continued 
Cargo 
Percent 
Tons Change 
1973 
i73 .2  +225 . 8  
2600 . 2  + 2J .4 
61 . J  + 26 . J  
207 . 9  + 25 . 8  
69 .6  - 10 . J 
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Mail 
Percent 
Tons  Change 
0 
829 . 7  - lJ . 9 
0 
J 
71 . 5  16 . 2  
1442 . J  + 0 . 2 
SOURCE s U . S .  Department of Transportation , Civil Aeronau­
tics Board , Commuter Air Carrier Activit --Year Ended December 1970 
(Washington , D . C . a  U . S .  Government Printing Office , 1971 , p .  5 ;  
U . S .  Department o f  Transportation , Civil Aeronautics Board , 
Commuter Air Carrier Activit --Year Ended December 1 1 (Washington , 
D . C . s  U . S .  Government Printing Office , 1972 , p .  5 ;  U . S .  Department 
of Transportation , Civil Aeronautics Board , Commuter Air Carrier 
Activit --Year Ended December 1 2 (Washington , D . C . s  U . S .  Govern­
ment Printing Office , 1973 , p .  5 ;  and U . S .  Department of Trans­
portation , Civil Aeronautics Board , Commuter Air Carrier Activity-­
Year Ended December 1 (Washington , D . C . s  U . S . Government Print-
ing Office , 1974 , P • 7 . 
Conversely , there are many areas where these commuters are using 
similar operational practices , agreements , and procedures which 
help to perpetuate their operations and increase their partic
ipation 
in the scheduled airline industry . 
The commuter operators discussed all operate auto
nomously 
in terms of their route systems . They began servic
e without the 
direct aid from any established airline system . O
ne group of 
commuters do , however , maintain a strong identit
y with an established 
local carrier . They ar th b f h A e e mem ers· o t e llegheny commuter 
system . 
Allegheny Commuter System 
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Allegheny Airlines established a commuter system o peration 
in 1967 in an attempt to deal with the problem of insufficient 
passenger volwne for its larger aircraft--Convair 580 and McDonnell 
Douglas DC -9 .  Because o f  its responsibili ty to provide scheduled 
air transportation to many cities that weren ' t producing passengers , 
it devised a commuter system . The airline had decided that the 
best way to serve smaller communities was to contract the service 
to a local o perator using small twin-engine aircraf t .  Thus 
originated a unique approach to the problem of serving smaller 
1 communities with adequate air transportation . Tables 24 and 25 
trace the development of the system .  
Table 24 shows that the Allegheny system has displayed 
continual growth . For example ,  the number of flight departures 
scheduled--a good indication of the increase in demand for the 
service--increased by a factor of JJ . J times from 1968 to 1974 . · 
Their completion factor , averaging 96 . 2  percent over the l ife of 
the system ,  compared favorably with that of the trunkline and local 
air carriers . This is indicative of a well run system . 
�llingsworth, "Allegheny System Aids Local Operators , "  
p .  71 . 
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TABLE 24 
ALLEGHENY COMMUTER SERVICE GROWTH--196 8-1974 
Flight Flight 
Departures Departures Completion 
Year Scheduled Completed Factor 
1968 5 . 062 4 , 941 97% 
1969 17 , 307 16 , 650 98fo 
1970 43 , 492 41 , 698 96% 
1971 77 , 793 74 , 141 9:ffi 
1972 99 , 880 95 , 885 96% 
1973 1J6 , 650 132 , 028 97'/o 
1974 168 , 728 161 , 6 80 96% 
SOURCE : Alleghen;y Commuter Fact Sheet (Washington ,  
D . C . :  Allegheny Airlines , March 15 , 1975) , P · 1 .  
Table 25 displays the large gains the system has made in 
terms of available seats , passenger boardings , and cargo carried . 
These factors increased by 50 . 3 times , 41 . 5 times , and 10 . 05 times , 
respectively , from 1968 to 1974 . These figures testify to the fact 
that the Allegheny commuter system has filled a need in the air 
transportation system of the area it serves . 
The system was designed to fit the scheduled air transporta-
tion needs of the communities involved by using local businesses 
economically tied to the community .  The concepts of se
rvice and 
local identity are considered to be the cornerstones of
 this concept . 
-
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TABLE 25 
ALLEGHENY COMI'1UTER PASSENGER AND CARGO TRAFFIC --1968-1974 
Available Passenger Cargo 
Year Seats Boardings Carried (Tons ) 
1968 67 , 632 26 , 304 483 . 7 
1969 244 , 650 99 . 355 1 , 712 . 7 
1970 622 , 114 250 , 477 3 , 186 . 7  
1971 1 , 125 ,479 435 , 500 3 , 416 . 9  
1972 1 , 590 , 249 609 , 561 3 , 845 .6 
1973 2 , 231 , 046 865 , 984 5 , 333 . 3  
1974 3 , 400 , 880 1 , 092 , 160 4 , 861 . 9  
SOURCE a Alleghen� Commuter Fact Sheet (Washington , 
D . C  . a  Allegheny Airlines , March 15 , 1975) , p .  2 .  
In order to maintain the "Allegheny image , "  all commuters 
are required to paint their aircraft with Allegheny markings and to 
have "Allegheny Commuter" painted on the side of the fuselage . 
Thus , the consumer identity with Allegheny is established and 
maintained through the commuter operation . 
The basic contract with each local operator provides for 
cessation of service by Allegheny to the cities involved . In order 
to allow the commuter operators to obtain long-term financing and 
to display contlnuity and stability to the community , the contract 
is made for a ten-year period . In addition , if the operator desires , 
Allegheny will guarantee a break even financial prospectus for the 
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first two years of operation . The commuters are required to complete 
95 percent of their scheduled flights in providing service to 
Allegheny approved points , use pilots who meet Federal Aviation 
Administration standards , comply with Allegheny ' s  standards of 
" customer service , "  and provide their own aircraft maintenance . 
Allegheny provides other services for the commuter such as interline 
ticketing , reservation pro cessing , and baggage and passenger 
1 handling . 
The twelve Allegheny Commuters use three different aircraft 
in serving nearly twenty routes formerly flown by Allegheny . In 
1973 , the fleet consisted of twenty-one ,  fifteen-passenger Bee.ch-
craft 99 ' s , twelve nineteen-passenger deHavilland of  Canada Twin 
O tters , and four twenty-six-passenger Nord 262 ' s .  The aircraft 
are twin-engine jet-props equipped to Allegheny standards which 
include :  weather radar , transponders , distance measuring equipment 
( D.ME ) , and other electronic aids required to operate in and out of 
major terminals under all weather conditions . Tbis equipment 
compares favorably to that carried on many certified carrier air-
craft .·2 
1Allegheny Commuter Report 19'Z1 (Washington , D .C . :  
Allegheny Airlines , 197J) ,  P · 8 . 
2Ibid . 
APPENDIX 2 
SOUTH DAKOTA AIR CARRIER AIRPORTS FACILITY INVENTORY 
Length of 
Maintenance/ Longest Navigation 
Airport Runway ( feet ) Aids Lighting Fuel R epairs Terminal 
Aberdeen 6900 VORTAC MIRL :ii.A.LS 80/87 Major Yes 
ILS HIRL RAIL 100/lOJ 
REIL Beaco n  J e t  
Brookings 5428 VOR REIL 80/87 I1�ajor Yes 
MIRL 100/lJO 
Beacon 
Huron 7200 VORTAC MIRL B eacon 80/87 Major Yes 
ILS HIRL 100/lJO 
LOM REIL J et 
Mitchell 6705 VOR MIRL 80/87 Major Yes 
REIL 100/130 
Beacon J et 
Pierre 6898 VORTAC HIRL 80/87 Major Yes 
!LS REIL 100/lJO 
Beacon J et 
Sioux Falls 9000 VORTAC NDB HIRL Beacon 80/87 J et Major Yes 
ILS MIRL 100/130 
LOM REIL 115/145 ...... .{::" N 
l 
Watertown 6900 VORTAC HIRL Beacon 80/87 
ILS MIRL 100/130 
Major 
REIL 
VOR MIRL Beacon 80/87 
REIL 100/130 
Yankton 5300 Major 
SOURCE : South Dakota Airport Directory (Pierre , S . D . t South Dakota Aeronautics 
Commission , January 1 ,  1975) , pp . 1-60 . 
NOTE s All terms are listed and defined in the Glossary of  Terms . 
Yes 
Yes 
I-' +.­
\....> 
APPENDIX 3 
SOUTH DA KOTA POSSIBLE FUTURE COMMUTER AIRPORTS FACILITY INVENTORY 
Length of 
Longest Navigation Maint enan ce/ 
Airport Runway ( feet ) Aids Lighti ng Fuel R e pairs Terminal 
Gregory 3300 No MIRL 80/87 Mino r No 
B eacon 100/130 
Ho t Springs 4500 No MIRL 80/87 Minor No 
B eacon 100/130 
Hoven 2900 No LIRL 80/87 None No 
B eacon 
Lemmon 4500 VO Ra MIRL 80/87 Major No 
B eacon 100/130 
Madison 3100 NDB LIRL 80/87 Major No 
B eacon 100/130 
M ilbank 3000 No LIRL 80/87 Mino r No 
B eacon 100/lJO 
Miller 2800 No LIRL 00/87 No 
B eacon 100/130 
M i ssion 3200 No MI RL None Non e No 
B eacon 
Mobridge 4400 VO Ra MIRL Bo/87 None No 
B eacon 100/130 
f 
Murdo 3400 No MIRL None Major 
Beacon 
Pine Ridge 5200 No MIRL None None 
B eacon 
Redfield 2900 No LIRL 80/87 None 
Beacon 
Sisseton 2900 No MIRL 80/87 None 
B eacon 
Spearfish 3800 No No 80/87 
100/130 
Major 
Sturgis 3000 No MIRL 80/87 Major 
B eacon 100/130 
Wagner 3000 No LIRL 80/87 Major 
Beacon 100/130 
Webster 3100 No LIRL 80/87 None 
Beacon 100/130 
SOURCE i South Dakota AirE2rt Director� (Pierre , S . D . : South Dakota Aeronautics  
Commission , January 1,  1975) .  pp . 1-60 . 
NOTE :  All terms are listed an d  defined i n  the Glo ssary o f  Terms . 
�sable for VFR operations only . 
No 
No 
No 
No 
No  
No  
No 
No 
I-' +:" \j\ 
APPENDIX 4 
QUESTIONNAIRE OF FIXED BASE OPERATORS 
IN SOUTH DAKOTA 
1 .  How many pilo ts do you have in your o peration? --------
2 .  How many pilots do you have with an ATP , mult i -engin e rating? 
J . How many pilo ts do you have with commercial , multi-engine , and 
instrument ratings? --------
4 .  If you don ' t  already have them , do you fore see any problem in 
obtaining qualified flight crews for a commuter operation ? 
( Captains would require an A TP rat ing ; First Officers would 
require commercial , multi -engine , and instrument ratings . ) 
Yes No 
If  yes , what types of problems do you foresee ?  
5 .  Do you currently operate any multi -engine aircraft? 
6 . 
? . 
Yes No ----------
I f  yes , what types? 
Do you perform your own maintenan ce? 
Ye s No If yes , what are your 
maintenance capabili ties? Minor Major ���----
Would your mechanics have the experien ce or be able to obtain 
t he training required to work on aircraft like the B ee ch 99 
o r  Twin Ot ter? Ye s No 
Please estimate the cost of extra training to service such 
aircraft , if required .  $ _____ _ 
Comments .  
8 .  
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Wou�d y�u need additional hangar space , APU ' s ,  tools , and special�zed equipment to perform maintenance on the previously mentioned aircraft? 
Yes No 
If new equipment and facilities would be required , please 
estimate their cost to you .  $ 
------
Comments . 
9 . If you were flying a commuter operation , what type of a 
maintenance system would be most economical and satisfactory? 
A .  Centralized maintenance facility established to serve 
several operators ------
B .  Individual maintenance performed by operators 
Commen ts . 
------
10 . What are your sources for operating or for expansion funds? 
Please include the approximate percentage for each source , i . e .  
30% internally -generated , 2� banks _, etc . 
--------- Internally-generaged 
Banks ------
Small Business Administration 
----
Insurance Companies 
��------- Other (Please specify) 
11 . If a commuter system similar to the Allegheny system was 
determined feasible for South Dakota , would you be able to obtain 
sufficient funds or credit to finance the purchase of at least 
� aircraft in the Beech 99 and Twin Otter class? 
Yes ------ No ------
If not ,  what percentage of the necessary funds or credit might 
you expect to be able to obtain? % 
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12 .  Assuming a flight frequency of at least 2 departures per day 
from your community to regional cities with an aircraft in the 
Beech 99 or Twin Otter class , how much would it affect your 
current volume of charter business? 
------ A great deal (Reduce it 50% or more ) . 
Some effect (Reduce it lC!'/o to 5�) . 
--�--��- Little effect (Reduce it less than 10%) . 
No effect . ------
Comments . 
lJ . What reduction in gross revenues would you estimate would 
result if the operation mentioned in 12 were implemented? 
Check one . 
0 to 25% ------
25  to 5Cf/o ----
50 to 75% ------
---- 75 to 100% 
14 . What reduction in your net revenues do you estimate would 
result from the operation mentioned in #12 . Check one . 
15 . 
0 to 25% ----- 25 to 5Cfl, 
50 to ?5% ----- ?5 to 10o% 
Would you be interested in becoming involved in the type of 
commuter operation previously mentioned?  
Yes ------- No ----
Please· indicate your reasons for your answer·. 
16 . I f  you were invo lved , would you require add itional mangement 
and supJ:X>rt personnel? 
Yes N o  ------ ------
I f  yes , how many? 
--�--��� Management 
�---�--� Sup]:X>rt (F light line personnel , mechanics , 
clerical , etc . ) 
Please give an estimate of the extra co st invo lved in the 
extra personnel in question #16 . $���--�--
17 .  Do you feel tha t a commuter system could successfully operate 
in the state? 
Yes No -------
Please comment on the reasons for your an swer . 
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1 .  
2 .  
3 , 
4 .  
5 . 
6 .  
7 . 
APPENDIX 5 
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE OF FIXED BASE 
OPERATORS IN SOUTH DAKOTA 
Number o f  Pilots Responses 
1 
2 
3 2 
4 3 
5 4 
6 
7 
8 3 
21  
42 
Yes 0 
No 12 
Yes  11 
No 1 
Types -- Piper (Aztec , Seneca,  Navajo & Twin Commanche ) 
- - C essna (337 , JlO and 401 )  
- - B ee ch ( 18 and 99) 
These aircraft are all twin engine with seating capaci
ties  
from four to  fifteen _ passengers .  
Yes -- 9 
No - - J 
Major 8 
M inor -- 1 
Ye s - - 10 
No -- 2 
Estimat ed co sts varied from $500 to $10 , 000 .
 Six respondents who 
replied "yes" to the first part of th
e question didn ' t  estimate 
a co st . 
8 .  Yes - - 6 
No - - 6 
Estimated co sts varied from $15 , 000 to $75 , 000 . 
9 . Centralized Maintenance - - 6 
10 . 
Individual - - 4 
N o  R esponse - - 2 
Internally Generated 
Smal l Business 
Administration 
Insurance Companies 
Banks 
Other 
8 
5 
--10 
--10 -- 3 
11 . Yes -- 9 
No 2 
No Response - - 1 
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E st imates varied from "very small" to 100 percent with most 
indicating some ability to  raise capital for t he acquisition of 
an air craft . 
12 . A Great Deal 2 
lJ . 
14 . 
15 . 
16 . 
Some Affect 1 
Little Affect 5 
No Affect 4 
0 to 2.5% -- 7 
2 5%  to 5r:Ffo -- 1 
5CYJ& to 75% -- 2 
75% 10 100% -- 0 
No Response · - - 2 
0 to 25% - -
9 
25% to 5CY/o -- 0 
50% to 75% -- 0 
75% to 100% -- 1 
No R esponse -- 2 
Yes -- 7 
No -- 4 
No R esponse -- 1 
Yes - - 5 
N ... - - 1 
No Response -- 5 
Estimate s  for personnel were s 
Management - - 4 
Support 8 
No estimates o f  cost were given . 
17 . Yes - - 2 
No -- 5 
No R esponse - - 5 
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APPENDIX 6 
QUESTIONNAIRE OF CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE , 
CITY GOVERNMENTS , AND AIRPORT 
BOARDS IN SOUTH DAKO'rA 
1 .  How important is air transportation to the economic stability and 
growth of your community? Check one . 
�-���� Extremely important 
�------�� Moderately important 
��---�- Relatively unimportant 
------ Totally unimportant 
Please elaborate on the reaons for your selection . 
2 .  How would you rank the present air carrier service in your 
community? Check one . 
------ Outstanding 
Very adequate 
--------�- Average 
�------�- Barely adequate 
Not acceptable ------
J . If your selection in the previous question was "average" or  
below , what is the primary weakness in the current air carrier 
service? Check one . 
Poor scheduling 
�------� Insufficient frequency of arrivals and departures 
Other (Please specify) ------
4 .  Do you feel that a commuter airline system could offer better 
air transportation to your community? Yes No �---�-
If  yes , why? 
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If no , why not? 
5 .  How would a commuter airline system affect the economic well -being 
of your community? Check one .  
------ Negatively 
---- Positively 
Please explain why you chose your answer . 
6 .  Considering present community use of air transportation , do you 
think your citizens would accept and use a commuter system in 
lieu of the present air carrier? Yes No 
If no , why? 
If yes ,  would there be an increase in the volume of usage? 
7 .  If a commuter operation r equired some subsidy , would your 
community be  willing to help finance this subsidy? 
Yes No �----�---
If yes , how much could your community afford on a monthly basis? 
$ _____ _ 
If no , why? 
APPENDIX 7 
RESPONSES TO QUESTIONNAIRE OF CHAMBERS 
OF COMMERCE , CITY GOVERNMENTS , AND 
AIRF{)RT BOARDS IN SOUTH DAKOTA 
1 .  Extremely Important 12 
2 .  
J . 
4 .  
5 .  
6 . 
Mod erately Important 1 
R ela tively Important 0 
To tally Important 0 
Outstanding -- J 
Very Adequate -- 5 
Average -- 4 
Barely Adequat e -- 0 
N o t  Acceptable -- l 
Poor Scheduling -- 1 
Insuff i ci ent Frequencies 5 
O ther -- 1 
Ye s -- 7 
No J 
No Response -- J 
Negatively -- 2 
Po sitively -- 9 
No Res ponse -- 2 
Yes -- 6 
No 7 
7 .  Yes 0 
No 9 
No R e sponse -- 4 
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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 
AIR CARGO a Any pro per ty carried on an aircraft o ther than mai l , 
s tore s , and baggage . 
AIR CARRIER s A person who under takes d ir e c t ly .· by leas e , or o ther 
arrangemen t , to engage in air transportation . 
AIR CARRIER OPERATION S :  Revenue act ivities o f  the cer ti fi ed route 
air carriers and the supplemen tal air carriers on s ched.uled and 
non scheduled flight s . 
AIR CRAFT OPERATION s The airborne movement o f  aircraft in contro lled 
and noncontro lled airport t erminal areas and about given en route 
fixes o r  at o ther po int s where co unt s  can be mad e . 
AIRLINE s  An e stabli shed system of aerial transportat ion--especially 
a commer cial system --together w it h  i t s  equipm ent , ho ldings , and 
faci li t i e s . 
AIRMAN CERTIFICATE s A do cumen t  issued by the Admin i strator of the 
Fed eral Avia t io n  Administrat ion cert i fying tha t  he has found the 
ho lder to comply wi th t he regulations go vern ing t he capaci ty in 
which t he certifi cate authorizes the ho lder to ac t as an airman 
in connec t io n  with aircraft . 
AIRPORT : An area o f  land or wat er that is used or intended to be 
u � ed for the land ing and takeoff of aircraft , and in cludes its 
build ings and facili ties , if any . 
AIRPORT ADVISORY SERVICE : A servi ce provided by F light Servi ce 
Station s at airports no t served by the contro l to wer . This 
servi ce consists o f  providing information to land ing and depart ­
ing aircraft co ncerning wind dir e ct ion and velo ci ty ,  favored 
runway , al t imeter setting , pert inent known traff i c , pertinent 
known field condi t ions , airpo rt taxi routes and traffic pat terns , 
and authorized in strument approach pro cedures .  
AIR TAXI OPERATOR : An air carrier com ing w ithin t h e  classification 
of " air taxi opera tors" established by F .A . R .  298 . J . 
BEACON s Rotat ing beacon or lightin g apparatus used to iden t ify 
airport s dur ing t he hours o f  darkn ess . 
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CERTIFIED ROUTE AIR CARRIER s One of a class of air carriers ho ld ing 
cer tifi cates of publi c conven ien ce and necessi ty i s sued by t he 
C ivi l A eronaut i c s  Board . The se carrier s  are autho rized to per­
fo rm s chedul ed air transpor tat ion over s pe cified rout e s  and a 
l imi ted amoun t . o f  nonscheduled o perations .  
CITY PAIRS s · Two ci ties who are conn ected by a part i cular airline 
t hrough i t s '  ro ut e structure . 
COMMUTER AIR CARRIER & An air taxi o perator whi ch ( 1 ) performs at 
l east five round trips per week between two or mo re po in ts and 
publishes fl ight schedules whi ch specify the time , days of t he 
week and places betw een which such fl ights are perfo rm ed , o r  
( 2 )  transports mai l b y  air pursuant t o  a curren t con tract with 
the Po st O ffice Department . 
DIR ECT OPE RA TING COSTS : Cost incurred in the d ir e ct o peration of an 
aircraft whi ch include .crew salaries , fuel , direct maintenan ce 
and part s ,  lubricants , insuran ce and d epre ciat ion . 
DOMESTIC O PERATION S :  I n  general , operations within the t erritory o f  
the Un i t ed Stat e s . These in clude domest i c  o perations o f  t he 
certified trunk carri er s  and t he lo cal servi ce , heli copter , 
intra-Alaska , intra-Hawaii , and dome stic all-cargo carriers . 
EMPrY W EIGHT : The weight o f  the air craft , i . e .  the s tructure , power­
plants , fi xed equipment , fixed ballast , unusabl e  fuel , undrainab l e  
o il ,  and hydraul i c  fluid . 
ENPLANEMENTS , REVENUE PASSENGER : The to tal number o f  revenue 
passengers bo arding air craft , in clud ing originat ing , stopover , 
and transfer passengers . 
FLIGHT ADVISORY SERVICE (FAS ) a Advice and informat ion pro vided by 
a facil ity to assist pilo ts in the safe conduct o f  flight and 
aircraft movement . 
FLIGHT PLAN : Spe cified in fo nnation , r elat ing to t he int ended f light 
o f  an aircraft , that is filed orally o r  in writ ing with air 
traffic contro l . 
FLI GHT SERVICE STATION (FSS ) s A central o perat ions fac i l ity in the 
national fl ight advi sory system ut i lizing data interchange 
faci l i t i e s  for the co lle ction and d issemination of NOTAMS 
(N o t i c e s  to A irmen ) , weather , and admini strative data and 
providing pre �flight and in-flight advisory serv i ce and o ther 
services to pilo t s , via air/ground commun i cation faciliti e s .  
FREIGHT , AIR a Pro perty o ther than express and pass enger baggage 
transport ed by air . 
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GROSS WEIGHT&  The empty weight of an aircraft plu s  the useful load . 
IFR CONDITIONS i Weather condit ions below the minimum pr e s cribed 
for flight und er Visual F light Rule s . 
INDIRECT OPERATING COSTS : Cos t s  in curred whi ch support the o per­
ation of an air craft which in clude co s t s for cleri cal , manage ­
m ent , ground support , and non -flying personnel as w e l l  a s  the 
facilities r equired to suppor t  them . 
INSTRUMENT APPROACH s An approach during whi ch the pi lot i s  d ependent 
en tirely upon ins truments and ground -bas ed electron i c  and 
communi cation systems for co urse , range , po si t ion , altitud e , et c .  
INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES ( IFR ) z Federal Aviation R egulations that 
go vern t he pro cedures used in conduc t ing ins t rument fli ghts . 
INSTR UMENT LANDING SYSTEM ( ILS ) s An instrument sys t em whi ch pro vid es 
in the air craft the pro per course , rate of d e s cent ( glid e slope ) , 
alt i tude , and po si t ion ne cessary to make an approach to a 
landing . 
LARGE AIRCRAFT : Aircraft of mor e than 12 , 500 · po und s , maximum 
certified takeo ff weight . 
LOCAL SERVICE CARRIERS:  Certified dome st i c  rout e air carri er s  
o perating ro ut e s  of lesser dens ity between the smaller traffic 
centers and between tho se centers and prin ci pal cen ters . (North 
C en tral Airl ine s is an example of a lo cal servic e  carr i er . ) 
NAVIGATIONAL AIR or AIR NAVIGATIONAL FACILITY (NAVAID) : Any 
fac i l i ty used in , available for use in , or d e s ign ed for use in 
aid of air navigation , including landing areas , lighting , any 
apparatus o r  equipment fo r di sseminat ing weather informat ion , 
for signaling , for rad io direction finding , o r  for radio o r  
o ther electronic commun i cation , and any o ther structur e  o r  
me chan i sm having a simi lar purpo se for guiding o r  contro l l ing 
flight in the air or the landing o r  takeoff of aircraft . 
N ONSCHEDULED SER VICE s Re venue flights that are no t o perated in 
regular s chedul ed servi ce , such as charter flights and all non -
revenue flights incident to such flight s . 
NUMBER OF PLACE S :  .Minimum crew plus maximum numbe r .o f  passenger 
seats . 
PASSENGER WEIGHT a In general , for reporting purposes , a standard 
weight of 190 pounds per passenger ( including free baggage ) i s  
used for domestic operations . 
PAYLOAD : The revenue-producing or useful load that a vehi cle of 
transport ( i . e . , aircraft ) can carry . 
PRECISION APPROACHa An instrument approach conducted in accordance 
with established pro cedures and/or directions issued by a 
con tro ller which supply the pilo t with the heading and/or course 
and glide slope information necessary for an approach to a 
landing . 
PRESSURE CABIN : The port ion of an aircraft (usually the personnel 
and cargo compartment s ) in whi ch an air pressure greater than 
the o utsid e atmo spheri c pressure can be maintained and controlled 
by ar tifi cial means . Such an aircraft is described as being 
pressurized or · having pressuri zation . 
PUBLICLY-OWNED AIRPORT :  An airport which i s  owned by a City , State , 
County ,  or the Federal Government . 
PUBLIC-USE AIRPORT & An airport which is open for the use of the 
general public . 
REVENUE PASSENGER :  A person receiving air transportation for an 
air carrier for which remunerat ion is received by the· air carrier . 
SHORT HAUL s  An air transportation system pro viding service on 
routes from 0 to 200 nautical miles in length . 
SMALL AIRCRAFT : A ircraft of 12 , 500 pounds or less , maximum certified 
takeoff weight . 
STAGE LENGTH : The air distance between any two airports served by 
the air carrier . 
SUB SIDY : A direct pe cuniary aid furnished by a government to a 
private commercial enterpri se , i . e .  airline subsidy . 
TACTI CAL AIR NAVIGATION (TACA N ) : A rad io transpond er facili ty in 
the en route electroni c navigation system , transmit ting a pulse 
train UHF modulated radio wave , utiliz ed by compatible airborn
e 
receiver/interrogator equipment to derive bearing relative to 
the faci lity · in terms of time delay between int errogat
ion and 
re ceipt of reply . 
THIRD LEVEL CARRIER & See COMMUTER AIR CARRIER . 
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TRANSPONDER & A radio or radar set that upon receiving a designated 
signal in t he form of a series of pulses emits a radio signal of 
its own that may also be coded . 
TRUN K CARRIERS , DO 1ESTIC s This group of carriers o perates primarily 
wi thin the geographic limits of the continental United States 
over routes serving primarily the larger communities . Mos t  o f  
the domestic trunks also have international and t erritorial 
o perations . 
TURBOJET : Aircraft o perated by jet engines incorporatin g  a turbine 
driven air compressor to  take in  and compress the air for the 
combus tion of fuel , the gasses of combustion (or the heated air) 
being used both to ro tate the turbine and to create a thrust­
producing j et . 
TURBOPROP s  Aircraft o perated by turbine -propelled engines . The 
pro peller shaft is connected to the turbine wheels , which operate 
both the compressor and the propeller .  
USEFUL LOAD& The weight of the flight crew , passengers , baggage 
and/or cargo , usable fuel and drainable oil for any particular 
flight . 
VFR CONDITIONS s Basic weather conditions prescribed for flight 
under Visual Flight Rules . 
VFR FLIGHT 1 Flight conducted in accordance �ith Vi sual Flight 
Rules . 
VOR or VER Y HIGH :B'REQUENCY OMNIRANGE STATION& A specific type of 
omnirange o perating at VHF and providing radial lines of po sition 
in any dire ct ion as determined by bearing selection within the 
receiving equipment . 
NOTE s This facility emits a nondirectional " reference" modulation 
and a rotating pattern whi ch develops a " variable" modulation of 
the same fr equency as the reference modulation .  Lin es of position 
are determined by compari son of phase of the variable with that 
of the referen ce . 
LI ST OF ABBREVIATIONS 
ATC : Air Traffic Control 
CAB : Civil A eronautics Board 
DME : Distance Measuring Equipment 
DOT s Department of Transportation 
FAA : Federal Aviation Administrat ion , an agency o f  the Department 
of Transportation 
FAR : Federal Aviation Regulation 
FBO : Fixed Base Operator 
FSS s Flight Servi ce Station 
HIRL : High Intensity Runway Lights 
IFR a Instrument Flight Rules 
ILS : Instrument Landing Syst em 
LIRL a Light In tensity Runway Lights 
MAL S :  Medium Intensity Approach Lighting System 
MIRL : Med ium Intensity Runway Lights 
MPH : Miles Per Hour 
MSL : Mean Sea Level 
NAVAID : Navigational Air or Air Navigational F'acility 
NDB : Non -directional Radio Beacon 
RAIL :  Runway Alignmen t Indicator Light s 
REI L :  Runway End Identifier Lights 
S'rOL s Short Takeoff and Landing 
TACAN : Tactical Air Navigation 
TVOR s Terminal VOR 
UHF a Ultrahigh Frequency Rad io 
VASI : Visual Approach Slope Indicator 
VFR : Visual Flight Rules 
VHF : Very High Frequency Radio 
VOR : VHF Omnirange Stat ion 
VORTAC : Co -lo cated VOR and TACAN 
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